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why the missiles missed their marks". Then you have the confusion of WHY the
attack in the first place. Ah indeed, it is time to remove some of the bindings
from Iraq in exchanging oil for food and medicine! So, it slips out, doesn't itSEEING IS BELIEVING (??I
that final little "slippage" that says the whole incident of bombing innocent
people is OVER OIL FLOW, PIPELINES, BRITISH INTERESTS AND
IRA0 LIES
COSTS OF OIL ON THE MARKETS.
The barrage of questions regarding the U. S. missile attacks
[Please see New Persian Gulf Debacle, p.21
on Iraq are quite astounding to me this morning. Ifyou can't see
what is taking place we have little hope of survival of your
planet.
What are you hearing on the "NEWS"? Certainly NOT the
Ray Bilger: The Untold History
truth except in slippage of information due to missing links of
O f America, Part V, p. 1 0 .
TOTAL control of eve.ry media outlet. Even the media is
announcing, however, that the failed first missile attack would
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New Persian
Debacle
[Continued from
OIL

AS

USUAL

I find that, in spite of full-blown (NOW) knowledge
of the lies about the Gulf War and the lack of efiiciency
of missiles, etc., of the U.S., while the reports were
telling you that they were almost 100% accurate, is a bit
amusing. They are now feeding you a story one minute
about the UPGRADING and now-far-superior accuracy
of the very Cruise Missiles as under use NOW-while
they are also telling you that out of 27 strategic and
surgically accurate missiles-most did not hit their
targets well enough to be called accurate and "a second
'mop up' flailing was required and possibly even a
third or fourth!" And, you ask ME what the problems
are? I ask YOU-where are your brains? You will
march off to the voting docks and what will you gain?
Surely you will gain-the final disaster for your nation
while you pop balloons and swizzle champagne and
sing stupid political songs in silly hats and ritual
wigglings.
There was a REPORTED incursion of Saddam's
troops into Kurdisland, but was there? When the media
got there, there was NO SIGN OF IRAQI ANYTHING!
So, arbi_trari& FOR ISRAEL-BRITISH pockets, the
U.S. has presented itself as the EVIL EMPIRE TO END
ALL EVIL EMPIRES! And yes indeed, I DO CONCUR
with that conclusion. I find myself wondering WHY
God wishes to help America when the citizens CHEER
such atrocity of aggressions. YOU IN THE U.S. ARE
NOT THE INNOCENT PLACE OF FREEDOM AND
FREE PEOPLE-YOU ARE NOW THE EVIL EMPIRE! YOU ARE THE KHAZARUN ZIONIST
(JEWS WHO CALL THEMSELVES JEW BUT ARE
NOT) STOLEN HOMELAND!
No, I see nothing NEW upon which to contemplate-it is all there in the secrets, the non-news, the
controlled media propaganda to make you somehow
look GOOD in the face of total human violations of
decency. YOU HAVE BECOME THE EVIL EMPIRE,
AMERICA, AND YOU SHOULD HANGYOURHEADS
IN SHAME!

H U R R I C A N E S AND
O T H E R DISTRACTIONS
Now what will happen? Well, for one thing, the
distraction is already afoot-Hurricane Fran is bearing
down on your East Coast. I would suggest that since the
Russians did not concur with your actions in Iraq and
since they CAN and DO control weather patterns-that
you may well be in for a blasting to beat most national
DISASTERS, right away now. "They" are also talking
about earthquakes in strategic places-like the New
Madrid split-and of course, the BIG ONE in Califor-
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nia. The U.S. WILL BE PUNISHED FOR YOUR
TRANSGRESSIONS-AND NO, IT WON'T BE FROM
GOD OR HOSTS-IT WILL BE FROM FELLOWWORLD CITIZENS. You have called the Russians
barbarians? You dwarf anything the Russians have
EVER DONE-for in the "Communist" arena-it is
again, the Zionist One Worlders-NOT RUSSIANS
who insipidly infect the nations and the world. PLEASE
GO BACK TO YESTERDAY AND READ ABOUT
YOUR CIVIL WAR!
By the way, as you read that message again I
suggest you consider the circumstances of such as the
paper, CONTACT! CONTACT was recognized as The
Phoenix LIBERATOR prior to CONTACT. Why might
that be? Because it wadis the same ongoing basis of
information flow intent-actually by the same entities.
The Liberator of Civil War times did not JUST argue
and reveal facts about slavery--but DID IN FACT,
TELL AMERICA EXACTLY WHAT THE WAR WAS
ABOUT AND WHO WAS BEHIND IT-RIGHT TO
THEBANgSTERS AND CIRCUMSTANCES, PROMISES TO ROTHSCHILDS, ETC. It IS a small world,
after all!
Since this discussion seems to hide all other topics
such as "astrology* of which I wanted to share, we will
offer, again, the manuscript of an interview with a
Jewish administrative assistant to one of your nation's
ranking senators, The Rosenthal INTERVIEW! (1978)
By the way, Rosenthal was murdered in response for his
stupid revelations!

longer offer such sharing. I look around and find no
obvious change in either financial disciplines of lackof OR any signs of our task being "finishedn-financially or otherwise, but especially OTHERWISE as the
U.S. STARTS A WORLD WAR!
I should perhaps defend Dr. Young from such
distraction but I feel he can adequately defend himself.
Dr. Young is Editor of CONTACT, yes-BUT, remember something, readers, Dr. Young has several doctorates from very prestigious universities and more impressive work-places. He works his OWN schedules
and is, in fact, RARELY even seen at the paper prior to
afternoon on ANY day. He participates in almost
nothing of social activities and in fact is only present at
given meetings off and on due to his preference to
getting his job done effectively. This is often very
disconcerting to others involved, including myselfBUT WE DO WHAT WE NEED TO DO ANYWAY WE
CAN ACCOMPLISH SUCH OVERWHELMING
TASKS.
None in this lace have any connection at all to
these visitors savd Dr. Young so it is hard to imagine
that such misinterpretations can occur. Commander
Soltec becomes a focus at great disadvantage when
these things happen for these are singularly "hisn
responsibility as to "HISn information flow. So, if
there is any misunderstanding, Team, WE ARE NOT
FINISHED WITH ANYTHING-YET!
ANYONE
WISHING TO FINISH IT WITHOUT INTERRUPTION
WITH OUR ONGOING WORK IS WELCOME TO
THE JOB-BUT NOT ON OUR BACKS OR AFTER
THE FACT!
In addition we were asked to not share the visitor's
"visit" and yet the first minute possible they are in the
midst of activities sharing this particular information?
Why are they here? R&R, I'm told. Well, we are NOT
in R&R mode so please forgive our shortness of interest
in entertainment mode. We are struggling for the very
survival of my secretary andeverything attached. Surely
there is some error somewhere in the reporting? No
indeed, I DO NOT find it amusing.
And, no I don't know why these people did not
come while others visited and planned activities were
being experienced. It is none of my business but we
must now be about our duties.
AS WE NOW RE-PRESENT THE ROSENTHAL
INTERVIEW PLEASE READ IT, SEE IT, HEAR IT
AND THEN PERHAPS YOU WILL SEE WHAT HAS
TAKEN PLACE AS THE U.S. BECOMES THE EVIL
BLACK-SHEEP OF THE PLANET.
[QUOTING:]
T H E HIDDEN TYRANNY

LOCAL MISINFORMATION

{Harold Wallace Rosenthal interview. 1978'1

Yesterday it was overheard from visitors from outof-State that Dr. Ed Young had reported from MY
discussions with guest visitors-that I had said "It is
done! We are now finished." Misunderstanding?
Well, I would suppose for I doubt it would be a deliberate misrepresentation. WE WERE SPEAKING TO
WALLY GENTLEMEN REGARDING MAKING A
MOVIE AND POSSIBLE FINANCING! How "that"
could be construed as "We are finished" remains beyond my scope of understanding. The point I make ;s
that the project funding is nearing conclusion, has been
confirmed and we now need to make arrangements for
Gentleman's recovery from recent quadruple bypass
heart surgery, etc. This man DIED during this process
and we all but lost him again afterwards as he "gave up"
the struggle briefly. I don't even know why outsiders
would even be invited in to discuss private business
matters but that is not my business-Dr. Young is
Editor of the paper and his choices are his business.
This does not, however, make it easy for me to then
share with anyone the wondrous growth and expectations of our- achievements and shall, therefore, no

THE ISSUE THAT DWARFS
ALL OTHER ISSUES
(This is the most sensational manuscript of its kind.)

by Walter White
In a highly confidential interview with a Jewish
administrative assistant to one of this nation's ranking
senators, he said, "It is a marvel that the American
people do not rise up and drive every Jew out of this
country."
The Jew, Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal, made this
statement after admitting Jewish dominance in all
significant national programs. He said, "We Jews
continue to be amazed with the ease by which Christian Americans have fallen into our hands. W i l e the
naive Americans wait for Khrushchev to bury them,
we have taught them to submit to our every demand."
Asked how a nation could be captured without their
knowing it, Mr. Rosenthal attributed this victory to
absolute control of the media. He boasted of Jewish
control of ALL NEWS. Any newspaper which refused
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to acquiesce to controlled news was brought to its knees
by withdrawing advertising. Failing in this, the Jews
stop the supply of news print and ink. "It's a very
simple matter," he stated.
[H: Hey, wait a minute-we are copying this
verbatim so don't go off on the 'same old kick"
attack-YOU
had better begin to pay attention!
This interview in point was done in the late 1970stoday you are on the fourth day of September, 19961
What has changed, except the noose HAS NOW
STRANGLED YOU, THE WORLD.]
Asked about men in high political office, Mr.
Rosenthal said that no one in the last three decades has
achieved any political power without Jewish approval.
"Americans have not had a presidential choice since
1932. Roosevelt was our man; every president since
Roosevelt has been our man."
In adiscussion about George Wallace, Mr. Rosenthal
smiled and suggested that we note where Wallace stands
today.
When the U.S. foreign policy was mentioned, the
bedroom confidence of the interview was all but set
aside. With disdain and mockery he sneered at the
American stupidity in failing to see through the entire
scope of Kissinger's foreign policy. " I t is Zionist-

involved in this incident Mr. Rosenthal should have
been fatally wounded. Meanwhile, I, Walter White,
who conducted this confidential interview, can now
state after much investigation, expense and travel, that
Harold Rosenthal was undoubtedly murdered at the
Istanbul Airport, in
what was to APPEAR as a hijacking-probably
by
his own people.
We had no desire to hurt anyone
and especially members ofthe Rosenthal
family who had suffered enough in this
tragedy. We corresponded with his
mother and father in
Philadelphia and his
brother Mark David
Rosenthal who is attending college in Northern California. In fact, it was
he who advised me that Harold's friends in Washington
had set up a memorial fund in Harold W. Rosenthal's
name. He sent us a copy of "The Harold W. Rosenthal
Fellowship in International Relations" American Jewish Committee, Washington Chapter, 818 18th Street,
N. W. Washington, D.C. 20006. It lists some of the
"who's-who" and the honorary Co-Chairmen are Vice
President Walter F. Mondale and Senator Jacob K.
Javits. [H: Anybody else sick yet? Do you not see
how "they" work in the aftermath of their OWN
atrocities from airliner crashes to wipe-out of fellow
politicians and co-workers? They murder and then
eulogize, build foundations, etc., and weep crocks of
B.S. tears while they wear their beanie bonnets and
run for re-election. Well, perhaps Clinton has no
OTHER CHOICES??? But what of Dole, etc? The
facts are the OTHERS arecaught in just about as big
a black-mail disadvantage. You have become deathly
sick citizens of a desperately sick world and most of
you don't even know you are terminally ill.]
Out of respect, we decided to wait until a year had
passed since the death of Harold Wallace Rosenthal so
we delayed publishing everything he gave us on that
memorable day and evening. And as stated before, the
interview was lengthy-as he seemed to enjoy pouring
out this information-and at times it was broken-and
went on into the evening.
This writer and editor is not easily shocked but as
this egotist Harold W. Rosenthal raved on and on I
found so much of what he said actually horrifying-the
actual betrayal of which he admittedly was a part-and
he appeared to gloat over the apparent success of a
Jewish World Conspiracy. This, mind you, comes from
an "administrative assistant" to one of our ranking
Senators, Jacob K. Javits of New York.
What you are about to read should act as a WARNING to all nonJews throughout the world. It hopefully
should open the eyes of many who knew him in Washington government circles.
It becomes indeed obvious that what he discloses is
not fiction. It is not imagination! He was not pretending-as he spoke with knowledge and intelligence.
Many things have been said and written about the one
World Jewish Conspiracy but never has it been described so openly. It staggers the imagination. Their
plans are shocking and many will be astonished at the
contents of this document. NOTHING like it has ever
been told before.
We prefer not to elaborate. You be the judge.
Looking back to the time of this interview and
having had time to analyze Harold Rosenthal's candidness, we are compelled to think of him as a conceited,
boastful yet very knowledgeable person. I would classify him asan egotist and anegoist. At times his cruelty
surfaced with a venom, especially as he describes the
stupid Christians or "goys" as he so often referred to

Communist policy from beginning to end. Yet the
citizens think this Jewish policy will benejil Americo. " He cited "detente" and Angola as examples of

Jewish diplomacy. The credulous nature of Americans
drew only contempt from him.
The interview continued on an almost omniscient
plane. "We Jews have put issue upon issue to the
American people. Then we promote both sides of the
issue as confusion reigns. With their eyes fixed on the
issues, they fail to see who is behind every scene. We
Jews toy with the American public as a cat toys with a
mouse."
As the conversation went on into the late hours, one
could sense that perhaps America deserves the reign of
terror being planned for her. The Jewish mind pits
every ethnic group against the other. "The blood of the
masses will flow as we wait for our day of world
victory," Mr. Rosenthal said coldly.
For hours after this incredible discussion, a sense
of inadequacy prevailed. Is it possible that another
group of "human beings" could be so treacherous in
spirit, so evil in intent? Yet, the words heard and the
evidence at hand are real. Is it possible that the
American people can remain docile, even while their
life's blood is being drained from them? It seems so.

WHAT DOES ALL THIS
Since what you have just read plus the lengthy
interview that followed, Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal,
age 29, the administrative assistant to Senator Jacob K.
Javits of New York was killed in an alleged skyjacking attempt on an Israeli airliner in Istanbul,
Turkey, August 12,1976.
[H: Oh yes, and by the way: THE MODE OF
OPERATION O F THESE ISRAELI COUNTERFEITS IS TO PERPETRATE ATROCITIES WHILE
SETTING-UP THE BLAME ON THEIR ENEMIES,
THE CHRISTIANS AND ARABS! IT ALWAYS
HAPPENS FOR THERE IS NO CONSIDERATION
FOR THEIR OWN KIND-ONLY WORLD DOMINATION. THIS TYPE OF SELF-AFFLICTION IS
FOUND IN EVERY KNOWN INCIDENT FOR THE
PAST MANY CENTURIES. THESE ARE NOT
"JEWISHn-LINEAGED PEOPLE-THESE
ARE
EVIL SERVANTS IN FULL BLOOM. YOU ARE
THE FOOLED AND THE FOOLS!]
It would appear that Mr. Rosenthal might have
"talked too freelyn because although four people were
killed and some 30 injured during the sky-jacking
attempt, Rosenthal was not killed by a random bullet
as were the others. From reports secured at the time,
it seems amazing and strange that of all the people
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"us". This surprised me because the word "goyn is not
in our language and he must have known this. His mind
was thoroughly immersed in the one-world plan of
world Jewry. With arrogance, he boasted that the Jew's
conquest of the world was almost complete-thanks to
Christians' stupidity.
When asked if he
was a Zionist, Mr. R.
replied:
"That's a hell of a
question! At the foundation of the issue is
the traditional Zionist
concept of aliyah, a
Hebrew term meaning
the 'in gathering' or
return of Diaspora
(dispersed Jews) Jews
to the Palestine homeland. Ever since 1948
and the creation of the
State of Israel, aliyah
has become a basic imperative of Israeli government
policy."
What is aliyah? Will you please spell it for me? He
did so and we inquired as to the realistic meaning of
aliyah. Mr. R. said:
"It is a permanent physical migration to Palestine,
not just a visit."
We asked, what is Zionism? I've heard Jews define
it as anything from permanent migration to financial
and spiritual support of Israel from around the world.
Mr. R. replied:
"Our first leader, former Prime Minister David
Ben-Gurion, said that Zionism without a 'return to
Zion' is phony. Not many American Jews migrate
permanently to Israel. Some say that all Jews, by
definition, are Zionists. Others say that a Jew is not a
Zionist unless he's a member who pays dues to an
actively Zionist organization. Definitions have been
tossed everywhere since the Jewish homeland became a
reality."
Millions of tax-exempt American dollars are sent
to Israel yearly and we true Americans do not like this.
Mr. R. replied:
"The naive politicians in Washington are gullible.
Most of them are not too bright so the powerful Jewish
lobbyists influenced this practice years ago and there is
no one strong enough to stop it. Some of that money is
even returned to the United States and spent on Zionist
propaganda efforts, much of it through the B'nai B'rith
and the Conference of Jewish Organizations and the
World Jewish Congress. The Jewish Agency is a funding arm-a sort ofbody of B'nai B'rithofficials. There
is nothing wrong with sending American dollars to
Israel tax-free so long as we are smart enough to get
away with it. Let's reverse this conversation for a
minute. You made it clear and quite vociferously, that
you don't like Jews. Why do you hate us?"
Mr. Rosenthal, 1 do not hate anybody. I said I hate
what the Jews are doing to us and especially as it relates
to any and everything related to Christianity. I hate
their deceit, trickery, cunning, and their detestable
dishonesty. Does that make me anti-Semitic? If it does
then I am anti-semitic!!
"Anti-Semitism does not signify opposition to
Semitism. There is no such thing. It is an expression
we Jews use effectively as a smearword-used to
brand as a bigot like you guys-anyone who brings
criticism against Jews. We use it against hate-mongers."
IH:It is certainly interesting to note that "out of
the bluen Mr. Steven Horn against the Ekkers asked
Doris "are you antidemitic?" Do you still think it is
somehow just a battle of a 'no-sale" item? He,
further, presents writings such as THIS ONE as her
opinion on Semitism-to the courts as if somehow
being a writer makes her blind. People of the worldyou are in serious, serious trouble.]

"We Jews continue to be
amazed with the ease by which
Christian Americans have fallen
into our hands. While the naive
Americans wait for Khrushchev
to bury them, we have taught them
to submit to our every demand."

-
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It was made clear that I despised the Jews' corrup- so if it benefits them to change their names they do so. million Communists in Soviet Russia, 50% are Jews
tive influence on our Christian culture-and on our That's all there is to it. They mix in your society which and about 50% gentile-but the gentiles are not trusted.
properly Christ-oriis plenty corrupt-SO while the Jews are benefiting The Communist Jews are united and trust each other,
ented American way
themselves the dumb goy while the others spy on one another. About every five
of life, to which Mr.
doesn't realize that these or six years the secret Jewish Board calls for the purge
"Becausethey begin to understand
R. said:
Jews with non-Jew names are of the Party and many are liquidated.
"During Christ's
non Jews. I know what you're
When asked "why"? he said:
too
much
the
Jewish
secret
governtime, the Jews were
thinking-about Jews in the
"Because they begin to understand too much the
ment. Russian Communists have a
seeking a material
government who use non-Jew Jewish secretgovernment. Russian Communists have
and earthly kingdom
names. Well, don't be con- a Secret Group Order which consists of Jews only.
Secret Group Order which consists
but Christ offered the
cerned because in the fore- They rule over everything pertaining to the visible
of Jews only. They rule over everyJews a spiritual kingseeable future there will be government. It was this powerful organization that
dom. This, they
no Presidential power in the was responsiblefor the secret removal of the center of
thing
pertaining
to
the
visible
govcouldn't buy, so they
United States. The invis- Communism to Tel Aviv from where all instructions
ernment. It was this powerful orgarejected Jesus Christ
ible government is taking now originate. "
and had him crucistrength in that direction."
Does our government and the United Nations have
nization that was responsible for the
fied."
To your knowledge, are knowledge of this? He replied:
secret removal of the center of ComWhat do you
the Jews-in Russia really per"The United Nations is nothing but a trap-door to
mean-had him crusecuted
or
are
they
given
any
the
Red World's immense concentration camp. We
munism to Tel Aviv from where all
cified? Doesn't hiskind of freedom? To which pretty much control the U.N."
instructions now originate."
tory prove that the
he said:
When asked why the Communists destroy the middle
Jews crucified Jesus
"Most Jews throughout class or educated and their entire families when they
Christ? To which he
the world-I'd say more than invade a country Mr. R. replied:
answered:
90%, know what is really happening to our people. We
"It is an established rule to destroy all members of
"Yes, I guess they did. I don't beat around the have communication uneaualled anvwhere. It is only pre-existinggovernment, theirfamilies and relative^^
bush-but 2,000 years ago your people would have the jerks, the
but never Jews.
done the same thing to a man who mistreated them as ignorant and misdestrov all members of
Christ did the Jews."
police, state ~ o l i c e ,
informed and de"THERE WILL BE A FORCED CLASS WAR- the
You speak of Jesus Christ as merely a man.
arrnv officers and their
generates who
FARE HERE IN THE UNITED STATES AND families but never Jews.
"That's all he was-a man who walked on the Earth can find peace in
like any other man and this myth about Christ rising your societyMANY WILL BE LIQUIDATED. YOU WILL UN- You see, we know when
from the dead and returning to Earth to visit with his and you bastards
QUESTIONABL Y BE AMONG THEM. THE JEWS a government begins to
disciples is a bunch of crap. The Jews who drove the hide your sins by
search for the CommuWILL NOT BE HARMED. I'M NOT BOASTING! nists within i t s borArabs out of Palestine did so to disprove Christ's donning sheep's
I'M GIVING YOU THE FACTS! AND IT IS TOO ders-they are really
mission for a spiritual kingdom. You see, instead of a clothing. You are
leader who would make an empire for the Jews, your the hypocritesLA TE FOR YOUR CHRISTIAN FOLLO WERS TO attempting to uncover
in their area.
kind of people gave the Jews a peaceful preacher called not the Jews, as
PUT UP A DEFENSE. THAT TIME IS LONG Jews
We're not fooled! The
Christ who instead of an eye-for-an-eye turns the other you say and write
PAST. LONG, LONG AGO WE HAD TO BEinvisible rulers in the
cheek. Rubbish! We are building and, in fact, have about. To answer
built a n earthly empire without your kind and your your questionCOME THE AGGRESSORS!! THAT IS UN- Communist countries
disappointing Messiah."
in Russia, there
have a world control
DOUBTEDL Y ONE OF OUR GREAT PURPOSES
I can see that it is you and your kind who try to get are two distinct
thepropaganda and
IN LIFE. WE ARE THE AGGRESSORS!! BE- over
Christ out of Christmas. I feel sorry for you ...to which governmentsthe governments in free
CAUSE YOU STOLE YOUR PRETENDED RELI- countries. We control
he quickly replied:
one visible and
"Don't give me that shit. I don't want your pity. I the other invisevery media of expresGIOUS BELIEFS FROM OUR TALMUD."
don't need it! Too many Jews do not have the guts to ible. The visible L
sion including newspatell you how we live and plan, but I am not intimidated is made UP of difpers, magazines, radio
by anyone or anything. I know where I'm going."
ferent nationalities, whereas the invisible is composed and television. EYEN YOUR MUSIC! We censor the
When asked why do Jews frequently change their of ALL JEWS. THE POWERFUL SOVIET SECRET songs released for publication long before they reach
names he said:
POLICE TAKES ITS ORDERS FROM THE INVIS- thepublishers. Before lonpwr willhave COMPLETE
"Jews are the most intelligent people in the world IBLE GOVERNMENT. There areabout six-to-seven- CONTROL OF YOUR THINKING."

CONTACR The Phoenix Project
1

I

CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country's special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, "As goes
the United States, so goes the world."
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn's most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the "Evil Empire" forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination "up from the ashes" of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR.

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial "book" format of thePHEONIX
JOURNALS. Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR'S motto reminded all that "The Truth Will
Set You Free", the CONTACT'S motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: "Ye S h a l l
Know T h e T r u t h A n d T h e T r u t h S h a l l Make Y o u Mad!"
The "Phoenix Project" is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project "ground crew" continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
- D r . Ehvin M. Young
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
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The way you boast, if this is true, it is frightening establish your thinking, we even place within you a lating intercourses between us and the goy. Our teachto think about our future, and that of Christianity, to 'guilt complex' making you afraid to criticize Jewry, ings are not concerned with moral problems, but rather
with how to 'get'.
openly."
which Mr. R. said:
"In regard to the moral value of the Jews' religious
UTHEREWILL BE
In the quietness
of this enlightening teaching, there exist quite exhaustive studies which
A FORCED CLASS
"MONEY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN conversation i t be- show the kind of religion that we have in a light that
WARFARE HERE IN
THE UNITED STATES
came clear that the makes it look uncanny to the Aryan mind. We are the
MORALITY. WE CAN ACCOMPLISH ANYAND MANY
BE
understanding poured best example of the kind of product which religious
THING WITH MONEY. OUR PEOPLE ARE
LIQ UIDA TED. YOU
forth did not come training evolves. Our life is of this world only and our
PROVING THAT IN ISRAEL WHERE ITS
WILL UNQUESTIONfrom a novice. Mr. mentality is as foreign to the true spirit of Christianity
A B L Y BE AMONG
STRENGTHAGAINSTATTACKISITSPER- Rosenthalwasasked as our character was to the Founder of this new creed
THEM- THE JEWS
how Jews gain accep- 2,000 years ago. The Founder of Christianity made no
MANENT STA TE OF WAR READINESS. IStance so easily among secret of his estimation of the Jews and thefact that he
No
BE
RAEL CAN NOW WIN IN ANY ENCOUNTER.
HARMED. I'M NOT
other races. His an- was not one of us. When he found it necessary he drove
THE KIBBUTZ-RAISED INTELLECTUAL
BOASTING! I'M GIVswer was long and us out of the temple of God, because then, as always, we
used religion as a means of advancing our commercial
INGYOUTHEFACTS! I ELEMENTS ARE GOING TO BUILD THAT 1 thorough.
"At a very early interest.
TooLATE SMALL COUNTRY INTO A MID-EAST WON"But at that time, we managed to nail Jesus to the
date, urged on by the
FOR YOUR CHRISDERLAND. IT
EVENTUALLY
desire to make our cross for his attitude towards us; whereas, the modern
TIAN FOLLOWERS
TO PUT U P A DEBE THE BASE FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT way in theworld, Jews Christians enter into party politics and in order to win
began to look for a elections, they debase themselves by begging for JewFENSE. THA T TIME
HEA DQ UAR T
E
~
means whereby we ish votes. They even enter into political intrigues with
IS LONG PAST.
might distract all at- us against the interests of their own nation.
LONG, LONGAGO WE
"We can live among other nations and states only
HAD TO BECOME THE AGGRESSORS!! THAT IS tention from the racial aspect. What could be more
UNDOUBTEDLY ONE OFOUR GREATPURPOSES effective, and at the same time more above suspicion, as long as we succeed in persuading them that the Jews
INLIFE. WEARE THEAGGRESSORS!! BECAUSE than to borrow and utilize the idea of a religious are not a distinct people, but are the representatives of
YOU STOLE YOUR PRETENDED RELIGIOUS BE- community? We've been forced to borrow this idea a religious faith who, therefore, constitute a 'religious
from the Aryans. We Jews never possessed any reli- community', though this be of a peculiar character. As
LIEFS FROM OUR TALMUD."
After reminding him that we thought he was intel- gious institution which developed out of our own con- a matter of fact, this is the greatest of our falsehoods.
"We are obliged to conceal our own particular
ligent but now realize that he doesn't know what he was sciousness, for we lack any kind of idealism. This
means that a belief in life beyond this terrestrial exis- character and mode of life so that we will be allowed to
talking about he replied:
"Judaism is the uneuualled culture, with nothing, tence is foreign to us. As a matter of fact, the Talmud continue our existence as a parasite among the nations.
nothing anywhere in the world to compare with it. does not lay down principles with which to prepare the Our success in this line has gone so far that many
Your so-called Christianity is an out-growth of Juda- individual for a life to come, but furnishes only rules believe that the Jews among them are genuine Frenchism. The cultural and intellectual influence of Judaism for a sumptuous life in this world. It is a collection of men, or Englishmen, or Italians, or Germans who just
is felt throughout the entire world-yes, throughout instructions for maintaining the Jewish race and regu- happen to belong to a religious denomination which is
civilization."
--.
Asked whether he thought we faced a problem
eventually with the Blacks because of their startling
population increase he said that the Blacks are helping
to serve "our purpose" which might mean several things.
We discussed the Black "invasion" of city, county
and state jobs and their prominence now in television.
Also how ridiculous it is for the Blacks to become
converted to Jews-like Sammy Davis for instance.
Mr. R. replied:
"That doesn't mean anything. We know that a
Black cannot become a Jew and that Sammy Davis is
still Black. It may have been to his advantage to
become converted. In reality he still remains a nigger
202.
and not a Jew."
1told him of my in-depth study of the Jews and that
there were few who have done more research on world
202.
Jewry than have I, and about my unpleasant discoveries, reminding Mr. R. that there is no morality among
the Jews, it would seem. He replied:
202.
"MONEY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN MORALITY. WECANACCOMPLISHANYTHING WITH
MONEY. OUR PEOPLE ARE PROVING THAT IN
I S M EL WHERE ITS STRENGTH AGAINST A TTACK IS ITS PERMANENTSTA TE OF WARREADINESS. ISRAEL CAN NOW WIN IN ANY ENCOUNTER. THE KIBBUTZ-RAISED INTELLECTUAL
ELEMENTS ARE GOING TO BUILD THAT SMALL
COUNTRY INTO A MID-EAST WONDERLAND. IT
WILL ALSO EVENTUALLY BE THE BASE FOR
WORLD GOVERNMENT HEADQUARTERS."
We discussed the tragedy of Watergate and corruption at all levels of government and suggested that
government representatives practice more openness
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the
and candor in dealing with the people. Mr. R. said:
"What good would it do? What the hell does the
newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized
public know about the running of government? The
parasites. Call for a free catalog.
great majority are asses-horses' asses!!"
May we quote you on that?
"I don't care what you do, as I said, few have the
nuts to speak out. We would all have better understanding between each other-Jews and gentiles, if we spoke
out more openly. Your people don't have guts. We
- -

~-
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different from that prevailing in these countries. Especially in circles concerned with government, where the
officials have only a minimum of historical sense, we
are able to impose our infamous deception with comparative ease. Therefore, there is never the slightest
suspicion that we Jews form a distinct nation and are
not merely the adherents of a 'confession'. Though one
glance at the press which
we control, ought to furnish sufficient evidence to
the contrary, even for
those who possess only the
smallest degree of intelligence."
When questioned
about the ways in which
the Jews have gained
power, Mr. Rosenthal
said:
"OURPOWER HAS BEEN CREA TED THROUGH
THE MANIPULATION OF THE NATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM. We authored the quotation 'Money
is power'. As revealed in our master plan, it was
essential for us to establish a private national bank.
THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM fitted our plan
nicely since it IS OWNED BY US, but the name
implies that it is a government institution. From the
very outset, our purpose was to confiscate all the
gold and silver, replacing them with worthless nonredeemable notes. This we have done!"
Asked about the term "non-redeemable notes", Mr.
Rosenthal replied:
"Prior to 1968, [H: Check that date of 1968 because this is the exact time uperiod* of establishment
of such as Peruvian certi/icates concerning GOLDi e . , the "Bonus Contract". It was all set up and
authorized by these SAME people--check out the
names in New York at the time and JUST WHO DID
THE TRANSACTIONSfl the gullible goy could take a
one dollar Federal Reserve note into any bank in America
and redeem it for a dollar which was by law a coin
containing 412-1/2 grains of 90 percent silver. Up
until 1933, one could have redeemed the same note for
a coin of .25-415th~grains of 90 percent gold. However, since 1968 the dollar Federal Reserve note is not
redeemable. All we do is give the goy more nonredeemable notes, or else copper slugs. But we never

give them their gold and silver. Only more paper," he their escape from our rigorous service is the opiate of
said contemptuously. "We Jews have prospered through our entertainment industry. By controlling industry,
the paper gimmick. It's our method through which we we have become the task masters and the people the
take money and give only paper in return." [H: And slaves. When the pressure of daily toil builds to an
upon which interest is demanded for the worthless explosive degree, we have provided the safety valve of
non-redeemable PAPER trash.]
momentary pleasure. The television and movie indusCan you give me an example of this, we asked?
tries furnish the necessary temporary distraction. These
"The examples are nu- programs are carefully designed to appeal to the sensumerous, but a few readily ous emotions, never to the logical thinking mind. Beapparent are the stocks and cause of this, the people are programmed to respond
bonds market, all forms of according to our dictates, not according to reason.
insurance and the frac- Silent they never are; unthinking they will remain."
tional reserve system [H: Any arguments so far?]
practiced by the Federal
Continuing his thought of Jewish control over the
Reserve corporation, not goy, Mr. R. said: "We have castrated society through
to mention the billions in fear and intimidation. Its manhood exists only in
gold and silver that we combination with a feminine outward appearance.
have gained in exchange Being so neutered, the populace has become docile and
for paper notes, stupidly called 'money'. Money easily ruled. As all geldings in nature, their thoughts
power was essential in carrying out our master plan are not involved with the concerns of the future and
of international conquest through propaganda."
their posterity, but only with the present toil and the
Asked how they proposed doing this, he said: "At next meal."
first, by controlling the banking system we were able to
It was obvious that the excitement of Mr. Rosenthal
control corporation capital. Through this, we acquired was triggered when mention was made of the nation's
total monopoly of the movie industry, the radio net- industry. "We have been successful in dividing society
works and the newly developing television media. The against itself by pitting labor against management.
printing industry, newspapers, periodicals and techni- This perhaps has been one of our greatest feats, since in
reality it is a triangle,
cal journals had already
though only two points
fallen into our hands. &
richest durn was later to come
"We d o not labor OR manage, and yet we ever seem to occur. In
when we took over the publireceive the profits. Through our money modern industry there
exists capital, which
cation ofALL SCHOOL MAmanipulation, the capital that we supply force we represent, at
TERIALS. Through these
industry costs us nothing. Through our the apex. Both manvehicles we could mold public
opinion to suit our own purnational bank, the Federal Reserve, we agement and labor are
poses. The people are only
extend book credit. which we create from on the base of this triangle. They continustupid pigs that grunt and
nothinp. to all local banks who are member ally stand opposed to
squeal the chants we give
banks. Thev in turn extend book credit to each other and their
them, whether they be truth or
lies."
industrv. Thus. we do more than God. fur attention is never directed to the head of
Asked if the Jews felt any
all o f our wealth is created from nothing." their
problem. Manthreat from the "silent majoragement is forced to
ity", he laughed at the idea,
raise prices since we
saying: "There is no such
thing as the "silent majority" because we control their are ever increasing the cost of capital. Labor must have
cry and hue. The only thing that exists is an unthinking increasing wages and management must have higher
majority and unthinking they will remain, as long as prices, thus creating the vicious cycle. We a r e never
called to task for our role which is the real reason for
inflation, since the conflict between management and
labor is so severe that neither has time to observe our
activities. It is our increase in the cost of capital that
causes the inflation cycle. We do not labor OR manage,
and yet we receive the profits. Through our money
manipulation, the capital that we supply industry
costs us nothing. Through our national bank, the
Federal Reserve, w
z
create from nothirn. to all local banks who are member banks. Thev in turn extend book credit to industrv. Thus. we do more than God. for all o f our
wealth is created from nothirrp. You look shocked!
Don't bet It's true, we actually do more than God.
With this supposed capital we bring industry, management and labor into our debt, which debt only increases
and is nnver liquidated. Through this continual increase, we are able to pit management against labor so
they will never unite and attack us and usher in a debtfree industrial utopia.
"We are the necessary element since we expend
nothing. Management can create its own capital and
keep the cream-the profits. Its business would grow
and profits increase. Labor would prosper as well,
while the price of the product would remain constant,
the prosperity of industry, labor and management would
continually increase. We Jews glory in the fact that the
stupid goy have never realized that we are the parasites consuming an increasing portion of production
while the producers are continually receiving less and
less."
read this, he has an o f f e r y m can't
As the hours rolled on in this intense, but cordial,

"The richest plum was
later to come when we took
over the publication o f ALL
SCHOOL MATERIALS. "

"itt says that aftat you

refuse.
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interview, Mr. R. exposed his thoughts concerning
"We have been taught that our current economic
"Until recently, the pride of workmanship exceeded
religion:
practices are benevolent, therefore Christian. These the quest for high incomes. However, we have been
(H: I SUGGEST YOU READ THE NEXT, CITI- pulpit parrots extol our goodness for loaning them the able to enslave society to our own power which is
ZENS, AND WEEP! WEEP FOR YOUR SOULS, money to build their temples, never realizing that their money, by causing them to seek after it. We have
YOUR PEOPLE, AND YOUR WORLD.]
own holy Book condemns all USURY. They are eager converted the people to our philosophy of getting and
"Religion, too, must be taught, and through this to pay our exorbitant interest rates. They have led acquiring so that they will never be satisfied. A dissatnecessity we have labored. With our control of the text society into our control through the same practice. isfied people are the pawns in our game of world
book industry and the news media, we have been able to Politically, they hail the blessings of democracy and conquest. Thus, they are always seeking and never able
hold ourselves up as the authorinever understand to find satisfaction. The very moment they seek happities on religion. Many of our
that through de- ness outside themselves, they become our willing semmts.
"This attitude permeates our entire being mocracy we have
rabbis now hold professorships
"Your people never realize that we offer them only
in supposed Christian theologiand philosophy. We are not the creators for gained control of worthless baubles that can not bring fulfillment. They
cal seminaries. We are amazed
nation. procure one and consume it and are not filled. We
to create would only benefit another. We are their
by the Christians' stupidity in
Their book again present another. We have provided an infinite number
the 'acquirers' and are interested only in teaches a benevo- of outward distractions, to the extent that life can not
receiving our teachings and
satisfying the 'self We take your pro- lent and despotic again turn inward to find its definite fulfillment. You
propagating them as their own.
Judaism is not only the teaching
ductivity for a paltry fee and turn it into form of govern- have become addicted to our medicine through which
of the synagogue, but also the
ment in accor- we have become your absolute masters.
fortunes."
doctrine of every "Christian
dance with the
"On the first and fundamental lie, the purpose of
Church" in America. Through
laws of that book, which is to make people believe that we are not a nation
our propaganda the Church has become our most avid while a democracy is but mob rule which we control but a religion, other lies are subsequently based. Our
supporter. This has even given us a special place in through their Churches, our news media and economic greatest fear is that this falsehood will be discovered,
society, their believing the lie that we are the "cho- institutions. Their religion is only another channel for we will be stamped out the moment the general
sen people" and they, gentiles.
through which we can direct the power of our propa- public comes into possession of the truth AND ACTS
"These deluded children of the Church defend us to ganda. These religious puppets' stupidity is only ex- UPON IT. It is becoming apparent that an awakenthe point of destroying their own culture. This truth is ceeded by their cowing is occurring even
evident even to the dullard when one views history and ardice, for they are
here in America. We
sees that all wars have been White fighting White in ruled easily."
h a d hoped t h a t
"On the first and fundamental lie, the purorder that we maintain our control. We controlled
Rarely does any
through
our devaspose ofwhich is to make people believe that we are
England during the Revolutionary War, the North dur- man confess the intitation of Christian
not a nation but a religion, other lies are subseing the Civil War and England and America during macy of his soul as
Germany t h a t any
World Wars I and 11. Through our influence of religion did Mr. Rosenthal.
quently based. Our greatest fear is that this
subject dealingwith us
we were able to involve the ignorant White Christians Hindsight suggest
would be a fearful
falsehood will be discovered, for we will be
in wars against themselves which always impoverished t h a t t h e r e was a
TABOO. However,
stamped out the moment the general public
both sides while we reaped a financial and political greater force comthere seems to be a
comes into possession of the truth AND ACTS
harvest. Anytime truth comes forth which exposes us, pelling this man to
resurgence here in the
we simply rally our forces-the ignorant Christians. reveal what h a s
one nation that we so
UPON IT. It is becoming apparent that an
They attack the crusaders even if they are members of been written here.
strongly control. We
awakening is occurring even here in America.
their own families.
The remainder of the
are presently making
We had hoped that through our devastation of
"Through religion we have gained complete con- interview seems to
plans for a rapid exotrol of society, government and economics. No law is confirm this.
Christian Germany that any subject dealing
dus. We know that
ever passed except its merits have previously been
"Since we do not
when the LIGHT BEwith us would be a fearful TABOO. However,
taught from the pulpits. An example of this is race believe in a life after
GINS T O DAWN,
there seems to be a resurgence here in the one
equality which led to integration and ultimately to death, all our efforts
there will be no stopnation that we so strongly control. We are
mongrelization. The gullible clergy in one breath are directed to the
ping it. All efforts on
instruct their parishioners that we are a special, chosen 'now'. We are not as
presently making plans for a rapid exodus. We
our part will osly inpeople while in another breath proclaim all races are foolish as you and
tensify that light and
know that when the LIGHT BEGINS TO
the same. Their inconsistency is never discovered. So will never adopt an
draw focus upon it.
DAWN, there will be no stopping it. All efforts
we Jews enjoy a special place in society while all other ideology that i s
"We fear that light
on our part will only intensify that light and
races are reduced to common equality. It is for this rooted in self-sacrii s coming forth in
reason that we authored the equality hoax, thereby fice. Whereas you
movements across this
draw focus upon it."
reducing all to a lower level.
will live and die for
land, especially yours.
the benefit of the
It has amazed us how
community, we will live and die only for our own you have been successful in reaching the people after
individual self. The idea of self-sacrifice is abhorred we closed every door of communication. This, we fear,
Subscribers: '
by Jews. It is abhorrent to me. No cause is worth is a sign of coming pogrom [Webster's Dictionary: to
dying for since death is the end. The only time we slaughter or kill] that will take place in America soon.
If anyone has received
unite is to preserve our individual selves. As a group The-American public has realized that we a r e in
copies of video tape(s) of wolves unite to attack a prey, but then disperse control, which is a fatal mistake on our part. THIS
after each is filled, so we Jews unite when peril is NATION COULD NEVER BE THE LAND O F THE
from George Green,
pending, not to preserve our community but to save FREE AS LONG AS IT IS THE LAND O F THE
our own skin.
JEW. This is THE REVELATION that will be our
Ameria West or
"This attitude permeates our entire being and phi- undoing.
We are not the creators for to create would
"The American people have been easily ruled
Ecological Development losophy.
only benefit another. We are the 'acquirers' and are through our propaganda that the pen is mightier than
interested only in satisfying the 'self'. To understand the sword. We virtually get away with murder and all
Corp. on Building
our philosophy would be to understand the term 'to the goy do is to talk about it, which is ineffective since
get'. We never give but only TAKE. We never labor we, the mastersofpropaganda, alwayspublisb acontraDomes, please send a
but enjoy the fruits of others' labor. We do not physi- dicting account. If the Aryan would review history and
cally live within any society, but always remain spiri- apply those lessons of the past, then the pen will be
copy to:
tually apart. To work would be to produce and the thrown down in disgust and the sword wielded in the
Contact
highest form of that labor would be to create. Your race heat of passion. Thus far, we have escaped the sword,
has always worked for the satisfaction of what it pro- when the only reprisal is some periodical of no repute,
Box 27800
duces. We would never work for anyones' benefit, only or some pamphlet with limited circulation. Their pen
what we can get. We have used this Aryan attitude is no match for ours, but our constant fear is that they
Las Vegas, NV 89 102 for
to achieve our greatest prosperity. You will work for may open their eyes and learn that no change was ever
the enjoyment you derive out of producing, while never brought about with a pen. History has been written in
Thank you!
being concerned about the pay. We take your produc- blood, not with ink. No letter, editorial or book has
tivity for a paltry fee and turn it into fortunes.
ever rallied the people or stopped tyranny. We under-

....
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stand this principle and are continually propagandizing
I would note here the author's comments in exthe people to write letters to the President, to Congress cerpting a few paragraphs from his writings on this
and to their local media. We are safe to continually subject:
exploit, intimidate and disenfranchise the White
"Mr. Rosenthal, a former influential Jew in his own
American as long as they are preoccupied with the right, prided himself in being a vital part of the
illusion of educating the
admitted control of
masses through printed
the media, of their
material. Woe be unto
invisible governIt has been said that a conquered enemy
us if they ever see the
ment, no political
futilily of it, lay down must be continually reconquered because
power is without
the pen and employ the he will keep on resisting. A campaign that
Jewish approval,
sword.
the
American
"History confirms brings about subversion to such an extent
people have no guts
the fact that the pas- that the victim is induced to beg for his
and they sneer at
sions of a n aroused
the stupidity, the
minority, no matter chains will result in a much more secure
Jews'
power
how small a group, tyranny.
through
their
have exerted enough
money a n d t h e
power to topple the
money power afgreatest empire. The movements that control destiny fording them a 'master plan' for international conare not those that rest on the inactive majority; but on quest through propaganda. Let us remember
the sheer force of an active minority. Will is Power, not Rosenthal's remarks about an 'unthinking majority',
numbers, for a strong Will will always rule the masses. the Jews' treachery of pitting labor against man"Again, we are safe as long as our Will is stronger, agement and that Christ was just another man walkor the Will of the people is misdirected, scattered and ing on Earth. That they are admitted parasites who
without leadership. We will never be deposed with have gained control of our society, government and
words, only force!"
economics through their religion, also the 'chosen
The wisdom of Mr. Harold Wallace Rosenthal has people' myth exploded and the confessed 'big lie'
been set forth.
that the Jews are a religion and not a nation. And we
must not forget what Mr. R. said about their fear of
[END OF QUOTING]
being discovered FOR WHAT THEY ARE."
So, do you STILL want to dabble around the point
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of such as the new Gulf debacle? ARE YOU TOTALLY
BLIND?
Is it too late to change? That depends on YOU and
how and what you want to change. Most seem happy
enough being in the grandstand whooping on the players and getting your children KILLED in some foreign
intrigue over an oil PIPELINE owned by some criminal
Elite. You are already enslaved-BUT, YOUR CONSTITUTION HAS ONLY BEEN DUMPED-NOT DESTROYED. What do you WANT TO DO? It doesn't
show in the "pollsn.
IS THIS TRUE.
THIS INTERVIEW?

Indeed it is true. Not only was Rosenthal murdered
to silence him but he gave this same speech dozens of
times so that his egotistical blatherings could not be
missed. Yes, he was murdered and so, too, were those
who had the information from original notes with
witnesses and tapes to back up the verbatim discussions. The man was only spouting off the Protocols of
Zion, no more or less. It IS the PLAN 2000 and so take
note-there are only some 3-112 years to "getchan.
Since they have already "GOTCHA", they are just
playing out the organization plans.
And, NO, it is not my purpose, duty or intent to
change anything in your world-save perhaps YOUR
MIND. I can't even do that-all 1 can do is offer you
factual truth and you will do whatever you shall, with
it.
Before closing, however, I am going to offer a letter
written by a man called James Zakoib that I find more
than worthy of sizing up, very, very well:
[Received on or about August 25, 19961
[QUOTING:]
NEW WORLD ORDER
TOWER OF BABEL COMPLETE

"And they said, come let us build ourselves a city
and a tower whose top will reach into heaven and let us
make for ourselves a name." Gen. 11:4.
The purpose of the modern U.S. Project has been
the same as its Babylonian prototype as it has centralized national government under one supreme power
center.
WILL AMERICA MEET HER
WATERLOO AT THE GREAT
EUPHRATES?
WE SHALL SOON SEE1

President Nixon signed Executive Order 11490 on
Oct. 28, 1969. This Executive Order carries the title
assigning EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FUNCTIONS to FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS and AGENCIES, ALSO IT AUTHORIZES THE PLANS AND
ASSIGNS THE RESPONSIBILITIESFOR COMPLETE
TAKEOVER BY THE GOVERNMENT OF EVERY
FACET OF LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES. Because
of these facts that Executive Order 11490 has been
labelled A BLUEPRINT FOR TYRANNY. Therefore,
the situation in which we find ourselves in is where the
President, through the use of Executive Orders or Emergency Powers, could assume dictatorial control of our
country at will. [H: That was JUST PROVEN day
before yesterday in Iraq. Ah, but did President
Clinton make the decisions? No, he only made the
public announcement. His foreign agents and advisors made the decisions and acted on themCLINTON WAS ON VACATION CAMPAIGNING
FOR HIS NEXT PUPPET TERM. YOU, U.S.A.,
STARTED A WAR WITHOUT BENEFIT OF EVEN
CONGRESSIONAL INSPECTION MUCH THE
LESS PUBLIC NOTICE.] He could do it without
consulting Congress and without the need for any
further declaration of national emergency, as President
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Bush did a while back with Iraq and a few other by accident that Rhodes Scholar and C.F.R. member
countries in wars of GENOCIDE. The many thousands, Bill Clinton was elected president with only 34 percent
who died at Pearl Harbor and the long war in the of the popular vote. Clinton has surrounded himself
Pacific, had little
with Rhodes scholars that
he can count on for supknowledge that their
port and advice as he unsacrifices were arleashes his NEW COVranged to serve a glothe WORLD revolves around a puddle of ENANT on the unsusbal power scheme.
pecting
American
During the Nixon
oil, money, and greedmongers?
years, government had
people. Whether as an
unwitting dupe or condaily increased in size
and in power. Who
scious participant; we
can deny it? With Bush head of the C.I.A. under Nixon, shall soon see that Bill Clinton is also part of a massive
he has worked hard for the fruition of the New World and historical conspiracy to establish a WORLD GOVOrder. That would take place exactly twenty years later ERNMENT.
with Bush as its Dictator. Who can deny it that more
[END OF QUOTING]
and more government has led to total government, and
we are heading in that direction exactly as many great
Agree or disagree, you have a big problem here and
nations have done before us?
For generations brilliant and ambitious men have it would appear that you get closer and closer to that
been hard at work to establish dominance over the "Waterloo" right at the Euphrates River. A prophesy
entire globe. A major part of their effort has been came forth from a great seer that when there could be
directed toward the imposition of tyranny over the dry traversing of the River Euphrates-the ArmagedUnited States. As has been shown, the Blueprint for don would be close behind. Well, there is a great dam
Tyranny is already an accomplirhed fact. It could be which now dries-up the Euphrates AT WILL.
Can you ever realize the balance of the WORLD
implemented at a moment's notice by the man who has
been elected and is the chief executive in our land, Bill revolves around a puddle of oil, money, and
Clinton. Let us now add our belief that the ultimate greedmongers?
I suggest you FIND OUT ABOUT THAT
goal of this great conspiracy in our land is world rule
and the present leadership of the United States is a SUPERFUND OF BUSH! He established an outrageous
party to it. Finally, let us draw the obvious co~clusion manner in which to gain control of the world--ecothat the imposition on the United States from w~thin,of nomically. That same manner is not in YOUR HANDS
totalitarian rule, is the last step of any consequence and you seem to simply hiccup and belch and pass gas
remaining before the conspirator's ultimate goal is while moving on into your DREAMLAMLAND
activitiesof what? Doing nothing, mostly. Or, perhaps you wait
achieved.
There are two ways to achieve TOTAL GOVERN- for me and my team to fix it for-you? It won't happen
MENT here in the united States. The first way is the that way. The point you miss is that this "n&"
lightning quick takeover which could be accomplished invasion of Iraq is but a test of you-the-people, a trial
by ENACTMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE ORDER. The balloon to see what you will tolerate and how you will
second is the piecemeal acquisition of power by which take such a major usurpation d your Constitution and
all elements of the Blueprint for Tyranny could be moral fiber. Ah, and look how pleased they must be
accomplished separately in a manner that would also today to see that you-the-people fall right behind the
LIES and hoist up the demons to even greater position
destroy all will to resist.
It has been said that a conquered enemy must be and power. Shame, shame-AMERICA.
There is a very BIG error in Mr. Rosenthal's outcontinually reconquered because he will keep on resisting. A campaign that brings about subversion to bursts that the pen is not worthy of a "winn. Forget it,
such an extent that the victim is induced to begfor his Rosenthal-pens set forth TRUTH and it is TRUTH
THAT OFFERS FREEDOM, not force nor guns! How
chains will result in a much more secure tyranny.
As this whole drive for power was not exposed and much more blood of a species will be spilled before you
destroyed, has not the day now come when even previ- see and learn?
This has become a very lengthy writing and I
ously uninformed Americans will realize that all of it
has already been accomplished right under theirlour apologize to my secretary for not allowing even a break,
noses and that resistance would be folly? There will be but, YOU ARE OUT OF TIME, CITIZENS! The glass
no lightning quick seizure of power. None will be is empty, awaiting the turning-and who shall turn it?
needed, for all will have been done in very gradual And, except for the willing fingers to type the words,
steps, each of which seemed necessary and reasonable there can be NO "WORD" for there are too few of the
at the time. Now in the end, TOTAL GOVERNMENT Oral Tradition to long bear the only lamp for a darkenWILL BE THE OUTCOME-AND FREEDOM WILL ing world.
Salu, and may you each give serious thought on
BE GONE.
As Bush's popularity and deeds dwindled it was not these matters. Hatonn to clear, please.
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"You as a people gave oath and contract t o
your children and their children that you have
and hold a Constitution Of The United States Of
America and hold a lamp of freedom and guidance to all the world to light the path t o sovereignty of 'man' and freedom to the oppressed.
You have lied, cheated and brought down the
light into extinction and the world now calls the
U.S.'THE GREAT SATAN'."

Some of the topics covered in this
Journal are:
*A NUCLEAR DEVICE Used In World
Trade Center Bombing
~TrilateralsDemand World Army
*Destruction Of American Jobs
*An Update On BATF &
Botched Waco, Texas Mission
*The Phoenix ~nstitute& US&P
*The Newstates Constitution (conto)
*Declaration Of Independence
*The Consitution
*The Prorocols Of Zion
*The United Nations Charter
ECSTASY TO AGONY
THROUGH THE PLAN 2000
I n the course of men's lives conrrs rhe opporru~riryro do
that which is ungodly or rhur which epitomizes the inter11
of COD. lhrough the ages of nlan's experience he has
often been brilliant and ofre12 brcnnre as evil creaturrs of
manufactured robotic actors otl rliu stage called plrvsical
lrye in expression. As unbuluncu hus uccurred so has the
very planet brought ending to civilizuno~~s--some or rhe
hands of the v e v men who 1tv111dhave rule and
kingdornship over all rhings p/ry~icol--~~isrjr~lly
efforrir~g
l o capture the very God-sort1 of uur~11U I I all
~ bringr. 7 1 1 ~
cycle hus come f i l l circle--rhr riarr 1s or hurtd and YOU
must know 1hu1 which has brurrglrr jorf ~ O I \ ? I Illsrorn is
presenrrd ' i W E PLAN" for cuprrrrr by tlre adversury of
God--and that which could hove suvrd yoi~rworld--had
you bortre God-Trurh as
goyour
fr0111
shrrkt
h r r r ' ) Wlterr shcrll YOU
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was presented in the 8120196 issue; Part III was presented in the 8/27/96 issue; Part IV waspresented in
the 9/3/96 issue.
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RAY BILGER

Chief Plenty-Coups of the Crow Nation received
his name from his grandfather who said, "I have
dreamed that he shall live to count many coups and
be old; my dream also told me that he shall be a
chief-the greatest chief our people will ever have."
Chief Plenty-Coups died in 1932. The following bit
of wisdom is from his autobiography, (quoting:)
By the time I was forty, I could see our country
was changing fast, and that these changes were causing us to live very differently. Anybody could now
see that soon there would be no buffalo on the plains
and everybody was wondering how we could live after they were gone... White men with their spottedbuffalo (cattle) were on the plains about us. Their
houses were near the water-holes, and their villages
on the rivers. We made up our minds to be friendly
with them, in spite of all the changes they were bringing. But we found this difficult, because the White
men too often promised to do one thing and then when
they acted at all, did another.
They spoke very loudly when they said their laws
were made for everybody; but we soon learned that
although they expected us to keep them, they thought
nothing of breaking them themselves ... Their Wise
Ones said we might have their religion, but when we
tried to understand it we found that there were too
many kinds of religion among White men for us to
understand, and that scarcely any two White men
agreed which was the right one to learn. This bothered us a good deal until we saw that the White man
did not take his religion any more seriously than he
did his laws, and that he kept both of them just behind him, like Helpers,.to use when they might do
him good in his dealings with strangers. These were
not our ways. We kept the laws we made and lived
our religion. We have never been able to understand
the White man, who fools nobody but himself. (End
quoting)
The genius of Chief Plenty-Coups was that he had
seen through the White man and had assessed him
most accurately. What he may not have known was

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

the fact that many religions had intentionally been created for the White man, in order to control him; that
more and more restrictive laws would be enacted to
control the White man (which would frustrate some,
causing them to break the laws, thereby creating the
need for jails); and that those who held the ultimate
reins of power laughed at the masses whom they considered fools. Religion and laws used to control the
fools,
"None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who
falsely believe they are free." That statement from the
great German poet Goethe (1749-1832) sums up, perhaps better than any other, the current situation of most
Americans today. The general conception taught to
Americans for the last 45 years has been that propaganda was one of the primary tools for controlling the
populations of communist countries such as Russia. If
you think about that seriously for a moment, you will
realize that we have been lied to once again.
In communist cquntries, such as Russia, the people
are aware of the government they are living under.
They know the government lies to them. The people
there are not stupid, and they know they are being controlled. In that sort of arrangement there is no need
for propaganda.
On the other hand, in a supposedly "democraticn
society where the people believe themselves to be
"free", those who would control such people have a
need to use some mechanism to fool those people into
thinking they are free. The perfect mechanism for this
purpose has always been propaganda, which consists
of misinformation, disinformation, and outright lies,
designed specifically to mind control the masses. Thus,
the real need for propaganda is to convince people in
so-called democratic societies that they are "freen,
while making total and absolute slaves of them. And
our Elite controllers have done a very thorough job in
countries of the "free-world", such as America. Things
are always very clear for the Elite; always confused
and chaotic for the masses. Let's examine just how all
of this has come to pass.
As you will recall in Part IV of this series, one of
the outcomes of the Versailles Peace Conference that
settled World War I was the establishment, in Britain,
of the Royal Institute for International Affairs
(R.I.I.A.), the major source of propaganda. The
R.I.I.A. wasted no time in infiltrating the educational
system (in England, at Oxford and other universities),
and began to expand its influence across the world
through books and other publications. By 1926, funding came from dozens of sources, including John D.
Rockefeller, The Bank of England, Barclays Bank,
Lloyds Bank, Rothschild and Sons, Baring Brothers,
Ford Motor Company, Lever Brothers, and Reuters.
According to author David Icke, the R.I.I.A. and the
Council on Foreign Relations (C.F.R., created by the
R.I.I.A.) are the same organization, working on different sides of the Atlantic to carry out the same goals
and agenda.. The C.F.R controls the administration
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of government in the United States.
Also according to David Icke, at the same time that
the R1.I.A. and the C.F.R. were being formed, the Duke
of Bedford, Marquess of Tavistock, gave one of his
buildings for research into the effects of shellshock on
British soldiers from World War I. It was discovered
that psychological shocks (or stressful events) could
be used to absolutely control a society. (This is discussed in greater detail in the August 6, 1996 issue of
CONTACT, on page 8 , in an article by this author entitled "The Age of Aquariusn.)
The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations is the
premier organization of mass mind manipulation in the
world. The Tavistock network of institutions includes,
among others, the Brookings Institution, the Stanford
Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the Hoover Institution, the Center for Strategic Studies at Georgetown,
and the Rand Corporation. These organizations in
America formulate educational materials, they manipulate religions, they work with other organizations to
control what the media puts out, etc., etc., etc., you
name it, whatever it takes to absolutely control the
masses. The majority of people involved in these organizations, however, have no idea what is really happening.
Thus, as we enter the (not-so) roaring 1920s in
America, the people believed that things were looking
up following the incredibly devastating World War,
with no conception of the series of stressful events they
would be subjected to in order to keep them under absolute control. They did not realize that World War I
was a massive mind-control and population manipulation experiment which worked perfectly, and even allowed our Elite controllers to learn a few new tricks.
The 1920s saw a rise in White supremacy. The Ku
Klux Klan, which began as a movement in the South
after the Civil War, was officially founded in 1915. By
1924 the KKK had about 4.5 million members as the
Klan had spread into the North. Mob violence and
racial hatred could he found most anywhere, as Black
persons felt it was impossible to ever be considered
equal in White America.
As was stated in Part IV of this series, prosperity
was concentrated primarily at the top. According to a
Brookings Institution report, one-tenth of 1 percent of
the families at the top received as much income as 42
percent of the families (or 6 million families) r t the
bottom. Those 6 million families each made less than
$1,000 per year.
Worker safety hadn't seen any real improvement
either. Every year during the decade of the 1920%about
25,000 workers were killed on the job, and about
100,000 more were permanently disabled. After a long
struggle, women finally won the right to vote in 1920
with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, but
voting was still basically for the middle-class and the
upper-class.
During the presidencies of both Harding and
Coolidge, the Secretary of the Treasury was a man
named Andrew Mellon, one of the richest men in
America. In 1923, he was able to get a bill presented
to Congress, called the Mellon Plan, which looked like
a general reduction of income taxes, but it really favored the wealthy. Congressman Connery of Massachusetts complained that the Plan would save Mr.
Mellon over $800,000 in income taxes, and save
Mellon's brother about $600,000 on his. The Congressman said he would not support it, but the Mellon Plan
passed anyway, and the contrast between rich and poor
only grew.
One of the few Congressmen who cared at all for
the poor was Fiorello LaGuardia, of New York. When
he toured one of the poorer districts in New York City
in 1928, he said, "I confess I was not prepared for what
I actually saw. It seemed almost incredible that such
conditions of poverty could really exist."
America entered the year 1929 with the people not
suspecting at all what the bankers had planned for
them. But it was time for a big mind-control shock.
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During the 1920s, many businesses, investors and private individuals got into debt rather than saving for
what they wanted. President Herbert Hoover touted
the propaganda as he was instructed to do. Not long
before the crash, he said, "We in America today are
nearer to the final triumph over poverty than ever before in the history of any land." A total lie, as poverty
was about to become widespread.
An economic depression is quite simple to create.
It is caused by a lack of money, both paper and electronic, in circulation. And who controls the amount
of money in circulation? Why, the banks, of course.
In the 1930s, a congressional committee said the Federa1 Reserve had caused the 1929 crash by pulling about
9ne third of the money supply out of the economy.
Here's how the banks do it. First, they reduce the
number of loans they make, while at the same time raising interest rates. Once the artificial economic collapse is triggered, people still have to pay back the interest on their loans. As the banks receive those loan
payments, they do not recycle the money back into circulation, thereby increasing the depression. This
downward spiral continues until record numbers of
defaults result, and the banks pick up hundredsof-thousands of farms, businesses and homes. The economists

and politicians say this is all just part of the "economic
cycle". More lies. The reader should now know better. (This same pattern has been repeated numerous
times, such as in the 1980s with the Midwestern farmers.)
The picture that then ensued was not a pretty one.
The economy came to a near standstill. Over 5,000
banks closed, and thousands of businesses shut down,
unable to get money. (Funny thing, the banks always
seem to have money for war, as they did again by 1940.)
In March of 1931, Henry Ford said, "There is plenty
of work to do if people would do it." A few weeks later
he laid off about 75,000 workers. On January 3 1, 193 1,
in the town of England, Arkansas, 500 farmers, most
of them White men and many armed, marched into the
business section of town shouting that they must have
food for themselves and their families. On July 9,1931,
in Detroit, a riot by 500 unemployed men was quelled
by police reserves. On August 5, 1931, in Indiana
Harbor, Indiana, 1,500 jobless men stormed the plant
of the Fruit Growers Express Co., demanding they be
given jobs to keep from starving. The company called
in the city police who used clubs to clear out the men.
On April 1, 1932, in Chicago, 500 school children,
most with haggard faces and tattered clothes, paraded

Vortex Kit

WATER-THE

MOST AMAZING SUBSTANCE ON EARTH

Water is alive. The discovery made by Henry Coanda in the 1920s showed that water
flowing over any surface tends to cling to that surface. As the rivers flow, the water clings
to rocks and soil picking up the minerals on its way down. As the water picks up speed and
goes around and over rocks, spinning in different directions, millions of vortices are
formed. The swirling vortices produce electricity which has been measured in lab tests and
reveals that this motion colloidalized the minerals making them easily absorbable by the
body.
Patrick Flanagan carried on the research onIy to discover that these vortices can be
. duplicated by stirring or agitating the water. Dealing with a 4" diameter
vortex, Flanagan lowered a thin, specially shielded wire electrode into
the center of its vortical throat, being careful not to allow the wire to
touch the water. By means of another electrode touching the water, he
was able to record a charge of more than ten thousand volts emitted
from its swirling water when the vortex was moving at approximately
one thousand revolutions per minute. By drinking this water, it is said
that the body's cells gain a charge that can prevent them from clumping
and aging quickly.
New Gaia offers a way to duplicate this vortex in your own home
with the use of a simple inexpensive process. The kit they present
contains two bottles, the vortex coupling with magnets and the simple
instructions on how to create the vortex. The Rare Earth minerals
offered by New Gaia in capsule form [see next-to-lastpage], would be
a potent addition to break open and put into the water before the vortex
procedure. The electrical energy created by the vortex action will thus
colloidalize the minerals making them easy to assimilate. The colloidal
minerals and electrically charged water potential make even the most
common of waters alive with youth-offering properties. Order the
Vortex Kit from New Gaia for $8.
For complete article please refer to page 27 in the July 2, 1996 issue
of CONTACT.
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through downtown to the Board of Education offices
to demand that the school system provide them with
food. On January 21, 1933, in New York City, several
hundred jobless people surrounded a restaurant just off
Union Square, demanding to be fed. And on and on
the stories go. Men, women and children starved in a
world of plenty because the banks had artificially taken
the money out of circulation.
On June 10, 1932, Rep. Louis T. McFadden (RPennsylvania) spoke at length before the House of Representatives about the international superstate (or One
World Government) to which America had become
acthesionod through +heFederal Rescrvc Act, (quoting:)
Mr. Chairman, when the Federal Reserve Act was
passed the people of the United States did not perceive
that a world system was being set up here ... They did
not perceive that the United States. .. was to supply financial power to an international superstate-a superstate controlled by international bankers and international industrialists acting together to enslave the world
for their own pleasure. (End quoting)
Fortunately for the international bankers there was
no such thing as C-SPAN, but the people were too busy
looking for their next meal to stop and listen to the
above words.
Amidst this chaos and confusion Franklin Delano
Roosevelt was elected President of the United States
in 1932. Roosevelt was born in New York in 1882,
and entered political office in 1910 as a state senator.
In 1905, Franklin married his fifth cousin once removed, Anna Eleanor.
Eleanor herself was of the Delano family. The
Delano family made an incredible fortune solely from
the China opium trade. This is the same Eleanor
Roosevelt that Hillary Clinton claims to be in communication with. It would auwar then that Eleanor and
Hillary do actually have something in common after
all. Hillary is now of the family of Clinton. At the
head of that family is William J. Clinton, our President, who has been implicated by numerous people to
have been involved in bringing tons of cocaine into
the United States through clandestine airstrips in Mena,
Arkansas. Eleanor and Hillary both appear to come
from major drug-running families! l
Franklin D. Roosevelt claimed that "the free enterprise system needs to be protected from itself ". This
is like telling a victim of rape that she needs to be protected from herself. Roosevelt's campaign slogan was
the "New Deal", and the masses liked the idea. We
got a "New Deal* all right, and to this day we haven't
recovered from it.
Just prior to F.D.R.3 inauguration on March 4,
1933, America appeared to be on the verge of total economic collapse, and a sense of economic panic gripped
the nation. Of course, no one would have suspected
that the international bankers were very carefully orchestrating the entire situation. In his inaugural address, F.D.R. said, (quoting:)
I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to meet the crisis-broad Executive power to
wage a war against the emergency, as great as the power
that would be given to me if we were in fact invaded
by a foreign foe. (End quoting)
The fact was that we had been invaded by a foreign foe, the international bankers. But F.D.R. didn't
see it that way. On March 5th, F.D.R. asked for a special and extraordinary session of Congress to be convened on March the 9th at noon. On March the 9th,
part of what Congress said was, (quoting:)
(T)he Congress hereby declares that a serious emergency exists and that it is imperatively necessary speedily to put into effect remedies of uniform national application. (End quoting)
Some very heavy words there. Just what was Congress talking about? Congress continued by amending
the Trading With the Enemy Act of 1917 to now include "any person within the United States or any place
subject to the jurisdiction thereof". We-The-People
111 were no longer differentiated from any other enemy
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during time of war or national emergency. Guess what,
we have been under continuous National Emergency
since March 9, 1933. And what do you do with the
enemy? Just what was done with American citizens;
they confiscated the people's gold, and henceforth controlled everyone through every form of license, registration and regulation imaginable, and, the permanent
state of national emergency suspended the Constitution (for those who still thought it existed). You don't
believe it? Go read the book War And Emergency Powers (see information sources at the end of this segment).
P.D.R.began to introduce this insidious scheme to
the American people beginning March 11, 1933 with
his first radio "Fireside Chat". The international banking community now had the American people in the
palm of their hand.
F.D.R. went on to create the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and Agriculture even though those
three parts of the American economy had functioned
quite fine for centuries without federal supervision.
Roosevelt's top aide was Harry Hopkins, who was to
F.D.R. what Colonel House had been to President Wilson. Hopkins was financed by the Rockefellers to work
on the "New Dealn which only prolonged the Great
Depression.
In looking at the Congressional Record of the
House of Representatives for March 9, 1933, on page
83, we find the following information regarding the
issuance of new money, under the heading "Expansion
of Currency Necessaryn, (quoting:)
...The money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is backed by the credit of the Nation. It
will represent a mortgage on all the homes and other
property of all the people in the Nation. (Endquoting)
Can there be any question in the reader's mind that
we have been sold out by Congress and the bankers?
This entire dissertation on the "Untold History of
American would not be complete without some mention of what Dr. John Coleman terms the "Committee
of 300". This Committee, also known as the Olympians, is about 150 years old, and consists of the most
brilliant intellects ever assembled from all of the
wealthiest families and all of the secret societies around
the world, including all the think tanks of the Tavistock
network. Their purpose is to form a completely totalitarian, absolutely controlled "newn society, that strives
toward a One World Government. From everything
we have discussed so far it would appear they have been
rather successful. Once understood, most people are
easy to control.
In the area of science major things were happening. By far one of the most profound scientific geniuses ever to grace this planet was a man named
Nikola Tesla, who worked with electricity, light and
sound. So far ahead of his time was this man that scientists today are still trying to understand the things
he did. Tesla was born in Yugoslavia in 1856. His
first electrical invention, in 1881, was a telephone repeater. At the same time he conceived the idea of his
rotating magnetic field.
Tesla came to America in 1884 and made it his
permanent home. He worked with Thomas Edison for
awhile, but soon set up his own laboratory in New York
City. Of his many inventions, he created artificial
lightning, alternating current motors, and the Tesla
coil, or transformer. He showed that the Earth's atmosphere is electrically charged and can carry electromagnetic waves from any given point to any other
point on the Earth's surface. He demonstrated this by
broadcasting electricity through the air without wires
and lighting lamps 25 miles away!
In his later years Tesla indulged in many ideas
bordering on the fantastic. For example, on his 78th
birthday (in 1934) he announced the invention of a
death beam capable of destroying 10,000 airplanes and
wiping out an army of 1 million men instantly, from a
distance of 250 miles! Recognizing the inability of
mankind to use this wisely, he kept the principles behind this idea a secret.

The July 11, 1935 issue of the New York American
ran an article entitled "Tesla's Controlled Earthquakesn. The article stated that Tesla's experiments
in transmitting mechanical vibrations through the
Earth-called by him the Art of Telegeodynamicswere roughly described by the scientist as a sort of controlled earthquake. Tesla stated: "The rhythmical vibrations pass through the Earth with almost no loss of
energy... It becomes possible to convey mechanical
effects to the greatest terrestrial distances and produce
all kinds of unique effects... The invention could be
used with destructive effect in war."
Thus, we entered the age of geophysical manipulations. The Elite controllers were well aware of everything Tesla did, though they could not understand
it all. The Elite no doubt saw the potential for unique
new ways to terrorize and control the masses. On the
other hand, Tesla loved mankind and could not be influenced to use his talents for destructive purposes. It
appears to be for this reason, more than any other, that
Tesla remained relatively poor in his later years.
But now the Elite had opened a new door for control that would eventually include all sorts of methods
for weather modification and geophysical manipulation. The problem with this has been that they experiment and play with forces which they do not know how
to control, and which could easily destroy the entire
planet.
to be continued...

INFORMATION SOURCES
The following is a list of some of the more important sources of information used thus far in this series:
(1) Touch The Earth: A Self-portrait of Indian
Existence, compiled by T.C. McLuhan, pub. by Pocket
Books, New York, a division of Simon & Schuster,
1972. No serious student or teacher of American history should be without this book, which is a compilation of speeches and writings done by Indians themselves.
(2) TheAnnals ofAmerica, Vol. I: 1493-1754, Discovering a New World, by Encyclopedia Brittanica,
1968; and the book, Columbus: His Enterprise, by Hans
Koning, pub. by Monthly Review Press, New York,
1976. Both of these publications were cited and quoted
in an excellent article entitled, "Discovering Columbus: Rereading The Pastn, which appeared in Language
Arts, Vol. 66, Number 6, October 1989.
(3) Conspirators ' Hierarchy: The Story of the Committee of 300, by Dr. John Coleman, pub. by America
West Publishers, 1992. An excellent book.
(4) A People's History of the United States, by
Howard Zinn, pub. by Harper Collins, 1980. Although
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this book is from a socialist perspective, that perspective has a strong interest in labor, and the book covers
that subject well.
(5) And The Truth Shall Set You Free, by David
Icke, pub. by Bridge of Love, London, 1995. An excellent book.
(6) The Dangerous Doctrine: Nutional Security and
U.S.Foreign Policy, by Saul Landau, pub. by Westview
Press, Inc., Boulder, Colorado, 1988. The author, Saul
Landau, is a senior fellow at the Institute for Policy
Studies in Washington, D.C.
(7) De-Taxing America, by Edmund Fitzsimmons,
pub. by Truth in Taxation, Studio City, California,
1992. This book may be difficult, if not impossible, to
obtain, perhaps because it gives a clear and concise
view of our monetary and taxation systems, two things
we are not supposed to know about.
(8) Our Ageless Constitution, edited by W. David
Stedman and LaVaughn G. Lewis, pub. by W. David
Stedman Associates, Asheboro, North Carolina, 1987.
This is another book that the serious student or teacher
of American history should not be without. It is full
of invaluable quotes, insights, and is a general wealth
of information on the real intentions of our Founders
and Framers. It includes many important works, such
as The Federalist Papers, The Declaration of Independence, famous Inaugural Speeches by early Presidents,
etc., etc. Provides an excellent explanation of the entire Constitution.
(9) Various Volumes of the Phoenix Journals, including The Naked Phoenix (Jnl. #17), all Volumes
published by Phoenix Source Publishers, Las Vegas,
Nevada.
(10) Various issues of the CONTACT Newspaper.
(11) The Encyclopedia Americana, pub. by Americana Corp., 1962 Edition. Various volumes used. If
the reader is to use a newer encyclopedia, be prepared
for a re-writing of history which George Orwell himself warned us about. The 1962 edition is still fairly
good on facts, but by no means does it reveal the truth
behind events.
(12) An essay entitled, "Why Our Economy is
Struggling to Survive", written by Daniel Silverman,
M.A., M.B.A., copyright 1992. This 8-page essay is
brilliant and puts our history of money into a rather
interesting perspective. Available from North American Trading, phone 1-800-877-9799.
(13) War And Emergency Powers, written by Gene
Schroder and 12 other persons, pub. by American Agriculture Movement, P.O. Box 130, Campo, Colorado
81029. This book (also available in video) i s
indispensible to anyone who wants to understand how
we have all been under Martial Law and Executive
Orders since March of 1933.

. . . it does not require a

majority to prevail, but rather
an irate, tireless minority
keen to set brush fires in
people's minds."
Samuel Adams,
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

THE OUICKENING

Excerptedfrom the Internet, Art Bell's page (http:/
/www.artbell.com), [quoting:]
Paraphrasing Art's book The Art of Talk, Art
mentions that over the years of being on the radio, he
is seeing things begin to accelerate in nearly every
aspect of American life.
ECONOMICALLY:

*
*

The growing American national debt
Growing personal debt

SOCIALLY:
R A P I D L Y E S C A L A T I N G CRISES

*
*
*
*

Riots in LA
Gangs who kill for little reason
Broken families, little sense of value
Lack of respect of other people
Crimes of all kinds
POLITICALLY;
D E S T R U C T I V E TRENDS

*
*
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"What is going on"? That is paying attention to The
Quickening. -Shauna Nelson, Redmond, WA
<snelson@dev3.ctc.edu>
* Here's some more "Quickening" items:
* Growing workplace insecurity-a lifetime job
or even lifetime career is nearly impossible to find.
* New technologies now emerge at a rate faster
than social and economic systems can absorb them.
* Observe the exponential increase in the number of antibiotic-resistant bacterial diseases.
* Notice the now obvious signs of global environmental destruction, such as deforestation, the ozone
hole, water pollution, climate change, and the growing
rate of extinction of plant and animal species.
* Government budget deficits now grow at a rate
which threaten the long-term financial security of the
world.
* Growing manifestations of obvious greed! !!
Just look at the outrageous salaries of many corporate
CEOs, entertainers, and sports stars.
* Fewer and fewer families seem able to provide
the stable and loving environment necessary to successfully raise children.
* Public education now fails to provide sufficient
basic skills in reading and math. Today, 40% of the 16year-old children in American public schools cannot
read at the 4th grade level. Ron Smith, Santa Rosa, CA
(ron4dino@sonic,net) [End quoting]

President Clinton "The Monster from the Id"
Politicians tell us exactly what we want to
How many more could you add to this list? Time is
hear, not the truth
running out very fast to get our own lives straightened
out.
W E A T H E R : MORE E X T R E M E ,
M O R E OCCURRENCES
TUCKER GETS PROBATION
FOR WHITEWATER
* Earthquakes
* Hurricanes
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 81201
* Severe weather storms
96, [quoting:]
* Other acts of Nature
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-Former Jim Guy Tucker
was sentenced to four years' probation Monday for his
Probably everyone who listens to Art Bell would Whitewater crimes by a judge who said he deserved
have a different definition for "The Quickening". mercy because of Tucker's chronic liver disease.
Shauna Nelson and Ron Smith will try to give you an
Also Monday, the sentencing of President Clinidea on what it is:
ton's former business partner James McDougal was
There is a feeling that something is out-of-balance postponed until after Election Day [So Clinton can
and some "great" change is about to occur. That 'life pardon him without worrying about an election???]
as we know it' is about to change for all of us. The amid word he is cooperating with Whitewater prosecuQuickening is the events that show change is near and tors.
are the symptoms of this impending change. Just a few
Tucker faced up to 10 years in prison for fraud and
of these events are:
conspiracy, and prosecutors had asked U.S. District
The emergence of deadly new viruses
Judge George Howard Jr. to impose the maximum.
Old viruses have reappeared with a vengeance
"This was a crime motivated by money-motivated
* The increase in earthquake and volcano activity by the
love of money," prosecutor W. Ray Jahn said.
The general mistrust .for government has
But Howard agreed with doctors who testified that
turned to all-out hatred
prison time could kill the former governor. Given
Economic activity is at best 'odd'
poor health, he said, "A sentence requiring
* Unusual weather patterns and increased storm Tucker's
imprisonment would be as cruel as the grave." [He
severity
(Tucker) put Richard Snell in the grave, personally.]
'Senseless' violent crimes and some people
Tucker, 53, said his chronic liver condition-he is
appear to be without a soul
on a waiting list for a transplant-and his conviction
Children committing violent crimes and hav- left him suffering intense personal, professional, faming no thought for the future
financial anguish.
* The increase in strange phenomenon like alien ily and
Choking back tears three times in a five-minute
abductions
speech asking for leniency. Tucker sought a sentence
* The unexplained increase in anxiety in the "that
would offer some prospect for my life to be useful
general population
to my family and to society." [End quoting]
* Numerous un-nerving revelations like chilSo we should have sympathy for him? Why doesn't
dren being fed plutonium
he, at least, call Mary Snell and ask forgiveness?
* Numerous challenges to the staus-quo, like
buildings on the moon
GOD'S PLAN FOR THE AGES
When the day has quieted down and you notice a
knot in your stomach, have you ever said to yourself
Excerpted from a brochure published by America's
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PromiseILord's Covenant Church, Phoenix, AZ, [quoting:]
Nothing is so powerful as an idea whose time has
come. Lying relatively dormant for centuries, this idea
or, more accurately, this HISTQRICAL TRUTH has
blossomed forth upon Christendom at its divinely appointed time in this 20th century.
The foundations of organized relipion are beinq
shaken and its falsitv ex~oseat Blind eyes are being
opened. The Gospel of The Kingdom is being proclaimed! The stirring of a mighty awakening is in the
air as the heart of the children is turning to their
ancient fathers (Malachi 4:4-6). [End quoting]
All I can say is, AHO!
1 IN EVERY 167 AMERICANS
INCARCERATED. REPORT FINDS

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/19/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON-The number of men and women
in the nation's prisons and jails climbed to nearly 1.6
million last year, culminating a decade in which the
U.S. rate of incarceration nearly doubled, the Justice
Department reported Sunday.
By the end of 1995, one out of every 167 Americans
was in prison or jail, compared with one out of every
320 a decade earlier, according to the department's
Bureau of Justice Statistics.
The worlds highest incarceration rate has seesawed
in recent years between the United States and Russia,
with both far outdistancing other nations.
The bureau said that as of Dec. 31 there were
1,078,357 men and women in federal and state prisons,
which usually house prisoners serving more than cnr!
year. That was an increase of 86,745 over the previous
year, or 8.7 percent, slightly above the average annual
growth rate during the past five years.
As of June 30,1995, the most recent date for which
figures are available, there were 507,044 m?n and
women in local jails, which normally held people awaiting trial or serving less than one-year sentences. That
was an increase of 20,570, or 4.2 percent.
The total number of inmates has more than doubled
since 19: 5, up 113 percent. The incarceration rate has
grown from 313 inmates per 100,000 U.S. residents in
1985 to 600 inmates per 100,000 in 1995. [End quoting]
This, alone, says that we need a drastic spiritual,
educational and governmental overhaul-very soon.
Also remember, many of the judges and law enforcers
belong behind bars, many of the prisoners are innocent
of the crimes for which they are in prison, and many are
in prison with no charges filed against them. This is
your land of F
B
I !!

Excerpted from McALVANY INTELLIGENCE ADVISOR, 8/93, [quoting:]
1. H I L L A R Y A N D B I L L E N T E R T H E
STAGE AND THEY WANT YOUR KIDS.

Prior to the election of her husband to President of
the U.S., Hillary Rodham Clinton declared: "I want to
be the voice of America's children." She then explained what she meant, by advocating "...the immediate abolition of the legal status of minori@...the
extension to children of all procedural rights guaranteed to adults; the rejection of the legal prescription of
the identity of interests between parents and their
children, and permission for competent children to
assert their independent interests in court." Where
Nancy Reagan told children to "Just say no to drugs,"
and Barbara Bush told them to "Say no to illiteracy,"
Hillary Clinton is saying, "Just say no to parents."
On other occasions, Mrs. Clinton has demonstrated
her commitment to the family by deriding mothers who
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stay at home with their children, and once even compared the institution of marriage to slavery and the
Indian reservation system. Of particular concern is
Hillary's chairmanship of the Children's Defense Fund,
an organization which uses the rhetoric of child oncerns to advance the entire liberallsocialist/New World
Order agenda. Hillary has been a long-time CDF board
member, as has her close friend Donna Shalaia, the new
Health and Human Services Secretary.
[McAlvany's editor note: Just as the "environmenta1 crisis" and the "drug war" were created, and are
being used as vehicles to slam dunk America into
socialism, so another so-called "crisis," the "plight of
the child in America", is being used by the socialists to
advance their agenda. Liberating children from the
constraints of the family is one small part of the agenda.]

doesn't have to worry about another election.

2. T H E CHILDREN'S DEFENSE F U N D

The CDF was founded in 1973 by Marion Wright
Edelman as a way to lobby for a bigger welfare state
with less and less emphasis on personal responsibility
and self-control. As the New Republic magazine recently wrote about Edelman's gimmick for expanding
the socialist welfare state, Edelman said, "When you
talked about poor people or Black people, you faced a
shrinking audience and got the idea that children might
be a very effective way to broaden the base for change.
The CDF has become a powerful socialist lobbying
factor in Washington, lobbying for a vastly expanded
Head Start program (i.e., where the government takes
3 and 4-year-old children out of the home and sends
them to school for early indoctrination); for expanded
government welfare, day care, food, immunization,
housing, and employment programs. In short the entire
of liberalism is transformed, in the hands
social .~genda
of the CDF, into an issue of "doing right by little
childrenn.

2 OFFICERS HURT DURING
PROTEST; 22 ARRESTED

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8125196, [quoting:]
CEJICAGO-A scuffle broke out during a protest
over welfare cuts Saturday two miles from the site of the
Democratic convention. Two police officers were
slightlyhurt, and22 demonstratorswerearrested. About
50 marchers in a poor neighborhood near Garfield Park
were protesting welfare cuts and racism when a brief
melee erupted. "Two officers were hit by bricks and
other objects," police spokesman Paul Jenkins said.
The two officers were treated for minor injuries at
Mount Sinai Hospital Medical Center and released.
"Twenty-two people were arrested for investigation of
battery on a police officer and creating a disturbance,"
Jenkins said. [End quoting]
You haven't seen "nuthin'" yet. Wait until the
welfare reduction really starts hurting. Some people
get hooked on welfare similar to a cocaine or heroin
addict and they'll fight to keep it coming.
FAILURE RATES OF BUSINESSES
H A V E RISEN 6%

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 81231
96, [quoting:]
NEW YORK-Business failures rose 6 percent in
the year's first half as a slowing economy took its
heaviest toll on agriculture, construction and retailing,
according to a private report released Thursday.
In the first six months of 1996, 38,866 U.S. businesses failed, up from 36,560 in the same period a year
ago, financial information provider Dun & Bradstreet
Corp. said. Liabilities of the failed businesses rose 51
percent to $17.08 billion. [End quoting]

I thought I keep hearing Clinton say that the
economy is great. Oh, I forgot: great, to the socialists,
is when everybody is about ready for the soup lines with
a noose around their necks.
LETTER TO EBONY MAGAZINE

by One of God's little messengers
12 March 1996
Mr. John H. Johnson
CEO and Publisher of EBONY,
P.O. Box 690
Chicago, Illinois 60690-9983
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The PEOPLE are now totally CONTROLLED by
the ELITE MEDIA, which is ever tightening illegally
the laws to prevent TRUTH from being made available
to our CITIZENS!!!
If we never have to say "I'M SORRY" to GOD, then
we will not be plagued with having to say it to another
man.
GOD always sends His Messengers-It is the Promise of Life that GOD WINS, so it behooves us to decide
carefully WHOSE Message we choose to believe-the
Evil Elite, who stated that only 400,000 attended the
"Million Man March" or Hatonn's count of 2 MILLION, 106 THOUSAND and 19 PEOPLE PRESENT! !!
(p.14 of 10124195 CONTACT)
Mr. Louis Eugene Walcott, now recognized as Mr.
Farrakhan, brought a message of TRUTH on 16 Oct.
1995 in the Mall in Washington D.C. and this should be
widely publicized.
"And a child shall lead them" ...But how many
thought it might be a BLACK child who would pick up
the Holy Cross and bear it unto GOD? Look again at the
YOUNGEST speaker man that was on that podium on
Oct. 16, 1995, for there goes a "LEADER" who shall

mz woao

3. TRADITIONAL PARENTS NOW BEING REDEFINED AS CHILD ABUSERS

Just as the government has redefined the use of
cash, belief in privacy and avoidance of government
financial reporting requirements as the new federal
crime of "money laundering", punishable by heavy
fines, asset seizure forfeiture and jail sentences so the
socialists are now redefining the concept of "child
abuse" to include spanking, "mental abuse" such as
avoidance of teaching your children multi-culturalism,
sex education on "safe sex" or "alternative lifestyles",
avoidance of mandatory inoculations (vaccinations),
leaving your child at home alone, etc.
The socialist definition of "child abuse", like that
of "money laundering" or "structuringn or "hate crimes"
is ever expanding and progressively targets more and
moretraditionalvalussforBiblicalteachings. For
example, teaching your children the "politically incorrect" Biblical case against homosexuality may soon be
classified as a "hate crime" and brought within the
expanding definition of "child abuse". The State of
Hawaii has already made moves in that direction.
Marching in lock-step with the Clinton children's
rights agenda is the
*,ready there is a media
frenzyofchildabusestories(similartothenumerous
stories of firearms abuses and incidents-some of which
are staged, such as "Operation Waco", to create gun
These abuse
On
and in the press are geared toward creating the perception that there is a national crisis of child abuse (like
the drug, environmental, and gun abuse crises) which
can only be remedied by implementing radical child
rights reforms-reforms, which, by their nature, undermine the parental rights of all parents, and not just
genuinechildabusers. Expect tomagrowingbarrageofthis
child abuse pmpaganda campaign. [End quoting]
Do you want this Person as president again, with
her husband
She had her feathers
Over
medical care, but imagine what will happen when she
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Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos

Donations t o cover the costs o f tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted.
postage isincluded intape
Please send check or money order to: THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi.
CA935820r~all805-822-4176ify0~ha~eq~e~ti0n~0ryoU~i~ht0u~eyou
Discove r or Master Card.
I f you desire t o automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $ 5 0 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to
you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partial list o f older items but including all of the most
Current meeting dates, with the number o f tapes in bold, in parentheses, and
mentioningif t h e m e e t i n g h a s a s p e c i a l f o c u s :

.

1 /7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(2);1/21/96(2);
2/4/96 Jeff Rense's "Fifth Column" interview (3);2/11/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve
interview on
King Liven (2); 3/1 0/96 (3);
3/17/96(3)Deepak ChopraThe Wizard Within" &George Hunt '1 987 Wilderness Conference";
3/3 1 /96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/14/96(3); 4/28/96(2)Desire & Intention;
5/12/96(3) Mother's Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/1l-12/96 (4)Beginning of New phase;
6/16/96(4) Father's Day; 6/23/96(3) Major Ed Dames interview on "Remote Viewing";
6/3 0/96(2); 7/1 1 /96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/2 1 /96(2);8/4/96(2);
8/17/96 (4) 'Little Crow"; 8/18/96 (4) & 8/19/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander
Hatonn-new year's Gathering; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
9/1/96(3) Norio Hayakawa; 9/8/96 (3) JUDGEMENT DAY-1995, a dramatization
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bring HIS people home! GOD HAS NO COLOR-GOD
IS LIGHT!!!!
The SKIN color of a being is only a physical
anomaly or color wave of LIGHT. It is in this measurement that YOU are in the IMAGE OF GOD-CREATOR. It matters little what you "call" GOD, but I do
recommend that
CALL HIM, for HE draws ever
nearer unto HIS people. (Those who CHOOSE HIM!)
Quote from the Oct. 19, 1995 issue of the DAILY
NEWS -Washington, D.C.: "A drive begun at this
week's huge rally of black men will seek to register
millions of African-American voters for a "third political power NOT bound to any party," Nation of Islam
leader, Louis Farrakhan, said Wednesday. "We intend
to be a force in the next election" (Hatonn: If there IS
a next election.) "We will vote independently," he
added. "We may be Democrat, we may be Republicans,
we may be Independent, but our LOYALTY will be to
an AGENDA."
WHAT WILL THE AGENDA BE? Ask MR.
FARRAKHAN!!!
Many "Whites" will eagerly support an agenda
based on the ORIGINAL Constitution of the United
States including the ORIGINAL 13thAmendment which
is STILL VALID. It was ratified by Virginia on March
12, 1819!!!
Had we followed the ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION,
we would not today have the terrible burden of Federal
indebtedness to the ILLEGAL FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM which is a PRIVATE INSTITUTION and
does NOT belong to the People of the United States!!!
We are what we CHOOSE TO BE, so let us
AWAKEN ALL of our CITIZENS and UNITE to overthrow by VOTES the Satanic Elite now in Power!
May GOD Guide and Protect those endeavoring to
regain this REPUBLIC! !!
P.S. "THE WORD" tape of 10/22/95 [Call 805822-41 76 to order The Word tapes; see Back Page for
ordering information of CONTACT back issues.] includes the audio of FARRAKHAN'S speech. It is well
worth reviewing and circulating!
(signed) One of God's little messengers. [End quotingl

Farrakhan is again in the news because ttre government made a law that he couldn't accept a billion
dollar gift and a $250,000 prize from Libya to help his
people. They are afraid of this man and are cutting off
his source of funding, they think. What do you want
to bet that God has a better plan which they ern't

W?

NON SEQUITUR / By Wiley
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FREE OPERATING COST
ENERGY DEVICES
A few years ago I received several videotapes of a
man (Dennis Lee) who was demonstrating a heat pump
which could extract enough energy from the outside air
(at 40 degrees below zero) to heat an average house.
Dennis also had a method of storing the heat in 1
cubic foot of a certain type of substance, which was a
very efficient heat storage device. He uses this heat to
run a generator to get electricity.
Thus, Dennis has the method to generate the electricity to run the motor on the heat pump. He had this
perfected well enough that you didn't need to buy
electricity for your home. Furthermore, there was
enough to sell the surplus to the power companies
through the power lines coming to your house.
That was approximately 3 years ago. He has since
made improvements in these units.
Dennis and his company now have 500 devices for
eliminating the need for all fossil fuels and doing away
with pollutions of all types, including radioactive
wastes.
Dennis has given free public demonstrations all
over the country and still has a few more cities to cover
before his final one in Philadelphia, PA on Sep. 23,
1996. At that time and place he will sign a Declaration
of Energy Independence for the people.
He put on a special free demonstration of some of
these devices for all the senators, congressmen, Janet
Reno, the president, the head of the Dept. of Energy

(DOE) and many other politicians and bureaucrats. A
number of them showed up. The ones that didn't, he
contacted by phone and offered them free videotapes.
Many wanted them and he sent them fret but required
a signature when delivered to make sure they nceivedthem.
Have vou heard anvthing aboat these devices while
thev make sure vou k e e ~~ a v i n ehieher and hieher
enerav bills?
At the end of this article [see box below] you'll find
places where you can go to watcha demonstration
You can find more information on the Internet
from this home page address: http://hitznet.comlbwtl
speech.htm or use AltaVista search engine and search
for Dennis Lee. The company name is Better World
Technologies. Find a friend who uses the Internet if
you don't use it.
Hatonn says he is a Godly man. I assure you, if you
are at all interested in this topic, you won't be disappointed about the time spent investigating this further.
He has manv. manv answers to some of the greatest
problems of our methods of existing on our Mother
Earth and he does give credit to GOD for all of his
knowledge and devices. When the time is right, God
sends His people with the answers and solutions to help
clean up and correct the messes we create.
Editor's note: It is quite interesting that this News
Desk issue is "coincidentally" addressed also in the
spiritual message on p. 19 from Sanat Kumara where
he comments on those who have been sent (yet denied)
over the years who tried to bring alternative energy
source ideas.

e.

I DEMONSTRATION LOCATIONS

Il

(Presenting Dennis Lee free of charge)

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Thu., Sep. 12,7 PM sharp
Days Inn, Airport
1 International Plaza, Nashville, TN
615-361-7666

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
Sat., Sep. 14, 1 PM sharp
Best Western Merchandise Mart
3024 East Independence Blvd.
704-358-3755

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
Mon., Sep. 16,7 PM sharp
North Raleigh Hilton
34 1 5 Wake Forest Road
9 19-872-2323
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Thur., Sep. 19,7 PM sharp
Omni Inter Harbor Hotel
101 W. Fayette St
4 10-752-0832

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Mon., Sep. 2 3 , 7 PM sharp
Adam's Mark Hotel
City Ave. & Monument Rd. City Line, Phila.
215-58 1-5000
This culminating Philadelphia meeting may be quite a historical event.
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The Civil War And
Those Gold Certificates
Editor 's note: This writing by Commander Hatonn
has important connections both with our Front Page
story this week and with the collected Public Notice
section which appears later in this issue of CONTACT
(and will also do so for the next two weeks for legal
validation reasons).
9/3/96 #1

HATONN

REALITY CHECK
Alice, it is time to come back from Wonderland!
Have you not lived in Dreamland long enough?
Readers, I would urge you to pay attention to the
writings of the recent visitors who have shared with us
personally. I am not in the advertising business but if
you are not getting the information presented for your
growth by David Icke, Norio Hayakawa, Little Crow
and such other "on targetn ALARM CLOCKS, you are
feastin! on chaos. Oh indeed, there are others who will
offer you "their versionn of opinion, and it is fine, but
underlying EVERY INCIDENT is a tmth which is most
often MISSED.
We smile within as these delightful brothers come
to share-and-tell and in the moment of realization we
iind them to be longing to do those things for which
their talents are honed, not bring unwanted information to a troubled world. Norio, for instance, is an
accomplished musician who can present you with both
the orchestra and the vocal rendition of music-from
inspirational meditation sounds of cosmic communication to Country-Western. So too can Brent Moorehead
and Theresa, and also, so too is Dr. Ed Young a
prodigy, having played the organ since age three. Dr.
Young plays and longs for the giant Theater Pipe
Organs of past splendor with pipes and sounds enough
to warp the cosmos. These talented people are already
working on the Score of Sipapu but, alas, everything
has to take its place in the awakening sequence of
events.
If you are not receiving "Word" tapes I suggest you
get the tapes from our recent meetings [Call 805-82241 76 to order The Word tapes or seep. 14for information]. The "meetingsn were simply a bit of homecoming shared by friends during a time of township festival
and picnicking opportunity. However, we have enjoyed, over these two weeks, some of the most
heartlifting messages of all time, to renew our energy,
revitalize our intents and goals, and a time of sharing
interchange on what is REALITY and WHAT IS IMPORTANT ABOVE ALL EXPERIENCE.
Someone advertising Norio's newest tape on
"Dreamland (Area 5 1, Nevada) [see p. 18 for more
inlormation] heads the notice with, "Are they planning
a fake alien invasion?" The answer is, "Yes, of course!"
So, what else is new? What indeed! REALIZATION of
what is ACTUALLY IMPORTANT has struck this
researcher as he sees what is taking place balanced
against what is GOD!? This in turn causes an inner
realization of, "What is my purpose?" and a knowing
that, beyond t h i s experience of light-shows,
"Dreamlandsn, holograms and holographs, IS TRUTH-

half hidden but always underlying EVERYTHING and
always there must be realization of the greater meaning
of each and all things as inter-related within and
behind the veil of presented propaganda. Oh indeed, if
you want insight and refueling of your "gas tanksn-get
the tapes of the past two weeks for there will be some 13
or 14 of them AS SHARED among ourselves as the time
of unity of direction has finally arrived wherein we can
realize our own destination in work and purpose.
I, too, wish that we could simply dwell on the
wondrous interchanges and put aside the non-reality of
world function, whys and wherefores of past and present
happenings and simply dwell on the potential perfection possible in Universal growth FUTURE. But "Future" is dependent on that which was and IS. Growth
is always from LEARNING, which can only be as
experience, education in TRUTH, recognition of factual TRUTH and always, ALWAYS, balanced with
LOVE and REALIZATION OF TRUTH OF BEING.
We experience the very intent in action of man
being pitted against brother, Black vs, non-Black, Protestant against Catholic, and thus and so around the
globe until murder and war become the accepted mode
of life expression. What means this garbage? Well, it
means the Elite are manipulating you, the puppets-no
more or less. The age of New World Order (a simple
euphemism for maniacal control) is upon you-stealthily creeping into your very fiber and then pouncing on
you helpless tidbits with a horrendous bang of "gotchan.
You celebrate what: a Civil War, a War for Independence, a Russian Revolution, A Six-Day War, a
Gulf War? A what? Even your Civil War in the U.S.A.
was not what you perceiveit was all a part of TODAY'S
INTENT TO RULE THE WORLD! Ah, but you can't
believe me? Let me share something with you who
THINK the Civil War was fought over slavery! It was
not! It was fought over "financial" freedom-and you
LOST even while unity APPEARED to prevail. Wars
do not settle matters-you only have a circumstance of
"victor" (bigger andmeaner) and"victim" (smallerand loser).
I have a nice small research article here which
speaks the truth of the circumstance and, since it comes
sans any information other than the research, we can
offer it-BUT YOU WON'T FIND IT IN ANY TEXTBOOK, JUST AS YOU WON'T FIND TRUTH ABOUT
THINGS FROM JFK ASSASSINATION TO HOLOCAUST. Your children's teaching books will only hold
lies and propaganda to fool you-the-people as long as
the Puppet-Masters can get away with it.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A N D ROTHSCHILDS
Yes I hear the moans and groans of your, "Oh gosh,
not more on those Rothschilds!" Yes, MORE! The
facts are that the foundations of what happens this very
day are seeded in those days of unrest for it has ever
been thus with wars and Lords of the Exchequers.
The Civil War was not fought over Slavery, readers; it was, of course, over money.
Textbooks that have been carefully edited continue
to teach American school children that the American
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Civil War was fought over the Slavery issue; that is,
that the South did not wish to free the Negro slaves. But
if you look behind the scenes, you will find that the
"slave questionn was but the surface issue. Below the
surface ran a current of intrigue that ended with the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln because he was determined that the United Stater be free from the
bondage of the international bankers.
The Missouri Com~romisewas written in 1820.
Thirty years later, a sibsequent compromise of 1850
was effected. For thirty years America had worked out
her problems-the problem of slavery and later the
problem of State Rights-satisfactorily. Even as late as
the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the give-and-take of compromise was effective. Yet in the year of 1857 the war
was decided upon, not in the prospering South, not in
the prospering North, but in London, England!
- - - ~ -

D I V I S I O N OF U.S,
PLOTTED IN L O N D O N
In the year 1857, the money power of old Europe
centered in the House of Rothschild. Disraeli represented them in England; Napoleon 111 in France; Bismarck in Germany and Mazzini in Italy. According to
Mr. John Reeves, who wrote on page 228 of an authorized biography entitled: "TheRothschilds, The Financial Rulers of Nationsn, based on research in their own
archives, there was a famous meeting in the City of
London in 1857. (Ah yes, just before the issuing of
those interesting Gold Certificates in Peru.) The great
Rothschild family was assembled from the countries of
Europe for the marriage of Lionel Rothschild's daughter, Leonora, to her cousin, Alphonse, son of James
Rothschild of Paris.
Disraeli is reported to have said: "Under this roof
are the heads of the family of Rothschild (The Red
Shield)-a name famous in every capital of Europe and
every division of the globe. If you like, we shall divide
the United States into two parts, one for you, James,
and one for you, Lionel. Napoleon will do exactly and
all that I shall advise him."
Thus, in London, we see a plan fostered by the
money power of Europe, moving in on America, and
pitting the North against the South under the old
principle of "divide and conquern. The North was to
become a British colony annexed to Canada, while the
South would go to Napoleon I11 of France!
JUDAH BENJAMIN,
ROTHSCHILD AGENT
"Napoleon's object was to assure the predomination of the French over the Latin races and to augment
the influence of these races in America. Napoleon
decided to recognize the independence of the rebellious
American States and repeatedly urged the British government to join him in so doing," according to
Mackenszie in his historical research entitled THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY.
Judah P. Benjamin was chosen by the Rothschilds
to do their work in the United States and he was the first
adviser to Jefferson Davis, the President of the Southern Confederacy. Benjamin has been called "the brains
of the revoltn. He was also the Secretary of State of the
Confederacy under Jeff Davis.
The Confederacyconsisted of eleven Southern States
bound by a written Constitution, modeled in part after
your own Constitution. It was founded on the fundamental principle that each one of its eleven constituted
States had the right to secede from the Union, or to separate
from the other 23 out of the 34 states of the Union.
Nevertheless, at the instigation of Benjamin and under
pressureofNapoleon,Texas and Louisiana were placed on the
bargain counter in exchange, presumably, for Napoleon's aid
The latter was supported by Disraeli of England, who had
assured the Confhracy of the support of Britain behind the
nine remaining States, after Texas and Louisiana mto be
ceded to France.
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I N T E R V E N T I O N OF C Z A R
(OF R U S S I A )
S A V E D UNITED S T A T E S
Wow, and it is just about to happen-AGAIN!
English, French and Spanish troops had landed at
Vera Cruz [Mexico] in 1862. Since June 5, 1863, the
French General, Bazaine, had occupied the capital of
Mexico. The danger was great. The genius of President
Lincoln was taxed. He knew the North, alone, could not
have withstood such a combination. Moreover, Archduke Maximilian had been induced to accept the throne
of Mexico. But fate stepped in.
The Christian Czar of Russia, Alexander 11,
through his ambassadors a t Paris and London, knew
of the plan, knew of England's recognition of the
Confederacy, knew the Rothschild plot behind the
whole maneuver.
The Czar dispatched a fleet to San Francisco
under the command of Admiral S. Sesowsky, on
September 8, 1863, and a squadron to New York
under Admiral A.A. Popoff. Both Admirals had
orders from the Czar to be ready to fight any power
and to take their orders only from Abraham Lincoln."
Is this beginning to make sense to you readers?
THIS was why the Bolshevik Revolution and this is
WHY the U.S. came to be at such odds with the Soviets-NOTHING is as it appears to have been or as it IS.
You have been battling the Plan 2000 since your
birthing.
Needless to say, regarding the above, this generous
and vigorous action saved the United States from foreign intrigue. James Rothschild was left without Mexico
and the Southern States, and Lionel could not capture
the North through military measures. Ah, but now they
plan to get the whole of the world in their control by
manipulation and it is WORKING, is it not? The
European Machiavellis were determined on financial
conquest, if not actual slavery. So, they have accomplished BOTH "NOW!

BOOTH'S CODE F O U N D IN

The good Czar, after several unsuccessful attempts
on his life, was murdered in 1881. Lincoln was murdered in 1865. Are those Peruvian certificates beginning to take on a bit more meaning now that you see the
correlation of dates? If you fail to get a take-over
through war, where and how do you go and what do you
do to get control? You work to develop such things as
foreign debts, certificates that canbe bonafide "bonused"
and a final realization of a SUPERFUND which can be
so large as to financially bind an entire world economy.
BUT, if you are not careful and play according to the
RULES, you can misuse the collateral and find that you
end up having simply produced THE METHOD FOR
YOUR OPPONENT'S RECOVERY.
Next, however, what happens is that these certificates which have been established and guarded for the
very take-over get usurped by other contenders to the
throne. In this particular focus, that which would one
day be the Banksters' security was taken in concept,
proven up by another of the "new world players, and
utilized by the next group of Usurpers. This wouldn't
be so bad, for the Elite are all basically in the same ballgame but certainly are not willing to work UNDER the
control of the other. So, the same tactics are utilized
but are flawed in actual practice by the greedy takers.
This is nice for us because then all bets are off and if you
RECLAIM the documents-they are as valid for use by
us as by anyone coming before. Then, working WITHIN
THE LAW, the documents are put into security and a
play comes to cause them to be buried instead of used.
This was "Bush's Superfund''-but
it would also cause
inability to work singularly in behalf of the Banksters
to corner it ALL. But, greedy minds took the collateral
documents, corporations, etc., UNLAWFULLY and,
when the LAWFUL reclaiming took place, the enhanced contract returns to owners and, WOW, look
what they created for themselves which
now has value to
the
entire
" F R E E "
WORLD, as the
non-Communist
are
nations

comes mandatory to do away with Constitutional Law
and replace it with non-LAW to protect the GUILTY.
You are now provided with that which was created to
enslave you-to gain your financial FREEDOM. That
is, if you will utilize it. It is amazing at how many will
tout their communications and connections with GOD
who will denounce the "real thing" because it didn't
end up in "their" hands according to "their" opinions
and expectations. You, for instance, believed in George
Bush's Superfund but can't believe God would have one
also? The fact that it is the SAME fund somehow eludes
the consciousness of mankind. BUT, do not expect the
New World Regulations to offer you proof of that which
will destroy THEM. You have to accept the facts that
you do still have a CONSTITUTION and CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IS STILL THE LAW OF THE LAND OF
THE AMERICAN UNITED STATES. It has only been
set-aside through the insipid trappings of foreign advisers and an Administration who can fool the people
through corruption, unconstitutional functioning and a
Congress which is either stupid or paid-for.
The BONUS CERTIFICATE CONTRACT is
valid-the adversary of God made it that way. Now the
adversary is trying to threaten, terrorize, deny, and
bury the facts! They structured it, created its unlimited
value-and now want to kill the babe. BUT, THEY
USED IT! THEY USED IT!! IN SO DOING, THAT
WHICH WAS VIRTUALLY WORTHLESS BECAME
UNLIMITED IN VALUE! By "their" own criminal
actions they have validated the very documents themselves. STOP EXPECTING YOUR ENEMIES TO
HONOR YOUR SURE-FIRE WEAPON AGAINST
THEMSELVES. YOU DON'T WANT BANKS TO DO
YOUR TRANSACTIONS-YOU WANT "PEOPLE"
OF SUBSTANCE, AND LET THEM DEAL WITH THE
BANKERS. THEY DON'T EVEN HAVE TO DE'U
WITH BANKERS-THEY CAN ESTABLISH THEIR
OWN METHOD OF OPERATIONS-FOR THERE IS
LESS THAN NOTHING SACRED ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING CARTEL.
The ultimate is to pay off the PRIVATE ?ederal
Reserve with their own "legalized" tender-Federal
Resene "Notes". Then you will have the assets in the
Treasury backed by GOLD through the "Bonus Certificate" already pledged and allotted to the (u)nited States
Treasury. IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT "WAS" THE
BONUS CERTIFICATE-IT ONLY MATTERS AS
TO WHATUIS"THE BONUS CERTIFICATE CONTRACT! It becomes the same balancing Fact of God's
attitude about a "mann. It matters not what a Man
"wasn-it only matters what a man "ISn and what is his

term
called."CommuEven the
nism" as used IS
A LIE.
Of course it
is dimcult to realize that you
are reliving the
planned method
of takeover as
was laid forth
through
the
Elite Banksters
over a hundred
years ago-but,
when you REALIzE that YOU
are working on
the same PLAN
as laid forth centuries and centuries ago, it becomes far more
easily understood.
To accomplis h
world
take-over it be-

intent.
If "yourn intent is to simply replace tyranny with
greater tyranny, forget the help of God! If your intent
is to serve Freedom, Nation and Goodness in the world
of manifest mankind-you have all the help you can
usc-right through the redirected CERTIFICATE.
Instead of working WITH US, the Usurpers are
simply trying to deny and bury traces of their criminal
actions. HOW foolish; all they had to do was work
WITH US. WE do NOT want nor wish to rule ANYTHING!
Lincoln was murdered on April 4th. 1865 by an
actor, John Wilkes Booth, so the story goes, in whose
trunk was found coded messages, the key to which
was found in Judah P. Benjamin's poswrion. Benjamin escaped TO ENGLAND where he later died.
The good Czar, Alexander 11, had been responsible
on September 19, 1861, by Imperial Decree, for emancipating the Russian serfs, in number over 47-million.
Serfdom was ended by the stroke of a pen.
But in the United States, it took billions of dollars
and oceans of blood to free three million, not serfs, but
slaves-because of an infamous plot of English and
European MONEY LORDS.
Bismarck knew the truth and revealed it in 1876 to
a German, Conrad Siem, who published it in La Vielle,
France, March 1921, forty-five years later.
Bismarck wrote:

and
BUSH'S NEW WORLD
ORDER
SUPERFUND
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B I S M A R C K TOLD STORY IN 1876
[QUOTING:]
The division of the United States into two federations of equal force was decided long before the Civil
War by the High Financial Powers of Europe. These
bankers were afraid the United States, if they remained
in one bloc and as one nation, would attain economical
and financial independence, which would upset their
financial domination over the world. The voice of the
Rothschilds predominated. They foresaw tremendous
booty if they could substitute two feeble democracies,
indebted to the Jewish financiers, for the vigorous
Republic, confident and self-providing. Therefore,
they started their emissaries in order to exploit the
question of slavery and thus to dig an abyss between the
two parts of the Republic.
Lincoln never suspected these underground machinations. He was anti-Slaverist, and he was elected as
such. But his character prevented him from being the
man of one party. When he had affairs in his hands, he
perceived that these sinister financiers of Europe, the
Rothschilds, wished to make him the executor of their
designs. They made the rupture between the North and
the South imminent! The master of finance in Europe
made this rupture definitive in order to exploit it to the

,
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utmost. Lincoln's personality surprised them. His
candidature did not trouble them; they thought to easily
dupe the candidate woodcutter. But Lincoln read their
plots and soon understood that the South was not the
worst foe, but the Jew financiers. He did not confide
his apprehensions; he watched the gestures of the
Hidden Hand; he did not wish to expose publicly the
questions which would disconcert the ignorant
masses.
[H: If you miss the next statements you have no
hope of salvaging your world from the BEAST!]
Lincoln decided to eliminate the international
bankers by establishing a system of loans, allowing
the States to borrow directly from the people without
intermediary. He did not study financial questions,
but his robust good sense revealed to him that the'
source of any wealth resides in the work and economy
of the nation. He opposed emissions through the
international financiers. He obtained from Congress the right to borrow from the people by selling
to it the 'BONDS' of the States. The local banks
were only too glad to help such a system. And the
Government and the nation escaped the plots of the
foreign financiers. They understood, at once, that
the United States would escape their grip. The death
of Lincoln was resolved upon. Nothing is easier than
to find a fanatic to strike.
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FACTS H I D D E N
IN A M E R I C A N FILES
Thus does unwritten history come to light with the
years. Again it is repeated that the above quotation
from Bismark was released to the public in 1921, some
forty-five years after it was written. Bear in mind also
that the official archives of the United States Government, bearing on the Civil War, were not available until 1965, o r 100 years after the event. We
have, therefore, been obliged to go to European
sources to obtain the facts.
This is also why it is so difficult to FIND the
manipulations of such as the "Bonus Certificate and
Contractn-because the information is quickly BURIED and can only be located in the depths of the
basement archives. Well, something happened on the
way to the Holocaust-some OTHER would-be kings
found the document, made it useable and, now that they
have been toppled by the BANKSTERS, the instrument
is in LIMBO to see what in the world YOU-THEPEOPLE will do about it.
George Bush is a tyrant in sheep's clothes but the
Bankster Cartel is a far greater tyrant and so it goes!
So, Mr. Bush, it seems, is far more eager to continue to
work with Satan than God and that, of course, is his
choice. Why would this be? Because of HIS criminal
and corrupt actions to this day-along with his cronies
who belong to the same Elite but are Mavericks in their
own special greed. Will the U.S. people bring down the
Gtorge Bushes of the nation--OR, will they sleep on
and watch the Banksters destroy Bush AND YOUTHE-PEOPLE ALONG WITH THIS WONDROUS GIFT
OF A NATION? We shall see, won't we?
Some of you will say that it is mysteriously spelled
out "in the Starsn so will turn to astrology for the
SIGNS. Will they be found there? Certainly, because
the Elite are MASTERS at Cunning! They will pronounce what they want you to believe and write it to
offis as your trsining and i n f o r m a t i o h you SHALL
klim it for who is to sd it to correct in concept FOR you?
You claim to want REVELATION from me and not
some "same old garbage". Well, readers, THIS IS
TRUTH AND TRUTH IS REVELATION.
The Astrological "sartsn will be showing catastrophe because it is
pronounced in the "Prophecies" which have also been FED to you as a steady diet
of life and Spiritual DECEPTION.
There is NOTHING new in either the "times" or the
uhappeningsn--only the interpretation to suit the needs
of the usurpers. And yes, I can demonstrate this fact
through example. However, this particular writing is
US taLe up
UILwieldg
in lcsgh
"CHARTSn are exactly what they say by their own
name,,chartwmCHARTS ARE BUT REFLECTIONS
OF DIAGRAMS OF "MAN", NOTHING MORE AND,
SPECIFICALLY,uImPRmATIONSANDPERCEP~
TIONS" OF "MAN".And further, just WHICH man do
you believe? Who's chart do you believe? Do you take
the best three out of five? Two out of three? How do you
decide? We shall look at this because it certainly IS
important in that you can bury your consciousness
under charts OR you can face factual TRUTH-whichever grabs your fancy.
Thank you and good morning. Salu.

"*
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NORIO HAYAKAWA has, since the summer of 1989, extensively investigated the activities at the supersecret military base known as AREA 5 1 (a.k.a. Groom Lake Complexes or DREAMLAND) and SECTOR 4
Complexes in Nevada. He has been instrumental in the production of many TV specials, both Japanese and
American, and has accompanied many TV crews and newspaper reporters to the outer perimeters of Area 51
since 1990.
He is convinced that a secret international "cabal" is getting ready to stage a fake "extraterrestrial" event,
possibly in 1996 or 1997, to create worldwide "panic" in order to bring about a New World Order upon the ashes
of American sovereignty.
The technology required for orchestrating such a fake "extraterrestrial" event is now being readied at
AREA 5 1, the nation's leading-edge center for secret military operations, highly advanced aeronautics and
avionics, military software programs, world-wide data control systems (Data Repository Establishment And
Management-DREAM), simulations technology, satellite reconnaissance and data linkage programs, integration with the HAARP systems and hosts of starting mind-control weaponry under the euphemism of "nonlethal" weapons systems.
See photographs and film footage of all these amazing developments by the foremost researcher in the
field.
Can the US Government, by using high technology, soon deceive the public by simulating a staged
"extraterrestrial" event? Here, finally, is a dynamite video that exposes just such a "planned" scenario.
To order the video SECRETS O F DREAMLAND (2 112 hours--expanded version), please send check or
Money Order for $24.95 (postpaid) payable to:

Norio Hayakawa
P- 0-Box 5 9 9 .
Gardena, A
90248

[END OF QUOTING]
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An Excellent Videotape by
NORIO HAYAKAWA
on
AREA 51
and the
NEW WORLD ORDER

UThe death of Lincoln was a disaster for
Christendom," continues Bismarck. 'There was no
man in the United States great enough to wear his
boots. And Israel went anew to grab the riches of the
world. I f e a r that Jewish banks with their craftiness
and tortuous tricks will entirely control the exuberant riches of America, and use it to systematically
corrupt modern civilieation. The Jews will not hesitate to plunge the whole of Christendom into wars
and chaos, in order that 'the Earth should become
the inheritance of Israel'."
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Sanat Kumara: Your Effect
On Planet Earth's Health
Editor's note: Thefollowing writing is by
the Master Teacher Sanat Kumara, also known
as the Silver Ray, who Aton refers to as, "One
of mine most beloved first born". He is the
Overseer of our Solar System andis most often
associated with the energy source we perceive
as our Sun. He, along with the seven great
"Rainbow Masters" and many others from
the Higher Realms, are communicating at
this time to help us get through EarthShun 's planetary transition and rebalancing.
In Journal # 7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, Sanat Kumara states:
"I have asked to speak with you because,
for me, it is the time of the Great Unveiling
and, in a smaller sense, of your Great
Graduation to another [higher] plane of
consciousness.. ..
"ALMOSTALL THINGS UPON THE FACE
OF THE EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY
THESE THINGS W;HICHSHALL COME UPON
THIS BELOVED LAND.... YOU MUST GET
PREPARED; STOP THY QUIBBLING OVER
WHETHER OR NOT THIS IS TRUTH. GET
YOURSEL VES INTO PROTECTION....
"How often we look upon the Earth
knowing, as we look upon each small and
pitiful creation and creature, that there stands
a god, ifhe would only realize it and apply his
godhood.. ..
"MAN IS TERRIFIED AND HE IS
SEEKING. HISHEARTIS HUNGRIER THAN
IT HAS EVER BEEN BECAUSE HE FEELS
THE CHANGES AND SEES THE HOPELESS
PLIGHT GROW DAY BY DAY BEFORE HIS
EYES.
"Man 'smells' his food and grows ever
more hungry; this new vibration is coming
forth, and he becomes ever more hungry. He is
'remembering' and he innately knows that he
is filled with appetite for things of Spirit in
Truth-not just more lies and false prophets,
psychics and card readers.. ..
"The clarion caN is: 'Come home, Earth!'
It is time for Earth to come home into her
radiance for which she has labored long and
hard.. ..

"ITIS THE TIME OF CHOICES, FOR THE
HOUR-GLASS IS TRULY EMPTIED, AND IT
IS IN THE TURNING OVER TO BEGINANEW
THE NEXT SEGMENT."
For more background on this important
Elder Brother and Ascended Teacher, plus
earlier writings by him, see the RAINBOW
MASTERSjournal. Refer to the BackPage for
ordering information.
9/7/96

SANAT KUMARA

Be at peace, my friend. You are unfamiliar
with me in your conscious experience.
However, let me assure you that we know each
other very well! I am Sanat Kumara. I come in
the Radiant Light and Oneness of Creator and
Creation. You may associate me with the
radiant energy of your Sun.
I am a Wayshower and Guide. I have walked
the Christed path in times past. I have earned
my position of responsibility among those who
come in service to the souled beings of EarthShan. I have responsibilities which span the
entire Solar System of which the Earth is only
one small part.
There are many aspects of your Solar
System which exist in frequency realms outside
the awareness of Earth human at this time. As
your planet shifts upward in frequency, and
thus prepares herself for her journey into the
fourth-dimensional part of her existence, I am
called upon to assist her and those whom she
supports.
My more immediate concern is that of the
planet herself. She has endured great testings
and she shall graduate and rid herself of the
negativity-or else she shall be set free. Her
destiny is that of Radiance within the Light.
She has served mankind beyond that which
can be expected of her. She continues to serve
out of faith and love for the ones (THE FEW)
who honor and respect her.
This cycle of selfless giving is near its end,
and the result of her rebalancing shall be
devastating to the ones who have abused her
and caused this great unbalance. There shall be
massive change and, indeed, ones will pray for

death-yet it will not come.
Man has been given every opportunity to
make right his wrongs. The negativity and
denseness of the ones who can heartlessly take
and take and take, without a thought as to
consequences, has led this planet's population
to the point of pathetic corruption and savage
pestilence-all for the pursuit of an illusion
called luxury.
Greed, and power to control the masses,
have been the primary driving forces behind the
evil ones who desecrate the entire planet.
Is your oil so important? NO!
You ones pollute the air and water wiih
your oil. WHY? So that someone(s) can
make you so dependent upon them for basic
needs, such as transportation, heating, and
cooking, that you are convinced you czllnot
live without them or their oil. YOU CAN
AND WILL LIVE WITHOUT IT!
Meanwhile, these ones who are so narrow
and self-centered in focus are the ones who will
transition (reincarnate) onto the most primitive
of planets where they can work out their karmic
awareness in a quest toward growth.
Many great ones have been sent to assist
you ones and bring technology that would
negate the need for fossil fuels. They were (and
still are) rejected and discredited by the greedy,
power hungry elitists of your planet who have
usurped the power of the masses-who are too
lazy to think for themselves.
You ones have been warned over and over
again. You are long past the point of turning
this mess around. This message is to inform
you ones who are awake enough to hear so that
you can have understanding of that which will
befall you in the NEAR FUTURE.
I have great love for you who have come
now as volunteers to assist your planetary
mother in an attempt to wake up enough people
in order to change the unbalanced negative
condition into one of a more enlightened and
balanced condition.
The mind control over the masses is, indeed, great. None who are controlled are
without blame. They must be responsible for
their condition or, at least, for allowing their
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mind to be conditioned into a non-thinking and
non-caring state.
Your advertisers-who are generally the
Khazarian mind-control manipulators-have
TOLD you how you should act, and will SHOW
you, through the news media, how you will be
treated if you DO NOT follow their guidelines.
Meanwhile, God gave you a thinking and
reasoning mind. There is no excuse for not
using that mind if you are of proper physical
functioning. Ones who have had their brains
cut into and manipulated may have excuse.
But, what led to the circumstances in which this
was allowed? Escape from karmic lessons,
perhaps?
You see, God knows the heart and knows
when ones are afraid due to ignorance. He also
knows when ones know better, and are not
ignorant, but prefer the lustful path of greed
and power. You may spew claims of ignorance
from your mouths. However, your heart and
soul shall be that which will tell the true story.
Go within and get honest with yourself and
truly get to "KNOW THYSELF", for self is
truly your greatest enemy and does. indeed,
keep you from manifesting your true potential.
Are you afraid of what another might think
of you? Do you hold back the truth of God
because you are afraid another may laugh at
you? Then perhaps you should be reminded of
the journey of Esu "Jesus" Immanuel.
Did not the crowds of frightened and
igaorant people spit on him, laugh at him, kick
him, and finally, drive spikes into his flesh?
They wanted to shut him up because he spoke
TRUTH. They used him as an example to warn
others who may be inclined to follow his lead
about what would happen if you dare speak truth.
No, it is not easy. But then, any goal
worth pursuing should have a genuine
challenge associated with its accomplishment.
Why did Immanuel persist through these
things? Because he could see the long-term
need and value in accomplishing this task of
mankind's awakening. Did he have doubts and
fears? YES! But, he knew where the doubts
and fears come from-THE EGO, which is
easily manipulated by the adversarial forces.
Thus he was able to cast his fears and doubts
aside, and place trust and faith in Higher Source.
With this Faith he was able to withstand and
pass ALL of his testing, and thus he EARNED
his position as lord and overseer of planet
Earth-Shan and its inhabitants.
You ones must come to realize that, if your
precious little egos are allowed to control you
with fear, then you shall indeed manifest that
which will continually cast you as the victim.
Was Christ a victim? NO, he was not! He
knew what he had to do and endure prior to
doing it. He accepted the job out of love for
the souled beings who needed the lessons, so

that they could grow and step up and out of
their ignorance and come into understanding.
Many proclaim, "I do not have an ego
problem!" Then why the need to make such a
proclamation? Those with the NEED to state
that they have no ego are the ones who lie to
themselves. ALL have an ego. Some allow it to
control them and some do not.
The ego is neither good nor bad. It is, in its
basic form, a primitive survival mechanism for
the physical expression.
Go within and truly look at those things
which would embarrass you if another were to
within the very soul essence. The words shared
find out. Why do you fear them?
renew hope and give the phrase "Trust in God" a
If you feel embarrassment and the need to
hide your actions, then you possess a fear of
A few Of The Important Topics Covered Are:
being found out. This fear of embarrassment is
Who Is Telling The Truth?
The Laws Of God
ego generated. The truth is the truth, and you
*
The SEVEN RAYS OF LIFE
cannot hide from it. You may very well be able
* Cults And Churches
to avoid it for awhile, but it is only a matter of
Truth And The Laws Of Creation
Precious Ancient Knowledge Preserved
time before ALL shall be exposed.
* From The "Star In The East"
The mental focus and thoughts of those
* Each I A Portion Of God
who inhabit the planet are the single most
Immanuel And The Essenen
impacting factor on the planet herself. That
Time For Earth To Come Home
*
Covenant Of The BOW
which you think and dwell upon, you begin to
* Earth Is Special
manifest. If negativity, from fear and pain, is
Get Prepared For The First Strike
what concerns you the most, then you shall
Calling Working Troops
* "Force" Not Of God
indeed have that.
* Trap Of The Human Ego
What many do not realize is that each of
* Astral Plane Cancellation
your energy fields are directly connected with
Mclchizcdek Blighted Through Evil Input
Gender Problems And Responsibility
that of the Earth's energy field. She picks up
Healing Comes Through Mind
the emotional vibrations that each one projects.
* Universal Law-Not Miracles
The amount of suppressive negativity that
Christ Path Deliberately Hidden
* Preparation For Transmutation
exists at this time is so devastating to her that
* No Secular Alliance
she has become sick to the point of near
* Children Are Of Primary Concern
destruction of her vast, loving being. She has
petitioned for help, and help she shall have.
Get right with your inner self and find
internal balance. Cast off the fears and walk
within the radiance of knowing that you are a
Lighted aspect of Creator. Forgive yourself for
those things that cause you embarrassment, and
cast them off as well.
Do not judge your brother, for he is seeking
"THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN"
to find his way, whether he knows it or not. Go
forward and honor the God-self within. Let go
of the past and create a balanced future. In
purging out this garbage, you shall, because of
the connectedness, help return health and balance to that magnificent planetary being which
gives you physical life.
My primary concern is that of this Solar
System and that which affects it. Be assured
BY
that your very thoughts affect the overall
THE MASTERS
balance of not only this Solar System but
A PHOENIX JOURNAL
that of the entire known universe.
Balance and forgive yourselves. You create
#7
your own hells; there is no need for this.
I am Sanat Kumara. May this writing help
you to understand the importance of that upon For ordering information
which you focus your mind.
please see Back Page
In Light and Truth, Salu.

THE RAINBOW
MASTERS
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Part 2 In A Series

An Afternoon With
Author David Icke

They could mind control people thousands of years
ago. This is actually nothing new. One of the reasons
that this knowledge has been kept out of the public
arena, in fact the main reason, is to keep from the mass
of the people the knowledge that is being used against
them. When I hear people talk about this esoteric
knowledge, I hear them talking about the Occult, "It's
the Devil". Then I hear, particularly in the New Age
area. this knowledge is taken to be s~iritualbv definition.' "It's of the light." ~ n o w l e d ~isdneveipositive
and it's never negative. It just is-it's how you use it
that's positive or negative. he very knowledge of the
power of the mind and how the power of the mind sends
out vibes, thought patterns that effect the energy field
and affect the world. They can be sent out to positively
empower the world or they can be sent out to negatively
control the world. Same knowledge--different approach, different use of it. What's happened over the
years at least through the inquisitions and stuff like
that, the burning of witches and whatever. It's been to
keep out of the public arena, this esoteric knowledge.
Because there's one thing, there's a string of things,
but let's take one thing, what we call "religionn and
what we call "sciencen, another religion, have in common. They have only survived by the suppression of
knowledge. They have actually been suppressing the
same knowledge. 'Cause it's the knowledge that has
been used to imprison us, but it's the same knowledge
that we can use to set us free. The knowledge that we
are not ordinary men and women in the street. There's

Editor 's note: Part I of this informative lecture call an ordinary man and woman in the street ("I've got
no power"), has got a flaming cough, and it's all over
was presented in the 9/3/96 issue of CONTACT.
because we have been conditioned to think that a
pyramid has its power at the top. The top of the
8/27/96 LECTURE BY DAVID ICKE
pyramid is only there because the rest of us are holding
the bugger up there. That's the reality, but we have
PART 2
been so conditioned about power being
rather than
I came across a story which I was told at the within, that we have thought into existence this pyramemorial service of a British comedian, called Larry mid of control. We have created our imagination of
Grayson. Last year it was, in the summer of '95. He ourselves collectively. Now, "We are just the ordinary
was a friend of mine. This story told at his memorial men and women in the street." And a few control the
service summed up the way the pyramid of control world. So we have thought
actually works and how a few can control the mass. into existence that reality, beLarry Grayson was a funny man, he played the slightly cause that's how we are condifeminine man who stands against the earden fence tioned to see the world. SO IIIThe N e w Book By David Icke
talking to the woman next &or. ~ e l l i everybody
i~
what happens with this pyramid is that everyone is standabout his ailments and stuff like that.
[Please forgive the apparent gap o f a few seconds ing on everyone else's shoulofMr. Icke 'spresentation, due to mechanical difficul- ders as the layers go up. And
ties.]
each higher level is trying to
Hopefully, I have gotten off the ChristainJMorality control, overpower and
Crusade newsletter list; I think I have, yeah. Thank frighten the crap out of every
God for that.
lower level. So you get, "But
I thought I would have some T-shirts do,:c: "God don't you dare, I'mdepending
save us from religion".
on you-if you go your own
The story told at this memorial service was told in way, oh my God, there will be
the words of Larry Grayson. And what Larry Grayson poverty, it will be terrible,
said was that years ago he was traveling the halls of what about the kids? Oh, you
Britain with this all-male show. (There is only one mustn't do that, jobs are
woman in it and that is Larry, dressed up.) They had scarce. Oh, my God!" This
a patriot producer and they had a big finish to this goes rightup the pyramid. The
show: Rule Britannia. Britannia rules the waves and person who isdoing that to the
all that stuff. (Why does anybody have to rule the level below them will be havwaves? Is it me or what? We had John Wayne before ing something similar done by
the United States in the British mentality; I think we the level above them, so we go
just passed it on. We were John Wayneing the world on to the top of the pyramid.
before the United States existed. We have been ma- At the top of the pyramid are a
nipulating longer than anyone, probably.)
tiny, tiny few people who are
He said what happened was, in this big finish, all running around passing mesthe men came on dressed as sailors. They started sages down, which each level
singing "Rule Britannia" and then, as the music built passes on. For instance, the
.and the truth shall set you free . $2 1 .95
up, they all got on each others' 'shoulders on the stage major means through which
and they formed this pyramid with a flat bit at the top. the .top of the pyramid maThe Robots' Rebellion
$19.95
As the music went on, on came Larry Grayson dressed nipulates the consciousness of
...
$19.95
I am Me; I am Free
as Britannia: long gown, helmet, shield, sword. He got the mass is through very adHeal
the World
...$10.95
manhandled up the side of this' pyramid to the top. In vanced esoteric knowledge,
Larry Grayson's words, "One night things seemed to be which has been passed on over
Days of Decision
...$10.95
going rather well. Then I noticed that the sailor in the thousands of years and added
Truth Vibrations
... $10.95
bottom left-hand corner of the pyramid had got rather to. How it's worked and
In the Light of Experience
...$14.95
a cough." He came out with the great line, "As any whether it's worked, has been
Turning of the Tide (Video. June ' 9 5 ) ...$2 1.95
ancient Egyptian will tell you, that is a rather impor- added by experience in each
tant point on the pyramid." So what has happened is generation. So at the peak of
The Robots ' Rebellion (Video, June '95).$19.95
that this old poor sailor boy is coughing his guts up. the pyramid there is now a
Turning of the Tide ( D o u b l e a u d i o ) ...$14.95
And he can't stay there anymore and he has faller! out mass of esoteric knowledge.
Days of Decision
...$19.95
of the pyramid. So, now, the stage is awash with sailors Of how the mind works, of
and Larry Grayson is in the second row, in somebody's vibrations, of the power and
lap. "Oh, dear, I like your dress; isn't that nice." The the effect of electromagnetic
Please add shipping and handling @$3.00 per book and per video plus
question is, what has happened here? Larry Grayson, fields and what have you.
$1.00 for each additional item. For Audio tapes only, add $1.25.
symbolic of this global Elite, has done nothing. He was Which is used on us for condiCalif. residents add 7.75% sales tax.
just sitting there with his sword in the air. What we tioning, controlling reasons.
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no such thing! I've never met an ordinary man or
woman in my life or a blade of grass, come to think of
it. But, if we're conditioned to think we are, we play
that role in the three-dimensional holographic movie
and we become a herd of sheep, who believe they have
no power. So, down through this pyramid, messages
have been passed over the centuries, into the present
day to keep this knowledge out of the public arena. One
ha:, been: "It's the Devil! Oh, these are very strange
people, black magic, you know. Keep away from them.
Pass it on. Okay." The other way of doing it for people
who won't buy that is: "They're off their rocker! Oh,
they'revery strange people, they sit aroundcandlesand
believe in other dimensions." And this stuff keeps
people out and the psyche locks in, like a rabbit caught
in the headlights of an on-coming car, into the constant
messages that are telling us either: "This world is all
there is and then you die," or, "There's some god sitting
on a throne who's going to judge us on lives lasting
anywhere from a few seconds to over a hundred years."
Yeah, sure there is.
The other thing that comes down through the pyramid constantly, which is a wonderful means of control,
because there's nothing more imprisoned than someone who thinks they're free, but aren't. There's nothing more closed than a closed mind that thinks it's
open. So, passed down the pyramid comes this line:
"You are free, you are free! Pass it on, this is a
democracy. You have the ability to choose between two
front men of the same one-party state every four years.
This is freedom. Pass it on. You are free." And, so it's
passed down. Each level plays the National Anthem,
sticks their bloody hand there [referring to right hand
held over the heart]. (Why do they do that? Is it
heartburn or what? I don't know.) "Oh, yeah we're free
honey. We got the IRS coming around tomorrow
mornln,y, going to take everything away. Great to be
free." What are they actually saying, these people?
That's the other great freedom as well: "You are free
lo borrow money that doesn't exist and pay interest on
it. Pass it on." Love it. The freedom they're talking
itbout is the freedom to be in jail and not realize it. The
freedom that says: "You are free to watch Wheel of
Fortune. You can watch that if you like. You're free
to watch American Gladiators. You're free to press the
zapper button and watch any channel you like. A
stream of them, 99% of which insult your intelligence.
You're free to watch any news bulletin whenever you
like and be given the official version of events. This is
a wonderful freedom we've got here. And so many
people buy the fact that it's freedom and that's why
we're in jail. And, for me, we are the front of the snowplow generation, today. We are taking from our parents
and grandparents-not because they are tiad people,
but everyone passes on their programming-thought
patterns that invariably say: "Don't make waves;"
"Don't cause trouble;" and, as the Japanese say, "Don't
be the nail that stands out above the rest because it's the
first one to get hit."
We're passing on to our children-not just to our
children, to ourselves because this is a really here-andnow thing-thought patterns that say: "You be you,
whatever 'you' is. Allow everyone else to be them and
let no one impose their view, beliefs or desires on
anyone else." And we're the people between those two,
today. Because, I feel we are in a period of enormous
change. Multidimensional change, where we're going
from one period of human evolution, which has been a
desperately slow evolution. It may seem quick. But,
what is evolution? Evolution is a very simple process:
Experience, learn, evolve. What the hassle-free zones
have done, among so many other things, is they're
constantly telling us what we can and can't experience.
Giving us a very, very narrow range of acceptable
experience. Therefore, we have less experience in
terms of variety; less learning results from it. Our
evolution is slower than it needs to be. I feel we're now
moving into a period of an immense leap in evolution.
By that I mean consciousness. When I look at people I

see them symbolically standing inside a big, dark eggshell. Outside of the eggshell is our multidimensional
consciousness, going on into infinity. Inside the eggshell is that tiny, tiny area of our consciousness that we
actually operate on in the three-dimensional world:
Oh, my God! That eggshell that keeps one apart from
the other is overwhelmingly made up of low-vibrational emotions. Fear, guilt, resentment, lack of self
esteem, "I can't", "I could never. ..". Fear of expressing
uniqueness in a world of uniformity also creates a
situation in which we subconsciously throw up a vibrational barrier, keeping out those higher levels, which
would lead us to evacuate the hassle-free zone very,
very quickly.
What I hear people say so often: "We need to seek
enlightenment." I don't think we need to seek enlightenment, at all. I don't think it's ever gone anywhere.
Enlightenment is sharing the same space as ignorance.
It's just on a different vibration, that's all. What I feel
we need to do is remove the barriers we throw up
between enlightenment and ignorance. The barriers
are these low-vibrational emotions, which we're always pressuring each other to have. "Oh, that's terrible." I mean, look at the way we talk to our children.
We are using fear and guilt to control our children from
the first moment they become conscious, virtually.
When you get into the adult world, the manipulation of
fear and guilt to control people is almost an Olympic
sport. And so, we're all helping to add to each other's
eggshell. And what I feel is happening at this time, to
more and more people, is that they're not finding
enlightenment in terms of searching for it. But the
eggshell is cracking. And, as the eggshells crack these
low-vibrational fields we throw up (fear and all this
other stuff), multidimensional self is now starting to
lock into three-dimensional self. And, soul (mission
control) is getting back into communication with threedimensional mind. And at that point our whole perspective of life goes wallop. Because we're no longer
seeing the world like that, we're seeing it like that.
And that's the difference between being controlled and
manipulated and seeing the big picture of what's really
going on. And there's actually much symbolism surrounding that. Because, what are we constantly pressured to do through our lives? Through the manipulation of the money system, so every thing, even the basic
needs, costs far more than it needs to cost. Because of
the interest on money that doesn't exist and many other
means. We are being pressured to literally keep our
heads down in our little world, paying the mortgage,
paying for the food, keeping the family together, so we
don't actually do that. If they can get us like that, then
out of that we become a manipulator's party trick. We
can be manipulated with one hand, while they have a
cup of tea with the other.
I had a wonderful example recently of one of the
differences between seeing the world in that very narrow, tunnel-vision fashion and seeing the big picture.
There's so many of them all over the place. Once you
get into the big picture, the manipulation is in serious
trouble. I came across this alternative dentist in Britain, just before I came away. And he's challenging the
dental establishment and he's the "anti-Christ" of the
British dental establishment. They can't stand this
bloke. So, I go along and I see him and he said, "You
got mercury in your teeth?" I said, "Yeah, the school
dental unit put them in, in the '50s." He said, "I want
to show you something." So he gets this battery charger
thing, I guess you'd say. With a dial on it, anyway.
Something like that. (That'd be a good way to call it,
a tester. "Nicoli Tester" is was, yeah. I almost said
something I'm harping on now. Never mind. I could
get worse. I've heard a lot about "HARPSn since I
arrived. Cracky, it's a [GARBLED W0RD)in Britain;
it's a bit more serious over here, isn't it?) He said,
"Right, just hold the machine." So, I hold it in my
hands and I'm looking at this dial. "Just watch the
dials." And he puts the probe on my mercury fillings.
The thing goes off the dial. He said, "What happens is
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they put the mercury in, which is a very, very serious
poison," as we know. And it's got other metals in there.
"What it does (it doesn't only poison the body-particularly at the time you have a hot drink, the mercury
seeps), it throws up an electromagnetic field, which is
at variance with the frequency your brain's working on.
So, actually, you've got an electromagnetic field that's
fighting your brain's thought fields, in your mouth." I
thought, well this is good news. Thanks ever so much.
I've come all this way up to see you and you cheered me
up. So, I decided to have my mercury fillings out.
Which I've had since I was a kid, because we have the
school's dental service in Britain, well we did then.
They were butchers in their spare time and when they
were at work in the dental unit no one could tell the
difference. That's what it was like.
The difference between the small picture and the
big picture, just in this little area of mercury fillings, is
there's this big debate going on in the dental profession. And, what they want to do, they want to pull
people into irrelevant debate about detail down there.
So, having this little debate (tunnel vision), "Yes, but
professor so and so did a paper in 1936 and he said
mercury only had this effect, and it wasn't dangerous.
And then so and so, KPR, SPO, said. .." all these letters
after their names. Cracky, what a mouthful. Anyway,
"In 1945, he did a paper and said this and then
modernfindings have said this. Oh, yes, really?" And
we're into this debate. And, when you get into the big
picture, there is no debate. Because this guy, this
dentist, is taking the mercury fillings out of my teeth,
which I have had in there for twentyjthirty years. He's
got a gas mask on, this guy. He's wearing a gas mask
to take the fillings out. I've got this thing on my head
to stop the mercury from getting in me hair and I'm up
to here with a gown on [indicating neckline], so's the
nurse. He's got a list-he showed me--of government
procedures, which he has to follow by the letter to
dispose of the mercury once he's taken it out of
somebody's mouth. It's been in my gums for thirty
years, this stuffl So, when you get into multidimensional mode you start to see the big picture. Which is:
"Never mind, professor so-and-so, and professor soand-so, and professor so-and-so. I've got a great place
where you might file your report." Because the big
picture says: "Putting a serious poison in someone's
mouth is completely looney-toon". That's it. And
when you see the system from that big picture, you
don't get pulled into this irrelevant debate.
I've got a book coming out in October, in America,
called I Am Me; I Am Free. It's about how we're
controlled without realizing it and how we get out of it.
And, one of the chapters is entitled: "Piece Of Shit,
Walk Away". It comes from a line by Bill Hicks in this
video I saw. He was talking about a film called Basic
Instinct. And, he said, "Bill's captual review: Piece of
shitn. And then he goes on to talk about how the
propaganda and the hype of the film was hyped, and
hyped, and hyped to the point where people got pulled
into this big debate about this film. And therefore,
loads of people went to see it. And, he was saying, "No,
no. Excuse me. You're getting confused here. Just
stop a minute. Take a deep breath, have another look.
What do you see? 'Ah, it's a piece of shit.' Exactly,
walk away!"
And, one of the great ways that we are manipulated
is that we are dragged into irrelevant, diversionary
debate. When the big picture says something quite
obvious. And, we do this on an individual scale, we do
it on a larger scale. Because one of the things the
manipulators do, I remember, they did it with sugar.
Someone comes in from one side of the argument,
saying, "Sugar's bad for you", and then someone comes
in from the other side and says, "Well, there's just been
a report out that says it's good for you". I remember my
mother, she said, "Oh, I can't be dealing with any of
this, Dave. They don't know what they're doing,
themselves; I'm just going to carry on." And, you
switch off. ([Laughter] Oh, you have mothers like that
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in America, do you?) We switch off, and therefore we
just become sheep who don't make decisions for oneself. We just follow the herd. There's so many diversions of this kind and if we don't see the big picture we
get pulled in and then we become party tricks.
The great diversion that I find in the economic
field, because there's so many diversions there, but the
big one is that the economic system is complicated. We
are constantly pressured to think that. And when we
think it's complicated, we switch off. So, we're diverted from the ball; we go off and watch something
else. So, we get these economists who are wheeled in
front of computer screens day, after day, after day and
talking a language we don't understand. And I would
humbly suggest, most of them don't either. Jargon's
great repeated. And when you see someone who uses
jargon a lot, just say: "I know I'm a bit of an idiot, but
just explain to me what you mean." They very rarely
can. Just repeating someone else's jargon, you know.
It seems ever so complicated and so people just say:
"Oh, I can't be bothered. Is Wheel of Fortune on?
What's on the other side of the blocks?" And yet, the
world financial system is that easy, as I said earlier.
You lend people money that doesn't exist and charge an
interest on it. And I think people think economics is
like almost a navel contemplating (garble) boring,
that-but essentially fundamental to our freedom, this.
Because when you look at this interest on money that
does not exist, it's actually inflated the price of everything. Everything we buy is dearer than it needs to be.
Because everybody is borrowing money that doesn't
exist and paying interest on it. When you buy any
product off the shelf in any shop, everybody in the
production and transportation and selling of this product is adding a bit more to their cost, to the price they
charge, because they have to service interest on money
that doesn't exist. This is why we buy three houses to
live in one. "We are ftee, honey," as long as you buy
three houses to live in one you can do as you like. I went
into a bank, one of the clearing banks. I keep saying
banks-it is just a bank really. At the peak of the
pyramid they are all the same. It's the Chase Manhattan Chemical Bank National Westminister Lloyd's (you
can keep going on), Incorporated. Isn't if funny that
Switzerland never goes to war; no one never attacks
them? Yah, because the people creating the war have
got their money based there. That's why it is no
surprise that Switzerland never goes to war. Because
that's where the money is coming from to make the war
happen; be a bit silly if you were to attack yourself,
wouldn't it?
I went into the National Westminister Bank in the
North in England; I had got this mortgage leaflet. It
was in there in black and white: it said, if 1take out a
50-thousand-pound note to buy a house, I pay them
back 152 grand. I buy three houses to live in one. My
mortgage payments reflect that. Again, if you ask most
people why they don't celebrate uniqueness, doing and
saying what they believe to be right, it's not the fear of
what other people think of them, it's the fear of not
having enough money to pay for the basics of life. The
more you can artificially inflate the basics of life the
more you are pressuring people to serve your system
and keep their heads down and their mouth shut. On
the front of this leaflet-it was wonderful really-this
leaflet that told me I had to buy 3 houses to live in one,
it said, "The National Westminister Bank-we are here
to make life easier." I thought, "Thanks ever so much."
What has staggered me'is "it seems to me, maybe I
have just been unlucky, but most people in the banking
system don't know how it works. Have you noticed
that? I had a guy in a work shop with me back in
England about 6 months ago. He had spent his whole
life in the banking system. This is no exaggeration, I
say here. He had just retired. He said in the last few
months, most of the last year before his retirement, they
basically put him out-to-grass. They put him on some
research project for the bank. He said to me with his
mouth almost open, he said, "It doesn't exist does it?

It's just figures on a screen." I thought, this guys in his manipulation, at least in the upper reaches of the
60s. You've been your whole life in the banking pyramid, focuses on certain families. Because if you
system. I'm sure Chancellors of the Exchequer don't can set it up with families, it means that you know that
know how it works. Most of them we have in Britain when your consciousness becomes incarnate again
don't, anyway. It's staggering and yet it's fundamental you're already going to be immediately indoctrinated
into the game plan and you're going to start to rememto our freedom and the way that we are controlled-the
way the money system is controlled. For me, money is ber and start to understand, from a very early age, the
not a bad thing. It is actually, in its proper form, a very indoctrination: "In-out, in-out, in-out, in-out". So,
positive thing. It is an energy, because that's all it is, effectively, the same aspects of consciousness have
that's what every thing is. Which is a means of been coming in and out of the three-dimensional world
exchanging contributions to the world which overcome for thousands of years under different names and physithe limitations of barter. Once you have interest on cal personalities. Basically doing the same thing. I feel
money and you allow money itself to make money, then this fourth-dimensional purification is in advance of
a very positive means of exchange becomes a means of ours and that the Global Elite have lost "Mission
fundamental global control. I feel that, in this period Control". Their guiding power. So they're in a situawe are going through now, all these things we talk tion where they're working only on their three-dimenabout and wish to remove are in the process of being sional mind. They're only working on their knowledge
removed. I think the Earth, as well as individuals- of how the thing works and how, intellectually, you
what we call individual people (which we are yes, to an manipulate people. But the big picture's gone.
So, I feel that, at the same time, more and more
extent, although we are all part of each other also)-are
going through a purification.
If you look at anything that
needs cleansing, then the
muck has got to rise to the
surface where it can be seen
and cleansed and dealt with.
What we do in our individual
lives is that we seek to put
off facing things and dealing with things that we know
are not going to be very
pleasant to deal with. So it
shows itself in the line you
hear all the time like,
"Allright, OK change the
subject; don't want to talk
about it; just forget it, don't
want to talk about it, OK."
And we push that emotion,
that situation within
us...(tape interruption)
[They've] already made
some of the mistakes that
are going to expose this stuff
massively on a global scale.
This is a great, great
time to be alive. Because
it's not even a few years
hence that this stuff is going
to start to come out, so it's
played out in the public
arena. I thing we're talking
months, six months at most,
before this is played in the
public arena. Because the
undercurrent of energy, this
transformity of energy, in the
healing crisis between one
state of being and a new state
of being, is bringing this
stuff out. And there's no
way it can be stopped. My
feeling is'that this is a multidimensional purification.
Just my view, I think the
three-dimensional world has
been manipulated from the
Order by mall or phone
fourth-dimension, and that
. For retall orders: 1-800-447-7888
it is that manipulation which
is the common theme an&
Mall orders to:
the common thread between
Dlablo Western Press
the thousands of years of
P.O. Box 5
manipulation of this planet.
Alamo. CA 94507
*@@
And I think aspects of that
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fourth-dimensional conP.O. Box 10587
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sciousness have been coming "in and out, in and out,
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in and out". Which is why,
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people, who are opening to the "positive" side of this
are actually getting in touch with higher and higher
levels of their "Mission Control". Which means that
the process of change, the balance of consciousness is
rapidly, rapidly switching from the few who've controlled the world to the many who are now waking up.
If you look at a dam, the period of time it takes for the
pressure of the water to cause little cracks in the dam,
that lead to big cracks, can be a very, very long time.
Once the cracks start to appear in a dam the period
between then and the collapse of the dam is very short.
I think the cracks are obviously showing, and I think
the dam is going to collapse very, very quickly, within
a period of years. I see the period, myself anyway, of
the dam really collapsing and the upheaval of change
really being obvious, as we switch from ignorance to
enlightenment, between now and 2004, something like
that, 2005. And then by the time we get 2012, 2013
we'll be seriously coming out of the transitional period
into the next period evolution. So, it's a great time to
be alive and we've chosen to be here and we've chosen
to be here for a reason. And that's because we wanted
to be part of this transformation.
The other thing that I think is happening is, we talk
about the Internet-well the Internet is very good and
all that s t a b u t it can be full of dis-information as well
as good information. You still have got to use the
antenna. You still have to use the antenna to see
whether it feels right or whether it doesn't. I think
there was a tendency, certainly in Britain, when the
Internet first started, that anything on the Internet was
good stuff. Well, who the hell's putting it on? Who's
putting the child pornography on so that they can have
a "problemJreaction solution" to shut down parts of the
Internet. Dis-information is open to be used like
everyt rhere else. But I think we have our own "Internet"
which is showing itself more and more.
I feel that incarnate in the world today, are very
large numbers of people who have come into incarnation specifically to play a role in both exposing the
control and building a very different world that comes
o ~ oft it once the control collapses. We have spent a
long time in our lives preparing for this time. So we've
had certain experiences that have led us to certain
conclusions and the experiences we needed to a certain
point. But I feel the preparation's over now and it's
time to "do itn. As a result of that, this magnetic
vibration we send out, has within it, if you like, just for
want of a term, a "volunteer consciousness vibration".
And that is now pulling together, all over the world,
more and more people into the groups and into the
relationships which were long planned for this period
of "do it" after the preparation's over. And it's no
accident that more and more people of like mind, of like
vibration in other words, are actually being pulled
together more and more. Because this is "do it" time.
People say that you need courage. Well, you only
need courage if you have fear. Because courage is the
ability to overcome fear. When you step out of fear you
don't need courage because there's nothing to overcome. It's the difference between standing there, just
before you do something, and your saying, "Well, shall
I or shan't I7 Can I summon the courage? Umm-umm?
Yeah, yeah. Yeah, okay. Go!" It's the difference
between that and saying, "I believe this to be right. Just
do it!" Without any fear whatsoever. Because fear
attracts reflections of itself. People have said to me,
"You're not going to say all that stuff in America,
they'll bump you offl" (laughter) And I've said, "No
they won't." "You are taking a body guard, right?"
"No, I'm driving on my own." Because, if I'm not in
fear, then nothing's'going to happen. Because I'm not
working in the vibrational range that the people who
use fear are working in. And if we're not, in any way,
vibrationally connected, we cannot be physically connected. They cannot harm me if I'm not in fear.
It's kind of funny, I was talking to Mark Phillips at
a conference in Denver (Mark Phillips, who has
deprogrammed Cathy O'Brien). He said he was given

two bits of advice to stay alive, by an "insider" in the
intelligence network; because there are some good
people in there. (I think the intelligence network is
increasingly at war with itself: those who want to
expose this stuff and those who want to impose it. I
think it's imploding from within.) The advise that
Mark Phillips was given was two things: One, "let go
of fear"; and the second one was, "keep talking". When
you think, "let go of fear", you think, "Well, what
relevance is that?", when it's actually very relevant.
Because once you're in fear you're actually playing on
the playing field, vibrationally, of the people you're
frightened of. They've got control of you. And also,
they can have a physical connection with you, because
they have a vibrational connection with you. It's kind
of interesting, the people who are researching the
"conspiracy" who are most in fear, I've found anyway,
of being badly treated by the people they're exposing,
are invariably the people who are badly treated by the
people they're exposing, physically. I think, to an
extent, it's another aspect of the most destructive imagination-of-ourselves/state of being that we can be in.
And that's "poor me", the victim mentality. Someone
said to me, "I'm lucky to be here, you know, the
government is after me and, Oh, my God," and I said,
"Well, if you keep in that state they'll flippin' keep
going after you (laughter), because you're going to
attract to you what you most fear." I think it's about
time that we stop "wearing" "hassle by the government" as like a "war wound" or a "combat medal". Just
do it! Just get on with it! "Oh, yeah, but what would
they do...and they might do this and..." Oh, just get on
with it! Because if you don't, then you're going to
attract to you what you fear.
You only know what a prisoner is when you step out
of it. Because I had a fear of England, earlier in my life.
I could've been guilty for England. I could've represented my country at "feeling guilty" (laughter). All
these things! And experiencing those emotions and
then coming through them, you really do see just what
a prison they are. If we let go of fear, then we've let go
of the only, only power, that anyone has over us. Just
do it! And some people say, "Yeah, but, it's easier said
than done." If anyone's in fear of speaking out, speaking their truth because, "What would other people
think of me, Oh, my God" or they're fearing doing
something because, "Oh, my God, what would the
consequence be?", my advice, for what it's worth, is to
use the fear itself as the trigger to do it and say it. So,
if you're sitting in a group of people and you're thinking, "I'd like to say this here, but I wonder what their
reaction would be?''--just
say it. And, if you would like
to do something and you're thinking, "Yeah, but, what
a,..?", just do it. And, what you do then is, you break
this process of having the "record needle stuck in the
groove". "Da-da-da, da-da-da, da-da-da!" And you go
through that. Before the fear has had
a chance to take
hold, you've said it,
you've done it. And
then the record's
ruts start being broken, now. The rut
of "instant reflex reaction": "Oh, my
God", has now been
broken out of. The
record's starting to
play now! And you
start to see, "Hey,
it's not as bad as I
thought it was!" I
used to be a soccer
player in Britain, a
professional soccer
player, years ago.
The worst part of
being a soccer
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player was the half-an-hour in the dressing room, just
before the game started. Because everything that could
possibly go wrong, was going wrong through your
head. Then you'd get out in the pitch, and you'd just do
it, and it was fine. Thinking about it is so much more
diff~cultthan actually doing it. And it's the same with
stepping out of fear and being what we are.
We talk about having open minds, but through fear
of another's reaction, we allow our lives, our thoughts
and our speech to be controlled by a closed mind.
What's the point of having a closed mind? It's no good
having an open mind and a closed mouth [either].
What's the point in that? It doesn't move us any further
on. If we have an open mind and an open mouth then
we'll seriously change this flippin' world; and we're
going to, I think, in very rapid time. And it's going to
be done by people at the front of the snow plow who
"just do it". It's a great pleasure to be here among
people who are "just doing it"! Thank you very much
(applause).
(Break)
Question: David, I guess you were just at the
Global Science, about a week ago. I was just watching,
last night, your videotape on your recent talk in, where
was that, Wales or ...7
David: Wales [Great Britain], yes.
Question: Have you noticed any difference between
the American audiences and the British audiences?
David: Yes, American audiences seem to be a bit
quicker on the uptake, to be honest (laughter). There've
been a few things I've noticed since I've been in
America which relate to Britain but America is far
more up-front, so you notice them more, I think. There
seems, to me, to be two psyches in America. Which is
the same in Britain, I just notice it more here. There is
the individual psyche, which ... I'mgoing to sound like
an American in London now, saying, "Oh, your country
is so quaint." (laughter.) "Small, but quaint." The
American people that I've met in the last 2 112 weeks,
have been fantastic. They're so friendly, so outgoing;
wonderful people. There is a nation psyche, which, if
you get pulled into it, can be extremely destructive in
terms of control. [I've been] Watching the party conventions here and it doesn't matter who you talk to, or
who you hear. I've been stuck in motel rooms with CSPAN, watching it live, see. It's been good. Well,
"good" might be a bit to far, but it's been interesting.
And it doesn't matter who you listen to, whether it's
Bob Dole or Colon Powell. Is it Colon Powell or Colin?
Audience: Colon. C-o-l-o-nl
David: Yeah, Colon Powell.
Audience: Appropriately called!
David: Yeah, somebody said, the other day, "They
call him Colon Powell because he's so full of
shit. "(laughter)
...to be continued
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Public Notice
(Certified #P 330 806 562)

people. We are publishing herein the key
documentation concerning the Bonus Con- Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York- William tract and Russell Herman 5 Last Will & TestaMcDonough
ment. The intent of Russell Herman is very
(Certified #P 330 806 556)
clear when you read his Will.
The responsefrom these powerful men who
have received this documentation, thus fa<
- Senator Gingrich
(Certzped #P 330 806 566)
has been deafening in its silence.
George Bush sent word back to CONTACT
early this summe4 that "We do not wish to deal
Senator D 'Amato
(Certifzed #P 330 806 565)
at this time. " A month or so later, the message
was, "We won 't deal with you. "
Mz Robert Parry of the Federal Reserve
- Postmaster General-Marvin Runyon
(Certz9ed #P 330 806 552)
Bank of Sun Francisco passed o g the documents Isent to Robert Mulford, who said in his
August 6 letter to me, 'Y am returning the
- The World Bank-James Yolfsohn
(Certified #P 330 806 560)
documents. Do not send them back, or they
will be thrown away. Any future correspondence from you will not be acknowledged. "
International Monetary Fund
(Certifzed #P 330 806 554)
During a September 3 telephone conversation with Ross Pemt b secretary, she informed
- Rabobank of New York-Dennis Ziengs
me that, "Yes, Mz Perot did read the docu(Certiped #P 330 806 557)
ments you sent (concerning the Bonus Contract) and he has no interest. "
Inaddition, completesetsofcertifieddocuIn a telephone call to Senator Bentsen 5
ments detailing this Bonus Contracthave been secretary Lucille on September 3, while assent to the following key individuals :
sured he would receive the message of my
telephone call, there was no return call from
- President George Bush
Senator Bentsen concerning the documenta- Governor George Bush, JL
tion on the Bonus Contract.
- Senator Lloyd Bentsen
Also in a September 3 telephone call to Ted
- James Baker III
Turner 5 secretary, I was assured he would
- Ross Perot
receive the message Iphoned, but alas, there
- Robert Dole
was no return call from Mr: Turner:
- Jack Kemp
It appears that there is little interest among
- Patrick Buchanan
these men to utilize an instrument which has
- Ted Turner
been provided and o#ered to the American
people for industry and growth within our
We have received independent confirma- borders. We have done ourpart and we can do
President Bill Clinton
tion of the validity of these documents through no more but to oger these men the information
a telephone call to E.J. Ekker by a business we have been provided They have chosen to
(Certzfzed #P 330 806 557)
associate who alleged that he had been con- turn a deaf eaz
- Dept. of the TreasuwLawrence Summers tacted by MKNichols of Treasury and alleged We would like to honor KK. Durham and
& Russell Monk
an oflered buyout, final pay-off offer to KK. Russell H e r w o r their greatness, theirgen(Certijied #P 330 806 551)
Durham of $250 million dollars. This, of erosity, and their willingness to provide all
course, was unacceptable to KK. Durham, in they have for reclamation of a nation. Is
Chairman of the Federal Reserve-Alan part because 48.8percent of the Bonus Con- anyone listening?
tract is the property of the American people,
Greenspan
In compliance with mandatory legal prv(Express Mail #EG087793306US)
24.4 percent of which is delineated in rhe cedunefor Public Notices, we will be running
Herman Will.
these documents for the next 3 (thnee) conKK.
Dsrrhanr
and
Russell
Herman
have
secutive
weeks.
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisct+
been extremely generous to the American
Robert Parry
-Rick Martin

This notice will be construed to comply
with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, and attending State rules) should
interestedparties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The
position will be construed as adequate to meet
requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed
herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to
have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with and
available for inspection at the newspaper
CONTACT who is responsiblefor publishing
the instrument as legal notice.
KK. Durham has been informingtheAmericanpeople for several years now about a very
old gold certificate/contract referred to as
Bonus Contract 3392-181 worth an untold
fortune. Affer a very costly andlengthy investigation over many months, we know that this
contract is real.
When Russell Herman, KK.Durham 5 arrsociate, was murdered for refusing to "signo r ' on this contract in 1994, his Last Will &
Testament, which was published as a Public
Notice in CONTACT [September 27, 19941,
rvas very clear: We are republishing his Last
Will & Testament herein as Public Notice.
All appropriate government oflcials were
legally "noticed" concerning Russell
Herman S Last Will & Testament. The Treasury Department was "noticed", as was President Bill Clinton.
Complete sets of cert@ed documents detailing this Bonus Contract, dated July 30,
1996 and specifically entering a Claim have
been sent to and received by:

-

-

-

-

-
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Public Notice
Last Will And Testament
Notice To Beneficiaries
For The Estate Of Russell Herman
And
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd.
[Pages 26-57 are reprinted from the September 2 7,
1994 edition of CONTACT]
Russell Herman, officer of the corporation Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. and holder of an
extremely old and valuable gold certificate, has recently
died. In his Last Will And Testament And Notice To
Beneficiaries concerning the gold certificate [Exhibits
A,B & C on pgs. 3 2 - 3 8 , 4 5 1, a huge sum (ingold) was left
to those courageous States taking the steps to declare
sovereignty under the 10th Amendment to the Constitution. Another purpose for which the certificate is to be
used, is to pay off the total Federal Reserve System debt
(of six trillion). Additional beneficiaries, such as CONTACT, are also listed therein.
Please read the enclosed legal documentation very
carefitlly, particularly if you belong to one of the States
recently declaring sovereignty, as each beneficiary will
be required to submit their own claim, under law.
As our regular readers are fully aware, over these last
many months we have printed story afler story concerning the corporation called Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. (CSEML). Then, during the last few weeks,
V.K. Durham, one of CSEML's corporate officers, deluged
CONTACT with a mountain of faxes and legal documents
concerning Russell Hennan's Last Will And Testament And
Notice To Beneficiaries. This was amidst all of the other
absolutely omnuhelming chaos that goes on amund here.
The problem was that I gave V.K. my word that an
insert to CONTACT would be run in last week's issue,
with all of this information included as part of the legal
requirements for "Public Notice". But, for good reasons,
we elected to delay publication for awhile. Now, recognizing the legal consequences that would occur from not
following through with "timelyspublication of this documentation, we have elected to print it here-with apologies for the initial delay to V.K. and the other
affected .

Our readers are also well aware that the attacks
against our credibility have been unrelenting. We understand that this will not only continue, but will, in all
probability, accelerate! Why does this matter? Because
there are some who view the COSMOS material as just
flat acrazy",and thus do not recognize its true, MASSIVE
value as #fuel"for driving a national reclamation.
Let it be clearly understood up-front: We are not
attorneys (thank God!), and we are not lawyers-so
please do not construe this series of documents as though
we are giving legal advice; we are not.
BUT-we have, after much carefil evaluation of the
facts, determined the following course of legal actions to
initiate our own legitimate claim as one of the beneficiaries. It is likewise up to each of the other beneficiaries to
take responsibility for submitting their own claim, meeting the same requirements, namely: ( I ) submitting a
claim to the appropriate individuals and/or governmental departments; and (2)publishing a "Public Notice".
We have elected to submit our claim to three parties:
the County Treasurer of Gallatin County, nlinois; the
nlinois State Treasuret;and lastly, to Lloyd Bentsen, Secretary
of the Treasury, Washington, D.C.[See pgs. 5 1-52.]
It will be up to the Treasury Departments of each
beneficiary State to submit their own valid claims and, if
they fail to perform, it will fall to the Attorney General of
those States to act on behalf of we-the-people.
We can only do ourpart, so we are publishing information here which, if used properly, will have a tremendous impact on the reclamation of our nation.
Remember : "All that's necessary for tyranny to prevail is for good men to do nothing!" - Rick Martin
This Public Notice has been published by:
CONTACT, Inc.,
P.O.Box 27800, Las Vegas, N V 89126
1-800-800-5565.
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PAGE! 2 O F PUDLIC tTCTICE OF PAItTXES INVOLVED
Continued

PUBLTC NOTICE OF. PIiRTIES ~ O ~ J W ~ U

THIS

f G A TsTST

wunwr,nW.n.

WHO

Cpcchaps not ~ ~ J n p l c L @
=I! ) . PARTI.&S. &HO HAD
HAD TAKEN AN OATH Tot*"UPHOLD AND DBFEND THE

U.S.
U.S.

I l l i n o i s A t t o r n e y General
I l l i n o i o S + a t e s Attorney
Pcderal Burean of f n v e s t $ g a t $ o n ; Spr2ngEAelJ I l l i n o i s
F e d e r a l Dureau of I m t e s t i g a t t o n r FalrvZew HeigRts I l l f n o i s
T c d c r a l Bureau of I n v e s t & g a t & o n ; Carbondale X l l t n o i n
Again) U . S . S e n a t o r s P a u l S h o n
W.S.
Cotlgrcssman, RICHARD PURElIN,
U . S . House ways and Means Commtttee, RICHARD DURBIN
I l l i n o i x D e p a r t m e n t of ~ y d n q
Missourf Dopartmcnt o f figetng, abuse of the e l d e r l y ,
The P R .O. 6 fO r MEDf C m ' ~ ~ ~ ~ S S O U P X
T h e P . R . 0 . s f o r MEDICARE, XLLLNOXS
Ucpartmcnt of Veteran6 Slffatr6,.O%m Determan, WashingLon, U.C.
Department o f V e t e r a n s RZfa%rs, D r . P e t Z t h e e t l l i S s r Marion
V e t e r a n s H e a l t h Care Facility (refusal t o c o n d u c t an autupoy
t h a t c o u l a bc used Pn ANY court O f law Sn t h i e countrya)
U.S. C o a s t t u a r d , Randy Cornell CWO " 2 " , t o l d of body p a r t s
Being b a r t s r e d ' a t S t . M a r y s K o s p f t a l . . . u i t n c s s c d ,
on service
p c r s o n e l . . . w h C l e bhe Serv$ce p e r s a n d l a y s t r a p p e d to a bed
i n tbe h a l l w a y listening to the. wafa, and staff barter on
p r i c e s for various aaay part*.
XT WAS RTS BODY, HE WAS
RUSSELL EDWARD HR-N,
I m m , IIERMaN'r ROOM-MATE in StMarys f t e a l t h Care 'Pacrlf ty fn Clayton Missaurf..
(?] ( 2 )

EDWARD HP.RRlrlPN ;.HEXRMAN,:HERMAN :now DECmSm 8 .
1909) PURSUANT TO THE %ASTER SERVANT LAWS';

1)
2)

Prcoidcnt of the Un,tted S t a t e s , George Bush,

.

P r e s i d e n t George Rt~rrheremmfsarye; S T W E LEAHEY
CONGRESSMAN LEAHEY'S
Son8 w f t h t h e WL'OMXC ENERGY

COMMISSION,
TX1WELL EASTLANP, a c t i n g u n d e r tbe anrthortCy o x ;
P r e a i d e h t Qsalcge ~uah', t h e Federal Renerve Banking
Syatem %,a, A l a n Grrenrrpnn, whPlc r e m e s e n t f n g t.he
Department of A g r i c u l t u r e p u r s n a n t t o kbc e n s t u r c t i o n s
of t h e aftere-fClent*f2ct18 T o r t h e purpese o f obtaixring
and o c c u r e f n g c o l l a t e r a l far 8ADIXW HOSSErN'u Agricult u r a l program An the amount of S THO BrLLION, FOUR HUNUm
-

..

,

***** A n o t t c e of-RESEWTION OF RXGHTS TO XNCLUDE i s h e r e i n ,
h e r e t n - a f t e r resemea by MRS. RUSSELL HEMSAN.ETALLXXSt.

u. S.

Congressman,. b e r r y castello ~g E a a t at, IrOuis ant1
avnnL+ CZLy, Illino&6 ?&&we. as ebovc., 1 9 9 0
U.S.
Congsesrman, A l a n D P x o ~ same no above, 1931-92

Congressman, Glenn Voscharfl 1 9 9 2
House Ways and Means O o n u n L t t e c , Paul,Simozr ( S e n e t o r )
u - 6 . 11ousc Bankzng Con~nf+tee, H c p r e s e n a t f v e Henry Gonzalez
Speaker of t h e IIouec, J h Wright, 1 9 8 9
Vnfted Statcia 8 u s t i c e Deparlment,
I J n f t c d Stateu Justfcfe Departments mFBI*
U. S HOUSF. WAYS AND '-8
COMMITTEE, A W Y JACOBS (xN.D)
P~estdontof the Unf t e d States, W i l l f am Jaff orson Clint-on
aka RILL CI.ZNTON aka BrLL CLXNTEN
VSce President 0.C t h e Unfted S t a t e s ; A L GORE
Thr u n i t e d S t a t e s of A m c r f c a ( t ~dustice Department, Williaa
Seasions
Governor of I J . l k n o l n , 3331 E ~ W .
Governor o f MEssour*, Me1 Carnahan
mnxcuur of the Department o f Health and Kman Seyvlcas
B l u e Crose md slue Sheila o f ~ l ~ f n o ~ s / u $ s a m r ~

,

.

,

......

AND T E N MTLLmN ZU4h.WXCm pOLLA30S
Steave Tleahcyr Atomic Engergy Canora%ss%on; sama ne above,
John w a r n e r / H e n c l - , Engl 2sb M r i G , o w e -1n2ssLon per sale

U.S.
U.S.

Atturncry G e n r e r a l s o f , C a l i f o r n i a , M L R ~ o I I ? ? ~ .and
~
Xll$noiu,
A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l of t t l e UnLCea S t a t e s o f America,

and

M o s t o f ' t h t s SS of m L Y RECORDED, COUNTY HECORUERS RECORDS.....
T h e p a p e r + r a E l exb-ts.....
A ward of CaUTIQN, E l c c t t o n f s c o m f ng up f n NUVP!MRRR..
mIFI' any of thasc parttee are on tl'm BALLOT,.USE YOUR OWN JUDG-NW..
c c X F r THEY ARE I N C m E N T S . . . A G A m . . U S E
YOUR O W m F . M R N T S . . . B U T
REMEMBER) 'YOU DO W Y THE P0WP.R TO ''RE-"
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to the SIOUX NATION 6s "CheS.2 net3 Icat:horWuC Chc new

a1 80 k-,"I

almost oxtZnct EVERORBEN

CT.AN,

who died on AuqufL 29+.h, 1 9 9 4 at

that darc, at the Marivfr Veterans IIealth Car0 F a c i l i t y

7 ~ 4 5
p.m.

in Marioc, IlXinoiu, iand at no

*irnc.s

shall undue stzuss, und*lcs

cIlur.ess, casrc,i.on rrnti/or troud bc evidenced by "ANY" party %o this

The L a w e t.o which this 1375 conexact, Wru~sc s r k i F C c a t e 3332

sub-numbcr 183 arc subject: TZAWL a w s OF I n 7 5 beingt the COMMON
CONSTTTUTSONAL CAWS QP TTln PEOPLE pursuant to A r t i c l u IV.,

nnii, the 1OthAmcndmcnt.ot tho Urriked S t a t e s Constitution

TV.,

2 .a;+.-t-f3
-.$,*.* .,,.
a&
- . .%
;+*

...

I#....,.

PURE FORM CU,S,C,A.)

..-44':.
2

.$. ;a

3eekton

-.,.,i h'

..l-g$G
- e.'
'+? 'be
.2 .

:*?

5.
.-

8%:

II

FURTUER SAXETH NAUGHT

//////I//////////////

.' . \....
.-4

.

I

of
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nRCTaARATYON

NQTlCL 'Eg#

TO ESTABLISHMENT

OF

*GOLD W T N "
IN THE

1
1
3
CONTRACT, 1

OWhnRS/SXGNATORXS BONUS 3392

SUB-NUMBER 181.r

'fTS

DWCLIIMYION OF "NWZCE OF
PREVATT~TNCI. "CON,C;TITUTION LAWS

OF 1875 wGRANDFAT8SREDw as
K'IZEVAlCINC LIIWS, OF THE DATE
OF SAT,# OF a a ~ nw
c
~
GOODS, CONTRACT, AND BONUS
3332 808 NUMBER 181 PATE;D;
May I, 1 U 7 5 ,

DECLARATXON OF INTENT TO CONFORM WIT11 '1'HH CONST1'l'V'~SONAL
B R W Z S I O N S OF ARTXCTaFT TV.
ART
W e r SEC.
IV, AND TENTH m N b MnNT "IN PURE E'UlUl"

.

,

" ~ o co
t i to Bonof 2ciarys", w h e s t a u p o r ~ and w l ~ e r e a a+.hisr r r A A e n b u m aha1

prevail.

T h i . ~nddrmilun, 3.s errrefully conaidcrcb

after reviewins

thc Notation of Bcncficiarys dated January 1, 1989 as being
oxywditiuus , t . o n ~ p ~ - ~ l ~ ~ ~ iand
4 ; i veyuat5.011~
ca
4 n if,s intent,

m~ct

thereforc

+.hi rr n d d m d r r m i., e, unstablishment oe l3cncf %ciarysv02 Russell Ldw-

ard ~c~man/ncrm;m/ncrrmsn
and V. K. ~ u r h a mu l m l l I r t l c r ; s i r a a S Ler reail
as follows;

In t h e event of tho Jtratlr. uS 'oneg of t h e r.nqxwe+.e nfrirrnt#/nr i A d i v i d r m l s , w h i c h ever 'one' may prccoda-the other,

A)

ceVx

Exhibit A.

~

A-

-.

I*.--.

1

-

-

d). :$hi
. - !countp 6 s

~.%wtin
(s) inhabi trnhr

=
,,.,.
~
-.;<$
b - f i , . ~ ~ P prior
: ~ ~ ~
tonthe
t ~ da
11

: %*?'

r
:
:
.
.
.
*
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-

. .'...-

- 8- $1
whA hove :'aq<
.
; :**,.'< -

---:-.:

%P

~ o ~ : & ..-.\
. * ~ 5 d t of
u d LO yuarr , an4 uha
*--,:.:,,.a**

og a a i d G e l l . a t f n Catrnt.y,

R+.mt.,e o$

Illinois f o x aaid 10 yoaro prior

shalLl receive a bogucct of $ 2 . 0 0 ~fllionAmerfcan
and/nr P-ld

a

Rullion, G o l c l Coin, and/ote

" T ~ u G
o f~ thcix choice*, whcrCoG and

cryalir rcrwturo tlruix cunurmnftr,

and make

the f o m c t to
create jobs,

D~lla~o,

te be placed i n

whereupon they m a y once

s~r~torblr
t f

t o u r 5.s t n t. trnc k3.on,

4 f. r,

C41 A Ccli n

Gola

a ~Z o r m e x old Shawneet~wn

khercrhy tin i d k h Z u l . l y

it^ ~ v Z a i t h f u l l y
reatored s t a t e w ,

fa.rduslx:y, p r i d e , clignitx, and

reproducing

whereao i t w i l 2

c-rcrfr.11 J.y hand'lcril,

~utrtainthc rcoiticnts, whcrcnrr no rcoidcne XUcotZng the requSrom u n t s horotoforo iduntffiod, ulm1J. tu dvpendonL o n Welfare and/or
any okher famn of atrpport, A& khey a h a l l have an inconc f r o m the
intexe8.t: aaorued w h i a h shall be prooxsted to tho rtruidorrtu
fia4.d County

0s

of Gallatin, State af 73.1 inof s, w3.t.h Che provide

that no gambling shall be allowed thcxclnr and
bl Thoso interest qonios and ruvwrruurt yonoraked shall

maye

than rrclc.cytflf.+rly n e c t ~ ~ m m i ltr r. +.ha TWXlCACPZONAL & F ~ ~ E S S I ' O N A GKILLW
L

'needeB/ $ox thc cltizens or ebe agoreraon$ionod, aforuutatwd,
nforoiclezrLif get3 CuurrCy oC G a I l a L i r ~ , S L a t t o f t 3 l . i n d a.
c) The *awe pmv3 si.onn s h a l l govern, w z t h the o m o

ca/d

;rraoun+ of $2,410 B l l l t o n AmerAoan Cold Pollar= in e r & r r naJ4urrJura/
h ~ c p 9 r n k * ~for
g
n pcrzr5.d nf 1Cl ycrarn, ke bone-fgdc ras$dment8
.- .-

QI CAW IN S O C K , Xlllnolo, in wardin Counevr an@.qZE a r t s*. W u i q
7 l l i r r o i . s in St. C l a i r CeunLy per each.
ill PUL.U~W,t 1 8 ~ ) WUOY - u n ~ o f $2.410 R( 2 1idn mericpn
..
~ a l d
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W . , Sac.
5,

0..

%8

a<,

I

/(?V

and 10

9,

o$ said C o n u t A t u t i o n i n P U m F O m , aalrl A n e r ~ b e r ~ t s

XV.,

rar;pcrct.9vaJ.y, to be hrrld in a TRIIBT, "of, by and for

the pcoplcn o f the Conati+utQonal United Stato~of nmorica, to be
uuwd accurdisry to the SOYEREZONTYS WXLL OF THE PEOPLE ae n c 4 d r t A hy

t.hm, ds*j.gnat.sit by t h e m , by t - h d r jusk and L e g a l Vote by LIAWIO'P

puxsuant to thc Original ~ ' o n ~ t i t u t i o n a
~ lr o v i ~ t o n sno
, oo~aputwr.
yottriay

vhall be accuptable, and t I w W O ~ Z Y slaa11 choose haw +.hcri~

mnclys shn 1.3. be .~~r;eil
90,:

t . 1 1 ~. ~f e y 1o w i ng; ITealth,

Education, 30ba.

Induetry, Mcccarch and ucvclogwcnt, HoaZth Care ;tor tho ~ l d a r l y ,
HoalLh Car.& ;Tug tho urrJucyrlvca~ocl~od,
H o u s e 3 . n g f 01: t.ha W o r n e l ens,

Homes, Educational Materials, I I e a l t h C a x e N o o B a and Pacilitfec,
Infrastxucture RE-HabilA+ati+on, 2.9, Roads, H i q h w a y u , Rfvvc W@ysI
B r i c l g c s of Lho CHOICE of L11e Sovereignty8 W 5 1 1 e F +.he Pe0pl.e undeY

ehc manantory Constitutions1 r~epublicanPorn o f Government, a Gov
w ~ t r r u w s ~"Of
t
thu Pmopla, By the Peoplo rrrd FOR tlao Peoplem.

1
3ur'

Tn order +.o p,Tasewa our Wild L Z f v a r d N w t u ~ a lH & $ t a t u ,

FOreBtO

rmormt of $2.43

cach 6overefgn

State

or +,he 1Tnj.on

ef Repr.rh.'Licrr;

an

Bizlion Amerioan Gold Dollarc, G o l d , CoAd Coin,

;;old Dullion and

. Q i lvetx-

(Cons L i LuCionaf 1 s h q l l tu Lur~uucatXsurlby

3eaueat to be ac&dan a T U ~ S TACCOUNT ear thak sole ptrrpno ef

&\anta i n R a a g , rrrwintaininq, planting, retainsng gur W Z l d Lifc Habitat
>UX Great n n A Tneebinable Forests, uut. Watog W a y w wrcl uur takas,

Fonds asahobirat# and rcsouvca/p~o~rvorr,fox the aole purpose of
khcr anjrsyment and use OS %Ira -=CAN

PEOPLE 0 5 t l r e UNXZ?ED STATXS
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o? i.ntcrost: due

xrf

'

it bo known, above tho

and payrrhya,

k f s i r t y two pekcene)

a.;.;,

3.

5'.t:..**..t*J*

.-..

(

:f

-. -...

k v

.-,....,. ..*

' ' '<

%**

:c%*,,,-*
-12~.~~SFb~~aaciu'kuals
. .. . ....

. .

::a*...Yl-;;.

finot-her 7 32 p&>teev+.
(9-e~

fnarcdcc har accrucd.

- . ..'s.
r:7€..

l~undrledarad

'~'hioharr accrue4 on

h o i h *he RRTNCIPAL axxd t f ~ u
ZNTERE$T duu and yayabla.

Portiono

=hall bC rcccrvcd equal to TIImE C3) S i x t y T h r e e Tri.l.l.ion G o l d
Dollars,

$631 AU, G o l d Dollars, GoXd Coin, Gold ~ullionand

S i Z v e ~ :per tAe C a n s t i t t ~ k i e n0 . F +.be

T T n i +.eta

Stat--R in P u r e PO.-,

tu be u v w d fox the sole gurpocc of RE-HABXLTTATION of the
"Ri;T.GATMn

SOVEBEIGNTYS OF THE STATES SEEKING THEIR "TENTH

AMENDMENT RZCH'l't; ZIEt;TOIUfD1'

-

T l ~ v r esI~vu1dbtt no problerfl here since there i s a LIEN on ALL
14egositorys, ' ncrpn~i
+.drys ho th Foreign a i d Domes Lic, in L h e

Contihental United Seatea of America, in t h e accounts ot the
Crr,xprnCion uC the U n i t e d S t a t e s o f

domcr;tic, The Company

off

America bolh f o r e i g n and

+.be, tlnf.t.e? S t a t e s

0.9

America b 0 L b foroiyr

and Jurutru t l c , and any and/or all GOLD HELD VIN uJ5180Sl'rr*uriYUlWrGN
DEI3TOR NA'PTONS ,

~
f.0

h L Ih& N

W;IG

l r N o t i c e d by FubLicatianw, T h i n JITEN w a s nRT.TltPtRt

the WHITE HOUSE by Certified ~ a i LP-377-902-158,

received at el

NHlTk; HVUSE M a i l . Room neeemher: 2OLh 1993, whereupo~.rA THANK YOU

LETTER/NOTE w a c rceurncd to thc $'ignatories/Owners of aaid
"RON118 3.192'' i . L s a l l t o c e d e ~ r tLeirry
~
a j u s t and LEGAL DEBT, from
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Public Notice
RUSSELL SLlWARD HERRMAN~HERRMANE?
"HEWNn,

An 2XMERICAN XNUIAN

for DECLPnNT
Ruasell Werrman, Ilerrmann, Herman

1

Resident of;
Village of Okawville, County of;
Waehington, S t a t e of X I - l i n o i s

1 and wllagal.claims agafnat
1 tbe here-in idontif2rd

,

Netfee

P o herehy g f ~ f nto;

SubmAt any and/or all j u a t

!

DECEASED*

ESTATE, T O ) County Traasur
and
ear, Gallatin County, IlliNOTICE OP.. NO. T P W L E : R B T ~ T E *..cRmaf$gd.,
.. .
-.
no*=,

i

On this date, Smpteznber 8 t A , 2 8 3 4 , T, the Exeautrix,
HAM,

V.K.

DUR

in compliance wSth the Constitutfonal Common Laws of the Stat

of Lllinoie, do h e r c h make publ2c n o t l c e to all. l e g i t i m a t e c r e d i t
jorv oC the DECEDANT, 'Hussell Edwaxd H e r m a n , Herrmann, H e r m a n , a

lknown Resident of Waeh%ngton, County. Yfllage off Okawville, State

-

--

On t h e date of A u n ' G t h , 1 4 9 4 , thta EXECUTRIX d i d f i l e the

jut3 t

and legal duly reco~daCI~
SeecCe??d~~a'
qegwYaNUnbcW r 55

24 S e p t e m b a ~6th,- at 12tl6

lI
II
2611
"I I
26

2

P.M.,

.'2~01'69

Record Book Number. 2 7 5 , Pages 196-

FALLaTIN COUNvl.Y, 'ILLINOISC-F

Furchow novrcr

.ZsS'h'erezh:q

i V r r k ,

HOUSE,
2% n o t i . a m

-

I

I
I
Will
I
shall be

his- L a s t W A l - 1 ant3 Tesearnene and *NO'l?ICE TO AZS INTERESTED
.---

-T'YSw.

I

IN SHAWNEETOWN.

in the L a m t

and Veetament duly recorded R e c ~ x d e r l rR C U O ~ A R C " N o

frauds

I
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evidenced, no coercion, no undue strcsrs. and no iiuqors
irllowab1.e.
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hall be

also; ''AtJY pAI(TIES CONSTESTXND SRTD LAST WILL AND TEST-

ThCs shall be deemed a juet and legal notice to ANY hospital.,
411
5 ( l h e a l + R =are taoSl$ty, physZcian, health care provfndrr who lcqally

6llaid provide heal tR maintenca and QUALIvI'Y CARE to the a f fore-identi

7l(find

bF.WDANT, IIussell Edward Herrman, Herrmann, H e r m a n ,

P-0.

BOX 4 7 7

swv&lle, I11.f riots 62271

14 witnessed;
9693 Cahfnito D e l VZan
San D i e g o , C a l 5 f o r n L a 9XL2:I

16
Y

'FURTHER SAYETH NAUGHT

-----

"OWXC3rn SEAL"

SUII. 4.1,XZWANE1W-US
& b k r r l'uLilL-. 0:ato

4 Uiroi.

~adISo~tan
CcYrrCy

the juo*

N O ' I ' Z C E

T O
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A L L

B E N U F T C R H Y S

MATTERS OF ESTATE
GF
D$Cgi,mT

zdo

LAW DECLiVViTTON

Y COMMON

k-ab---

On the date of September.6th, 3.994, the Last Will and Tesknm.,

amt, and " N o t i c e to a l l Bcnef$ciarysn, was a a u s d to be duly xcoora
Ied, County Recorders Records, County of Gallatsn, State of I l l i n D ~ S ,

Shawneetown, XllSnois, Recordcrr; 'I2ecarQed X n s t r r u n c n t No. 2016

page8 196

to 2'14 at -1'2~16Chat date, recetvsd

URER at I.Zt30 F:M,

by the CQUI;TY TREZIi5-

that d s t c .

Additrironal " N o t i c e to a11 Benefic&arysttt tk.e becsdant d i C
bequest

an npproxbate amount: of 24.4% Ctwenty four point fouxty

percent) of h i s Co-Interest

fn t h e accumulated interest: due and

payable f r o m May 1, 1 8 7 5 to Marl, 1990, laser computed at the
accepted computed book-keeping procedures an campounaing the cnmp

ounds, ra-comgounding,

xccompoundinga o f the compaundings in each

succcssi.on, each ko the Principal, and agafn each to the INTEREST
A u a and

payable pursuant to t h e Laws o f Zissumpsik, ConsititutionaJ.

Lawe of! the TlnJted States, Article YI, and Article

XTV,

of s a i d

C o n s t i t u t ~ o no f -the United S t a t e s oS &ner$.ca wORIGINAL" (pure f a r m
A1

In order the bcqueat to all pastys be a ~ s u r e din aoeordan

cc w t t h the Decedants w i s h c s a6 hereto-fore i . d e n t i f j . d in the
Duly Recorded 'Iiecords o f Gallatin County by Racordars Instrument

Number 20169, S~ptember6th,
1)

1994,

The Co-Ownex/S~gnatalry o f Eonus 3392 Nimhar 181, O f May

2, 1875, ahall, &n ordeo

+O

comply with the decodants withes t o t
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241
fnsure jobs' industry, health., welfare, homes, irxCrastructuss, ro-

crearch and Qevclopament accordfng to the rleber of the Sovsreigntye
Will of the People as so staked in A t a NOTICE TO ALL BENEFXCIARYS
HECORDED QF RECORD, SEPTENBER tith, 1 9 9 4 , w f i e r e a a t h e notice of
24.4% of the necedants w B c c f u e s t ~ w2s predrcated upon the many b t a t e r

acqulreing their l a t h ZUnendment Rights puesuant to tho W I J J .
TffE .COVERS-GNTYS, THE RROPLE,

and tn the event there i m not enough

GOLD, GOLD C O M , GOLD BULLION %nthe designated 24.4

*

OF

Percent as

identifCcd fn the Decedents "NOTICE TQ ALL BRNkFICIARYSm, t h e

10 CO-OWNER,

"11

SXGNATORY

a+ n ~ n u e3 3 9 . 2 , sub ~ ~ m b c181.
r

II

I, 1075,

f
I

of 24 - 4 % Ctwenty -%marp o i n t four perccn 1

s.hz%ll
comntt a l f k e -unt

1211 to accwp12sR

0%

t h e w i s h e s o f the deccdant, R u ~ o s l lEdward Herman,

f

This is a j u s b andl legal outstandtng debt of the United State

1611%.on have bacn paLd in the

OF TAXES by the mezfcan People, to(

this ;ASSUMPSXTEb .DEBT of the Untted S t a t e s of lbericra.

18

Thtn 2s a just and l e g a l d&t

2011 pursuant to the Lhws

gf

whLcA tfre PnPtcd States of

~ s r ~ m p s #nofwlthstanding
X~
assumpt&~n by

21

the FED=-

22

prLvato; Coxperation havPng assumed the outatanding debts of t h e

XSS-E

I

BANRING SYSTEM a b $ w a t e Corpcmatfon, and t h i ~

2s Nat$.on of the Unsted States of Amerkea. The debt remaZns a j u s t
24 and legal o b l t g n t k ~ nof the .UnPted S t q t e s o f ZlmerAca, agafnr Purw a n t t v the Laws of hssumpnits.
26
27

28

1II

Tor the Xccorded q e c ~ r d ;tB&s GOLn CIZRTIFICd$TE "BONUS 3392
Sub-Number 181 oT M a y 1, 1 8 7 5 shall Ln no w a y , be conrused w i t h
t h e GOLD BONDS I S S U E D BY TIfE U N Z T W STl4TES OF a M E q X C n jn the 2 8 7 0

I
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242
and 1880ms i , e , the ' R a T m O h D BONDS which Bankrupted t h e t o m s of
3outhcrn Illino$s, Che Banks of Southern ~ l l i n o i sand Banks all
accross t h e "then" U n f t e B S t a t e s of 2UncxSca a s a part OE the ~ a t i a

n o 1 aDergency to w u c b Congress a l l o t e d $ 7 0 , 0 0 0 , QRO. O & L ~ . ~ P B O N U S
3392, Sub Number 181, is NOT QF T I I I S "VENUEn f , e , "ISSUEn-

Let it Be known to all partyff, known and yet to Bc known, n o w

rnd/or 3n tho future, the Federal Rescrve Bankxng System, a pxivat
f ~ r e i . g nowned CorporatXon, dld demand

I;&

U n $ t s B S t a t e 3 turn over

311 debts, gola banas, gold and nati-onal fa-h

and credit to them

pursuant to the. ZiSSUMPSITING of the D e b t s o f the U n i t e d S t a t e s of

merf ca,

\\,here~zpon and whereas, the PEOPLE 0.4 the U n i t e d States of

m@ricahave
3f

A s a n pay+ng TAXES for thcsc DEBTS cauairing t h e loss

homes, Iarmg, f n d u s t ~ y s , Innds, natEonal xesources, lives and

~ t h c r"most pzccious Ssmtee to the Amerzcan ~ e o p l o sever
~
sLnce
that' + ' - 1 > 1 ' ~ a-;Federa%:
:~
.Ee&wee
sat='
KO

iAentsi*i,.il.

,

qq.c~wp:a'sgdJ8 passed

M a y 12, '1933

on the. f3.0or of the'~n'2tp.d.Seaixs Congrelre, stated

f.n t h e -Congra-ss~ona:l
Recortie'd' neco'rasr;M a y '-29th'1933,
L e t tho Rccordett Record further stand as N o t i c e d ,

to support

the wNOTXCE TO ALL BENEFXCXARYS"# th3-s RONIIS 3392, Sub number 181,
of May

.a, 1875 is a

GRANDFATHE'RED "BONUS",

and LEGXSIiPLTIVE RESOLUTXON,

complete with COPITRACT,

~ ~ - ' L E G ~ ; S I ~ $ T ; CACT
Y E OF April 1 8 7 5 ,

nlaa

duly zecorded, duLy're-afffrmed, h l y ze-confZzmcd august 21, 1989
by the Counml General

Adscrito

Pel

Peru,

so identrffed by its

reco.rded numbers; ~ u m b c rof Ordcr 7310, N u m b e r of Document 0 4 7 s

" ~ ~ee c j a l t z a - L af & m a , que antecede" Cmeanfng the Legislative Resolut20ns and Lerjfslative A c t s bzzngfng forth the "CONTRaCTw)also
f l u l ~r @ c ~ ~ d County
ed
o f WashTngtan, S t a t e of I l l $ n o i s Recordera
N e e r 7 89934,

thae

anLee

august 1, 1994,

Also n t a t c d by GEAT./,3URZlTI

"C('jMpAma~
and I ~ J U ~

"SE ~ = T , T Z ~LA F

I

~

,
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II

1 NO P!r,

II
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CONTENIDOt4 (meunEng; THE:.LEGAT,l'ZXT-ICN
.ISFIRM.,: *lWSRW CAN' DE-

4 munent. SS20169.; pages

I
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This GI#NLWATHERED

611ABLE UPON D-ND

%
,

ta-2lL'4:,: Septerobcr:-6th:; 7.'99'4.

DEBT' 333. 8:CONSTITUTIONAL DEBP. WE AND PAX

II

8 this: DEMAND:. 3s.not. a;POLXTICAL: XSSUE',

3-ti 3.6'

no%+ and'

yet

'to.5e' Rn

:legal.i.eys *eh.a~l.
-nac,--ner. -cqn.they .be'CONTESTED"

-

Nicholaw

24 =a+=)
25

THE D
D

IS m E , F U R T m SfiYSTfS NSUGHT

///r/////////l//////////////////////l/
2T '* * w A d
m$-dmtuaq
d*t
4nd
~
Hutex&al
~ l -mmentg m n s i w e d ar
E8 ' P A P ~Trailm,
~
affixed hereto for ~~0~~

28

I

I

a' POSITIVE'LaWPUL

- R Q ~ S.Lsg&srseaWa
;
xe~al;uCeans.2.s.ffrror -an& -"The -Legal

Ur. Andy

I

T H E DEMAND HAS REEN MADE.

L e t - it:Qurthee'be: khbwn; to;a l l : phpt2;es:;

33

I
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PUBLIC NOTICE

GallatSn County Clerk,
Gallaten Caiinty Txeosurer,
Gallatfn County C o u r t H o u s e

Shawneetown, Zllfno2s 62984
RR c

Notice to a11 Benafta:ofa.ryr of Rusoell Edward Her-man/Hcrnnn
H e r m a n , duly recorded County Recorders a e c o t d s , Septmbet 6th
1 3 9 4 , ~ecorded;mstrument No. 2U169, paqea.196 to 214, 1 2 ~ 1 6
P . M . t h a t dote, r e c e % d by SoE l L f s County Treasurer, at
1 2 ~ 3 0P.M. that date, September 6th, 1 9 9 4 .

bear Sirs;
R u s e e l l Edward ~ e r r m a n / ~ e z ~ m r m n
W/e c m a n * ~"Not$ee to

a l l Bene-

ficfarysU has a typo c r r c r as to the aadress o f the n e w s paper
18 identfClea as CONTACT,

14

200

that s e t -

X ~ C - NEWS

I must oppol&gfsa for the. error, h o w w c r Mr.

15 w a s w very 23.1 w h e n t h i s was
16 of addzessee, Please notfco

II

1711recorded number

1

P l e a s e accept

.

Exhibit C

&a-fted,

011~

Herman

an& none af -us w e r e t h i n k i n

rrecfird

gn CE) page

2 0 0 should tdentzfy the CONTACT

18 locrated ah m S YEGAS E
19
2011 address.

a8 PdentSSSed on.racorder6 page

"3"0

Your

INC, NEWS as bein

J ~ ~ A .

I

f

hurrrble nppologies far t h P s error-fn the

I
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NOTICE TO A t 1 0 PARTIES

TO

Fax;

C217f 785-2777

THIRTEEN PAGES f NCTAJDXhG COVER

NOTICE TO; TREASURY OF T?iE STATE

OX' XtTemOXS

Attentiat X r , Q u h n , Sll$noLe Treasurer
Mr. Quirmr

.

X am t h e wExecutrix? of the E 8 t a t e of Russell Edward
Horrman/Korrmann/Iferman, new doceqrcrd
I , a m following the Laws By t n f m t n g you of a .baquert
ae dceired by tr\mr Decedent, here* crfter-sfter named M r .
Herman.
S i r , the document@hnvo been farmally fPlcd at: the
G a l l a t i n County Recordem* O f g L c e tn Shawneetoun, f l l i n o i s
on t h e Date of gept-x
bth, 1 9 9 4 . The recording i n s t r u
mento numbers arer 20169, Recarded pook 275, pages 196-214,
eigned ReeeLveQ by the County Treanrrer, 3&,
John Ellla st
12130 that date.
S%r, other documentq as relatabg to
bequest are
ladgad in WASHXN@PON COUNTY. I W i r I N O I S ' J u l y rcoorder Recorders
Reoards a6 idmt$.f$etY on pages '(1) and C21 of the NOTICE TO
ZiLL ZNTBRESTED PARTY6 f t l e d September 6th, Sdent2fJ.ad i n P a r agraph 3. of tbtm paga,
My r a r p n s ~ 2 l t t y
shall bo rolLeved upon t h e r e c e i p t of
'tbtm set of pages here-to-fore Ldantft$eU as wRecordcd i n
GqllqtAn County* by your o f f i c e by Tolabf ax t h i s motnincf of
~eptember7th, 1 9 9 4 .
ThqnR you, and have a nhzc day.

Your* Txuly
V.K. burbarn, Uxocutsltx of

the Emeat0 of Ruascll Hermen Deceased.
Further Sayrrth Naught

NOTICE TO ALL DENZEPICTAWS

Govemar, Haw&%&t John Washes
Treauurer, Hawaii
.ax

NO

.J@g4'8?L4 0 0 (9

To W h o m A t

~ o t g ipages
.
(8)

may cancernc

this date of September 7th, 1 9 9 4 , you are herein apprieed o f
the f o l l o w f n g ~
a ) 3.n t h e event you have obtafned youtr TENTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS,
you 8hOuld call/GO TO t h e G-TATIN
COUNTY TREASUKIER'S OFFICE, I N
SHANNRRTOWN, ILLXNOJX asp
bl "A notSce to a l l beneffciarys* w a s d u l y recorded, September
6th, received by the COKINTY TREaSUREX%, Jahn E l l i s a t 1 2 ~ 3 0p/m
on September 6th, 3.994, wherein and mereas cr bequest of $ 2 . 4 1 0
D f l l S o n Gold Dallars, Gold C o b , Gola B u l l i o n , Gold f a contained.
C)
ln the w e n t wthfs A s of Snterest to you", the r e c e i p t
of t h 2 s tolcoormaan&tea t e l e f a x , 6 h a l l be tlcemsd t h e +erminatj.on
a i my d u t y s as Lawful Executr$x of neceaant, Russell Edward Herman/

On
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PUBLIC NOTICE

NOTICE T O ALL DENEFICIARYS

CaVERNOR,

TREAEURETt,

kl?.
DUI(E

STATE OF COLORADO

To whom it may concern;
On this date of September 7th, 1994, you are herafn apprised
of t h e followingc
a) in t h e event you b v e obtafned your TENTH AMENDMENT
R I G H T S , you should call. the OALIATXN COUNTY T8FAStlRERp6 O F I C E ,
IN SHAWNEETOWN, fZLINOIS, as
b) "A notrce to all benef$a$azyew w a s duly recoxded, Sept
ember 6th, received by the TREaWRER .at 3 , 2 4 3 0 pxn that date, where
as a bequest of $2,410 BOllfon Gold Dollars, Gold Cofn, Gold,
Gold bullion i a contained.
C)
In the event, thOs P.6 '&of Lnterest to your, the secsSpt
o f this telecommuniaatcd telefm, shall be d c c m e d the termination
oE my duty6 as Lawful mecutr&% of DECEDANTS ESTATE $,e, ItUSSELL
EDWARD

HERRPIAN/HERRMNN~~N.

NOTICE TO ALL BF.NRFICZAlW6
G-RNOR,

TREASURER,

SENATOR ROGERS

-

To whom ft may oonaernr
On thfs date of September 7th, 1 9 9 4 , you are herein
appriseti af the followingc
a) in the event you have obLaZned your TENTH AMENDMENT
RIGIITS, you should call the GALLATIN COITNTY T R E a S U R E R . 5 OFFICE,
IN SHAWNEETOWN, XLLfNOIS, as
b) "A notice.to all benef$ciarysv was duly recorded, Sept
e m b e r Gth, rsce2veil by the TREASURER at 12s 30 pm. that date,
where as a bequest of $2,410 Brllion Gold nolI.sr8, Gold coin,
Gold, Gold Dtallion $8 conta9ned.
C) In the event, this 2s
Snterast to youn, the
receipt of thfs telecommnioated telefax, shall be d e e m e d
the termination of my duty8 a6 Lawful ExecutrLx OK DECEDANTS
ESTATE i o 'RUSSELL EDWA-RD RER3mAN/HERFWANN/HElumN.

SEPTEMBER 10, 1996
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GRANDMA HAS MADE TPIE FINAL "SEALSw

and

SIGNATURES

September 5th, 1994, 7 ~ 2 5A/M.

ZONTACT I N C , N E W S

R i c k , Readers and BENEFTCXARYS;

Dear

The final "TWO SEALS'' and proper acknowlcdgcments
nade

signed and wieneesed

on a l l "FINAL DOCUMENTSw, as the&= w e r e

by Russell Edward fIerrnan/lIerraan/IIerma~ and

and hy GRANDMA at 7 8 0 0 A/M,

have bcon

Dr. A n d y Nicholaw,

September 5th, 199.4,

Catherine Herrman/IXerman,

d i d s i g n also this date-

The Bocuments sent to you earlier this morning, A i d not evid-

ence the "MANDATORYn: "SECOND SIGNATURE" and MANDATORY8 "SECOND
The. D~cumentsas NOTICE TO atL BEBENEPXCZXRYS, and NOTICE TO

S W n .
Rtl;

1994

ZNTIERESTED P m T Y S a8

of t h t s t h e , t h f a aate of September Sth,

a v e in Legal Compl%ance and CONFORMED,
R u s s e l l . Edwi\rd Herrmqn/Hennan the Deceased Siynatory/Owncrt

stated back in July 1 9 9 3 ~"YQU SEALTZE DON'T

YOU, THAT WE HAVE 3US'

SZGNRn OUR DEATH WA.RRZiNTSv. after sendtrig the 20th day of S u l y ,1993

to thc M h i t c

House,

All of you must know, l i v e s axe l o s t ,
lives

are

,sna

s o n e t h o s mdny, man:

l o s t as: exlenp.lifded by THE CONSTITUTXONERS, our fore-

fcpthexr;, a6 they plcdgcd their

v f l & v cand
s
Portune.~~
to
' w r e s t th3.s

nc\t%on free f r o m v'Oppxessi.on, D e s p o t i s m and Tryannyvv, aa it was
b y DECLARATION z

"Their 'RIGHT and DUTY to do s a v ' ,

Russell Edward H c r r m a n / H c r m a n / H e r m a n n
A U C ~
A ju6t

did lose his life, f o r

cause, let us all hope and pxay..his

in v a h ,
d l1

sacrafica w a s not
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Russell Edward Herrman/Ncman/ne~mnnr w i . 1 1 be bwfed st

llsOO n / M ,
Xick,

k B f s date of September 5 , 1334.
it

2s l w p e h l , you and t b o C ~ n d e rwill
e
see f i t to

r u n a special m m o r i a l

f,saua gn these documants sent to you t h i s

rrrornfng, and fiend copy6 of these HLSTORX MEMbPPIUMS to every gaver
n o r . . .as; NOW ZS THE TXME FOR ALL GOCID l4EN-N

dF

RID

T)IEIR COUNTRY.

/g~fWl"HER SfiXt:!LoK

NAUGHT

TO COME TO TIfg
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CONTACT, INC.
P. 0. Box 27800

L a s V e g a s , NV 8 9 1 2 6

A J U S T ADID LEGAL LAWFUL INHERITABLE BENEFICIARY CLAIM
CLAIM DUE AND PAYABLE IN GOLD, GOLD COIN,
AMERICAN GOLD DOLLARS, AND/OR GOLD BULLION PER CONTRACT
Certified mail: #Z 107 816 842
County Tresurer, John Ellis
County of Gallatin
State of Illinois
Shawneetown, Illinois 62984
Dated: September 25, 1994
60 DAY NOTICE TO PERFORM

Dear Mr. Ellis:
CONTACT, INC., a Nevada corporation, (hereinafter, "CONTACT") has been informed that CONTACT is a beneficiary to a bequest
a s identified in the "Notice to All Interested Parties", duly filed of Recorder's Recorded Record on September 6th, 1994, and contained
in Instrument Number 20169, Record Book No. 275, pages 196 to 214 at 2: 16 PM on that date.
CONTACT can be reached a t P. 0. Box 27800, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89 126 and at phone number 800-800-5565. The amount of the
bequest i s forty million (40,000,000) American gold dollars, gold, gold coin, and/or gold bullion. The bequestlinheritance is derived
from the Estate of Russell Edward Herrman/Herrmann/Herman who died on August 29th, 1994. See attached related exhibits,
marked Exhibit A, Exhibit B, and Exhibit C, which are incorporated herein by this reference.
The Executrix and Attorney-in-Fact, has noticed CONTACT of this inheritance, and CONTACT is requested to submit this to you,
whereupon you a s the Treasurer and other Treasurers who are also beneficiaries of other Countys and States can submit my
inheritance together with yours to the Under Secretary of the Treasury of the United States of America i n New York City, New York
for collection on our collective inheritances which are derived from outstanding debts of the United States of America due and payable
on BONUS 3392 s u b number 181 of May 1, 1875, assumpsited by the United States of America pursuant to the Laws of Assumpsit.
This is to further serve as a legal notice of correction and to advise you that CONTACTis not a newspaper based in Phoenix, Arizona
[as stated in the DECLARATION AT COMMON LAW-NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIESI. Rather. it is a newsDaDer based in L a s Veaas,
Nevada, as noted above. V. K. Durham h a s filed a Notice of 'Typo Error" on september 8 [sek Exhibit C ] &&ding this aspect oFthe
NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES.
CONTACT requests that you record this letter, along with its attached exhibits, as a matter of public record.
This beneficiary claim with accompanying documentation i s submitted with aresenration of rights' to include and/or amend as
may be deemed necessary by the common laws to perfect and expedite this just and legal claim.
Most Sincerely,
CONTACT, INC. by Rick Martin /s/
cc: State Treasurer Quinn
BEIPEFICIARY CLAIM

CONTACT, INC.
P. 0. Box 27800 La- Vegar, 10V 89126
A JUST AXD LEGAL LAWFUL INHERITABLE BEKEFICIARY CLAIM
CLAIM DUE AND PAYABLE IN GOLD, GOLD COIN,
AMERICAN GOLD DOLLARS, AND/OR GOLD BULLION PER CONTRACT
Certified mail: #Z 107 816 847
State Treasurer Patrick Quinn
Capitol Building - Room 2 19
Statehouse
Springfield, IL 62706
Dated: September 25, 1994
60 DAY NOTICE TO PERFORM
Dear Mr. Quinn:
CONTACT, INC., a Nevada corporation, (hereinafter, "CONTACT") has been informed that CONTACT is a beneficiary to a bequest a s
identified i n the 'Notice to All Interested Parties", duly filed of Recorder's Recorded Record on September 6th, 1994, and contained in
Instrument Number 20169, Record Book No. 275, pages 196 to 214 at 2: 16 PM on that date.
CONTACT can be reached at P. 0. Box 27800, L a s Vegas, Nevada, 89126 and at phone number 800-800-5565. The amount of the
bequest i s forty million (40,000,000)Americangold dollars, gold, gold coin, and/or gold bullion. The bequest/inheritznce is derived from
the Estate of Russell Edward Herrman/Herrmann/Herman who died on August 29th, 1994. See attached related exhibits, marked
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Exhibit A, Exhibit B, and Exhibit C, which are incorporated herein by this reference.
The Executrix and Attorney-in-Fact, has noticed CONTACT of this inheritance, and CONTACT i s requested to submit this to you,
whereupon you a s the Treasurer and other Treasurers who are also beneficiaries of other Countys and States can submit my
inheritance together with yours to the Under Secretary of the Treasury of the United States of America in New York City, New York for
coll~ctionon our collective inheritances which are derived from outstanding debts of the United States of America due and payable
on BONUS 3392 sub number 181 of May 1, 1875, assumpsited by the United States of America pursuant to the Laws of Assumpsit.
This i s to further serve as a legal notice of correction and to advise you that CONTACTis not a newspaper based in Phoenix, Arizona
[as stated i n the DECLARATION AT COMMON LAW-NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES]. Rather, it is a newspaper based in Las Vegas,
Nevada, a s noted above. V. K. Durham has filed a Notice of 'Typo Error" on September 8 [see Exhibit C] regarding this aspect of the
NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES.
CONTACT requests that you record this letter, along with its attached exhibits, as a matter of public record.
This beneficiary claim with accompanying documentation is submitted with *reservationof rights' to include and/ or amend as may
be deemed necessary by the common laws to perfect and expedite this just and legal claim.
Most Sincerely,

CONTACT, I NC. by Rick Martin / s /
cc: County Tresurer, John Ellis
County of Gallatin

BENEFICIARY CLAIM

CONTACT, INC.
P. 0 . BOX27800 Lar Vegas, NV 89126
A JUST AND LEGAL LAWFUL INHERITABLE BEHEFICIARY CLAIM
CLAIM DUE AND PAYABLE IN GOLD, GOLD COIN,
AMERICAN GOLD DOLLARS, AND/OR GOLD BULLION PER CONTRACT
Certified mail: #Z 107 8 16 844
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen
Department of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20220
~ a t e d :September 25, 1994
60 DAY lPOTICE TO PERFORM

Forward to the required and appropriate undar.ecntcuy
for proccaaing and collection.
Dear Secretary Bentsen:
CONTACT, INC., a Nevada corporation, (hereinafter, 'CONTACT.) has been informed that CONTACT i s a beneficiary to a bequest as
identified in the 'Notice to All Interested Parties*, duly filed of Recorder's Recorded Record on September 6th, 1994, and contained in
Instrument Number 20169, Record Book No. 275, page8 196 to 214 at 2:16 PM on that date.
CONTACT can be reached at P. 0. Box 27800, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89126 and at phone number 800-800-5565. The amount of the
bequest is forty million (40,000,000) American gold dollars, gold, gold coin, and/or gold bullion. The bequestlinheritance is derived
from the Estate of Russell Edward Herrman/Herrmann/Herman who died on August 29th, 1994. See attached related exhibits, marked
Exhibit A, Exhibit B, and Exhibit C, which are incorporated herein by this reference.
The Executrix and Attorney-in-Fact, h a s noticed CONTACT of this inheritance, and CONTACT is requested to submit this to you,
whereupon you as the Treasurer and other Treasurers who are also beneficiaries of other Countys and States can submit my
inheritance together with yours to the Under Secretary of the Treasury of the United States of America in New York City, New York for
collection on our collective inheritances which are derived from outstanding debts of the United States of America due and payable
on BONUS 3392 s u b number 181 of May 1, 1875, assumpsited by the United States of America pursuant to the Laws of Assumpsit.
This i s to further serve a s a legal notice of correction and to advise you that CONTACTis not a newspaper based in Phoenix, Arizona
[as stated i n the DECLARATION AT COMMON LAW-NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES]. Rather, it is a newspaper based in L a s Vegas,
Nevada, as noted above. V. K. Durham has filed a Notice of 'Typo Errof on September 8 [see Exhibit C] regarding this aspect of the
NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES.
CONTACT requests that you record this letter, along with its attached exhibits, a s a matter of public record.
This beneficiary claim with accompanying documentation is submitted with 'reservation of rights" to include and/ or amend a s may
be deemed necessary by the common laws to perfect and expedite this just and legal claim.
Most Sincerely,
CONTACT, INC. by Rick Martin /s/

BENEFICIARY CLAIM

SEPTEMBER 10, 1996
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Editor's note: I? K. Durham says that it was after the submission of this letter that
various "events began to transpire which ultimately resulted in Russell's demise.
"

COSMOS

SEAFOOD ENERGY MILKKETINC L'1'U;
(We are n o t conducting business)
August 4 t h ,

1993

PRESXDENT, WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON
TI333 WHITE IIOUSE

WashingLon, D,C, 2 0 0 2 0 - # # # # * - #

30 day extended OFFER TO ASSISa.

Govcxnor, M e 1 Carnahan
Missouri State Capital Building
Springfield, Missouxi

ENDING: SEPTEMRER 4 . 1993
- alr
- -'12:UU' M I D N I G I I T CENTRAL,

Governor, Jim Edgar
Capital Building
Springfield, Xllinois
Lloyd Bantson, Sccxetary Treasurer
and
All Mayors c f S e c t e d by flooding disaster

TITANK YOU FOR RESPONDING,

.

. ..

.
..

MR.

PRESIDENT,

Gentlemen and Ladies;
We arc more than casualy concerned about the FLOOD and i t s effect upon
the n a k i o n s heartland, the nations pcoplc, the nations industry and tho
ultimate loss to a11 nmcricans,

This over-all. plight which faces all americans due to crop losses,.loss
of business, loss of hbmers, l o s s of jobs concerns us greatly.
WE are aware; this is a NATIONAL EMERGRNCY STATUS SITUATION ON
ONE LEVEL" r

A "PRIORITY

WE own the worlds oldest gold certificate which has aclcured 7% bi-anualy
u p t t o 1880 as interest in gold, gold coin, gold bullion etc in accordanccr
w i t h the accepted book-keeping -methods; thereafter up to and including
the present time the implementatCon of t h e accepted - 4 4 % interest on the
compounding OF the principal and i n t e r e s t accurad t o ? . i n eixccss o f $400
Quantillion gold doll-ars, gold bullion, gold c o l n , Now due and payable,

Gentlemen and Ladies; having been i n t h e building industry; w e are more
than aware; the moneys which Congress alloaatcd,.will not s u x f i c e , arid
i t will create a tax burden on future g e n e r a t i o n s , furthcrrmoraa; m a w e
moneys will ultimately be required, as this pittance will not e u f f i c e
to resolve tho needs of the people effected by these disasters.
Therefore; w e offer our assistance once again; whereas and whereby; no
hardships will be imposed on American people in the form of toxataons.
WE offer our assiskancc; to RESOLYE these problems of loss of homes, farms
industrys, equipment, jobs and so forth; to APlERXCAN CITIZENS; AMERICAN
FARMRRS, aMRRTraN T A N I I O W N R S , AMERICAN INDUSTRY as; NO FaREIGN OWNEL)
WILL bE ASSISTED BY US; W E are wmericansF i r s t w ,
W E n i f c r to a s s i s t and

the foJ lowing;

WITH YOIJR ASSISTANCE AND CO-OPERATION RESOLVE

.
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pa c 2 continuecl, August 4eh, 1933
0 ~ 8 c rto assist and resolve; tc, President

~3

SEPTEMBER 10, 1996

i n t o n , Governors Carnahn

b

Edgar,

We m u s t R E S O L i the national debt, and
We must RESOLVE the Natronal Health & Welegare o f Amerrcans
WE: must RESOLVE our future generateons EDUCATIONAL PROGZUWS
and ava3labiLity o g UP TO DATE EQUIPSENT OP TIEARNING, and
W E MUST RESOL7TE THE ABILITY TO LEARN CZUtPENTRY, MASONRY and
other labouring by hand industrys, our: young must ha taught
how to rebuild and preserve t h a t which here and that which *s
y e t to be, and
W. must: RESOL'VE the National Health carc of the elderly whereas
whereby and whereupon; our parents, grand-parents..and
ourselves
if needed,.may enjoy qualifies. campetent, decent ncleded medicals
and houseiny Eacilitys, and
W E must RESOLVE the needed carc for the aged, whereupon, whereas
and whereby; these Torrncrly productLve Americans albiet, mothers,
fathers, unclcs, aunts,,,or some mothers son,..can
enjoy a peace
full enV+orment with quiet enjoyment of h i s or her golden years
wikhout overburdening, o v e r w h e 1 . m f n g incerfcrence from any G o v c r m e r
individual and/or agency, and
W E m u s t RESOLVE the National and Skate w i d e FARM & Agriculkure
p r O g X W S 8 our AMERICAN FARMERS THEIR YARMS T H E I R IIOMES MUST BE
RESTORED; posthasee, these ANERICAN FARMERS MUST and shall. be
C Z T I Z F , N S OF THE UNITED STATES OF m R I C A to rcceivs our assistance
and
W E must RESOLVE the industry, rcsearch and developcment, jabs of
the AMERXCAN PEOPLE posthaste,
9)
must RESOLVE the failed; a) infrastructure, b) roadways,
c) rail-ways, d) bridges, e) drainage, f) waterways, g) waato
management, and
10) WE must RESOLVE; a failed monetary systwu w h i c h is f u n c t i o n a l y
obsoloute in its structureing, and
Most of all; WE muet work with '.A PORTION. OE THE' ACCURED INTEREST ON
THIS ANCIENT GOftn CERTIFICATE; w i t h Jj;Lligence, prudence, reali81n and;
the WISDOM O F S O L O M whereas and whereby; ' t h i s 'EfuDiourp' debt on .03e
dollafs can never occur againmomno+
will it be positioned to plaae the
peop1.e and the nation in tbc jcpordy it is presently experiancing.

our nation can be restored and bcaome the once
great nation of our past...but
w e must: a l l work together-to accomplish
these goals.

%'USE CAN BE RESOLWED,

WE are with g u l l rsalC~atianof t h e SCHEDULED; extremely hard
wintel: Pn our i m e d i a t e o f C i n g , which-makes this offer to assist;
FRTORTTY ONE on the agenda, WE STAND RWA (IUZADY WILLING ANT) ABLE)
to a s s i s t A n C h c resolut.f.ono f the restoration and preservation of
our peapleeeoandour nation, the cavcate e m p t o r ; WE MUST ALL ~ R K
TOGE+WP:.R. IN TULL A C C O n , AS TIME IS ORBTIIE ESSENSE
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page 3 continued, Auguet 4 t h , 1993,
OIPPER TO ASSICST ANn RESOLVE Lo; PRESIDENT nil1 C l i n t o n , and
Governors Carnalran & Ydgar..and
all others affected by the flooding...
including the MAYORS of the flooded Towns...&
Villages..

Gentlemen and Ladies; w c realize the d f f f i c u l t i e s you have
experienced duein9 these days of floodfng & disaster. We have watched
the gallant efforts and attempts- to save your h i s t o r l c village8, homes,
towns and sates, W E have also watched the floods erase every e f f o t t
you raade in t h e b l t n k of an eye,
Lloyd icntson; thLs is the very same Certificate you, Jim Wright, Peggy

Rates, Marfon Akin aka Aikens aka A i k e n , John F, D'Acquiato and the NSA
gxoup ;.,,..~e11,
ncver mind...but;
YOU KNOW IT IS REAT. AS IIELL; and
not been unJeswritten by
you also know; those Letters of Ctedit...have
us; nor have w e authorized by signature or seal..+hc riaht to issue such
idiocy....$2.4
Billion here, $200 Million par day, $1.4 Billion there.
30 Mil-lion somewhere else, $30 Billion,.some where e~se.,.Nor.. did w e
underwrcitcs the agricultural pxagram loan for SADDAM ae requested by
=THE BUSH BOYS CLUB",

Gcntlcmcn and Ladies; w e are prepared to assist and resolve this DISASTER
WHICII 1
DEFELL V H E NATION",* M o t & c r y e r ; w e are prepared to reatare the
DEPARTMEN* OF THE TREaSURY in accordance with the provirions of the
CONSTITUTTON CU? TITE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the WE THE PEOPLE,
PLEASE BE ADVISEDt WE ARE NOT TO DE CONFUSED WITH;
A)
THE COSMOS rtROttP, or
B) COSMOS GROUP 1, 2 , 3 o r 4 ,

it ie rumored3 these COSMOS GROUPS arc less than desireable in their
m e t h o d s and actions, therePore wc must affirm.,-WE ARE NOT 'A P3IRTY TO TIIES!
COSMOS GROUlaSI NOR HAYE WE BEEN AT ANYTIME XN THE PAST.
AS;

BECAUSE; Gentlemen and.Iadics; w e are the REAL ONES, the one8 with
the SIGNATURE POW* and the SEALS,,,,i;n other w o r d e , . ~ ARE THE REAL
MCCOYS-

---

ssensc.
P - 0 . Box 477
O K A W I L L E I , XLLINOIS 62271
X ~ J I I N O I Sa m P U D L I C
PUH'I'HER SAYRTH NAUGHT

***** It would be greatly appreciated; sf you 3WYORS and GUVERNOIRS would
b u p l i c a t ; ~Lhia and Soreward on to other adAYOIt6 AND C U V S R N w d f a m t e d by
th38 YLOODING of our CROPS lPND BW
S CAUSRZNG TUII G-T
DJ#AOT&ROU(I
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Mra. Russel1 H e r m a n
Elm8 P.0. Box 4 7 7
Okawville, Itt,. 62271
306

September 1, 1994

Fax

Hard Copy to; C2021465-2461-

Attention:

6 PfO

WZlliam Jefferson C l l n t o n , Pxesfdent

The Preafdent of t h e United S t a t e s of America
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D i s t r i c t of Columbia

Mr. President;
I nm a f f i x i n g hereto f%ye ( 5 ) pages. These five pages aro
attempts by me, the W i f e to determine @@T:Pn
or "I2 NOT" a murder
did occur on an acteve agent w h o w a s taken accross statelines,
without authorizati;on, wlthout knowledge, e%cessivcly and invasively
radiated w f t h o u t authorLzatSan and/or our knowledgeMr. Presidenk, it has been recently dfscovered, this '@agentn
w a s woxking undercover on a project called USWORDFISH and SWORDFIN"
Y o u probably know about these, I do n o t ,
. D u e to these Ligkrly unorthodox ''sets oE circumstancesg8, I have
requestad a comprehensive autopsy, d e f i n e d the t3ssues and areas,
and parts of the body requfred to be scrutfnazed by the pathologist,
including secondary t i e s u e for an outside secondary autopsy,
I have bcen denied the autopsy f r o m the Marion Veterans H o s p i t a l .
in M a r i o n Illinois as:
arc refuseing to conduct the autopsy due
to a later possible C R I M I N W IN~ESTIGATTON~~. This w a s s t a t e d by a
br. Petath (Petoo) on a recorded conversation yesterday August 31,
at l r 1 5 pm,
It w a s also stated% "The Coroner for the State of Illinois
also refuses to conduct the autopsy as theremay ba a later CRIMINAL
LXTX~TION/~NVESTZCATION1'.(? 1 , ( I 1
I have also bcen t o l d , the body would bc disposed o f due to my
lack o f co-operation. Mr. Pres5dent; I am attempting to discover the
'real cause of my husbands death, and if, or if not there has bcon
Foul playn, Nothsng anoce, Nothing less. In a normal s o c i e t y , the
discovery andlor detevm2niltEon of n y ~ U &
PLAY and/or MURDER" would
be encouraged, But n o t in this instance.
Mr. PresLdent, I am requesting your assistance,.post haste In
t h i s %66ue ma3 be resolved.

.
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(continue legal description on reverse)
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t q in the County of

in the Stale or IUinois, hereby releasing and warn$ all rights

~ h n cbyl virtue o r a e ~iomstead~ m p t i o ~a a wofthis
s /.+.-state..

.

.

(SEAL)

UAZ-.

wTEDTED&/r~,

..
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V

(SEAL)
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(SEAL)
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0.

STATE OF ILLINOIS,
SS.
2.

/J"

in the Stpie aforesaid, do hereby certify that

Plrce
Scsl ZIere

d d

7fiP y
tomddmw
Q U P C I I ) ~

,in and for said County,

ptrronslly knownto mc to k the saint pt-whose
~ n t e 1.5
urbscrlbed l o the foregolrig Inctrumed, appeared before me UJI day la perwa and
acknowledged tLalsr,
signed, realrd and delivered the sald lnrlrumenl as
nee
free .ad voluulory .d,for tbe urer and purporcr
Llrcrelucel forth. includinv tbe nlasuand mJvv of lhrlnhl dhomcrlud.
Glvrn under my b a doa

-
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Bv Declaration Of Resolution
66
99
Of Constitutional Debt
[Pages 58-63 are reprinted from the 7/30/96 edition of CONTACT]
The American people of the Constitutional Government of the United
States declare their intent of resolution of the Constitutional national debt.
Executive Order 13010's [see pgs. 9-10 ofthe 7/30/96 CONTACT] real
intent is to allow a foreign trust to take over the United States because the U.S.
cannot pay her debt.
Further, the Federal Reserve has no intention of extending our credit.
Thus the American people of the Constitutional United States stand ready,
willing and able to herewith resolve the just and lawful Constitutional Debt of
the United States.
Therefore, whereas the following Declaration shall prevail:

Act of: DECLARING MARTIAL LAW on or about August 17th, 1996, against
the People of the United States.
Mr. Clinton's intent is to overpower, and overthrow the people of the United
States by UNCONSTITUTIONAL ACTS, ACTS FORBIDDEN BY OUR "ENGLISH COMMON LAWS"; JAMES I: "MARTIAL LAW IS FORBIDDEN
FOREVER. FOR IT TAKES AWAY THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE. AND
DENIES THEM THEIR RIGHTS TO AND OF CONSTITUTION."
ENGLISH LAWS OF "COMMON LAW" ARE UPHELD AND MAINTAINED IN OUR CIVIL CODES OF OUR REPUBLIC STATES IN WHICH WE

"COMMON L A W "
RUSSELL E. HERRMANN-HERRMAN-HERMAN "ESTATE"

RULES OF D E C I S I O N
V.K. DURHAM, TRUSTEE, SIGNATORY
BONUS 3392, No. 181, May 1, 1875
(A foreign national debt, assumed by the U.S. Treasury)
THE CONTRACT, BONUS 3392, ALIVE AND WELL
THIS HARD COPY FAX SHALL BE DEEMED "PUBLIC N O T I C E

DEBT IS CALLED, IN ITS ENTIRETY

AN ACT to revise the law in relation to the common law. Laws of 1874, p.
269, approved and eff. March 5, 1874.
801, f 1: "The common law of England, so far as the same is applicable and
of a general nature, and all statutes or acts of British parliament made in aid of,
and to supply the defects of the common law, prior to the fourth year of James First,
excepting the second section of the sixth chapter of 43d Elizabeth, the eighth
chapter of Henry Eighth, and which are of a general nature and not local to that
kingdom, shall be the RULE OF DECISION, and shall be considered as of FULL
FORCE until repealed by Legislative Authority."

SUBJECT TO CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS OF DATE OF (1) LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION, (2) LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE AUTHORIZAContinued: (Most important revision as follows):
TION, (3) ACCEPTANCE OF CONTRACT, (4) U.S. ASSUMPSIT OF NATIONAL DEBT OF "PERU" BY RATIFICATION OF THE U.S. HOUSE AND
$ No new law shall be construed to repeal a former law, whether such former
SENATE (1 890- 1905-06-07), (5) UPON WHICH A CONSTITUTIONAL LIEN law is expressly repealed or not, as to any offense committed against the former
EXISTS AGAINST THE U.S. TREASURY.
THE CORPORATIONOFTHE
law, or as to any act done, any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred, or any
UNITED STATES. THE COMPANY OF THE UNITED STATES. ALL AC- right accrued, or claim arising under the former law, or in any way committed or
C
C done, any penalty, forfeiture or pur.ishment so incurred, 9r anv rieht accrued. or
RIES. ALL GOLD ON DEPOSIT WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OF c
g
"DEBTOR NATIONS", RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD
shall conform. so far as ~racticable.to the laws in force at the time of such
******
p
l
Fellow Americans, and William J. Clinton,
sions of a new law (the ESTATE) (and the American Peo~le)be auolied to any
j
y
The U.S. House and Senate
effect. This section shall extend to all REPEALS. either bv exmess words or bv
Re: This NATIONAL DEBT now "Called"
imulication. whether the r e ~ e a is
l in the act making any new urovision upon the
Re: Executive Order 13010 of July 15-17, 1996 (Federal Register)
same subiect or in any other act."
Re: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (LAW OF THE LAND), STOPPING
"RHODIAN L A W , (THE LAW OF THE SEA) OR PUBLIC POLICY, PUBDECLARATION
LIC LAW.
Mr. Clinton, in his "application of Unlawful, Unconstitutional Executive
Our "president" of the United States, Mr. William J. Clinton, has formally
Powers", by and through (a) excessive, (b) misconstruction, (c) ABUSE of
announced his "intent" of committing an Illegal, Unconstitutional, Forbidden
Powers of Office of Public Trust, (d) Foregoing his OATH of Office of Public
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Trust, (e) Foregoing the Laws of the Constitution FOR the United States, (f)
Adhering to PUBLIC LAWS, i.e., PRIVATE LAWS OF "FOREIGN TRUSTS",
(g) by and through MISCONSTRUCTION AND ABUSE OF POWERS
GRANTED, VESTED AND ENUMERATED IN THE "CONSTITUTION FOR
THE UNITED STATES", (h) ATTEMPTS TO OVERTHROW THE GOVERNMENT "OF" THE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED
STATES) BY UNCONSTITUTIONAL,REPUGNANT LAWS (PUBLIC LAWS,
AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS, IGNORING CONSTITUTION AND CONGRESS) WHICH DENY PROPERTY RIGHTS, EQUITY RIGHTS, TITLE
RIGHTS, RIGHTS OF SOVEREIGNTY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL FIRST
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION'S BILL O F RIGHTS IN THEIR
ENTIRETY, (i) WHEREAS AND WHEREBY, SAID WILLIAM JEFFERSON
CLINTON, ETALIIS: (COMMON LAW FOR AND OTHERS) ADHERING
TO "FOREIGN TRUSTS', NOW ATTEMPT AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL MARTIAL LAW, AND CONFISCATE ANY AND/OR ALL ASSETS, FINANCIAL
ABILITY OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE, BY THE
PEOPLE AND FOR THE PEOPLE BY DECEPTIVE, FRAUDULENT PRACTICES, ACTS OF SEDITION AND TREASON AGAINST THE "PEOPLE",
IN ORDER TO PRESERVE AGREEMENTS WITH FOREIGN TRUSTS,
AGREEMENTS WHICH EXCEED THE CONSTITUTIONAL BOUNDARIES
TO THE "THREE BRANCHES OF CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTED
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT".
DECLARATION
SAID BONUS 3392 OF MAY 1,1875, NOW OFFERS TO ASSIST "THE
CONSTITUTIONAL UNITED STATES" IN THE RESOLUTION OF ITS
"JUST, LAWFUL, CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURY", IN ITS ENTIRETY.
DECLARATION OF OWNERSHIP OF FORTY-EIGHT PERCENT OF
SAID ACCRUED INTEREST, ACCRUED ON BONUS 3392 "A CONTRACT",
CALCULATED BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK IN LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA, AUGUST 1989, AMOUNT DUE ON INTEREST, OWNED BY
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, AS OF SEPTEMBER 6TH, 1994, DULY RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD, PUBLIC RECORDERS OFFICE, GALLATIN
COUNTY ILLINOIS, DOCUMENT NO. 20169 THAT DATE.
DECLARATION
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WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON, RECEIPT REQUESTED, CERTIFIED MAIL
NO. P-177-902-158, MAILED ON DECEMBER 13,1993, RECEIVED AT THE
WHITE HOUSE, DECEMBER 20, 1993" OF INTENT TO FILE SAID LIEN.
AGAIN (RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD) THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES SENT A "THANK YOU NOTE".
SAID LIEN IS RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD ON PAGES 304 ET
SEQ. AS AFOREMENTIONED.
DECLARATION
EXECUTIVE ORDER 13010 OF JULY 15, 1996, RECORDED IN THE
FEDERAL REGISTER ON JULY 17, EXCEEDS THE POWER OF THE EXECUTIVE. IT ATTEMPTS TO INTERFERE WITH A CONTRACT, OR SETS
OF CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTS, AND VIOLATES ARTICLE I, CL. 10
THE UNITED STATES.
OF THE CONSTITUTION
DECLARATION
SAID "EXECUTIVE ORDER 13010" IS NOT IN CONFORMANCE OR
"PURSUANT" TO THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES, IT IS
EXCESSIVE MISCONSTRUCTION AND ABUSE OF PUBLIC TRUST, IT IS
WITHOUT AUTHORITY, AND WITHOUT JURISDICTION, IT IS OPPRESSIVE, DESPOTIC, AND A CONSTITUTIONAL "REPUGNANCY", VIOLATING THE LAWS OF THE CONSTITUTION. AND THE RULE OF DECISION.
DECLARATION
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, WILLIAM JEFFERSON
CLINTON, ADHERING TO UNCONSTITUTIONAL "PUBLIC LAWS" (PRIVATE LAWS) PREVAILS UPON "CIRCUMVENTING THE U.S. CONGRESS
AND THE U.S. SENATE BY MAKING LAWS-BY PUBLICATION IN THE
FEDERAL REGISTER. PREVAILING UPON THE U.S. CONGRESS AND U.S.
SENATE'S "BUSY SCHEDULE, AND CONCERN FOR NATIONAL SECU.
RITY" BY "CONTRIVED ACTS OF TERRORISM", BROUGHT INTO FULL
PLAY AND FULL FORCE BY DESIGN TO DIVERT ATTENTION TO THE
UPCOMING ISSUES OF "EXTENSION OF CREDIT TO THE UNITED
STATES9'T0WHICH THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING TRUST SYSTEM
HAS PUBLICLY STATED: "NO EXTENSIONS SHALL BE GRANTE.)."
DECLARATION

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, PURSUANT TO RECORDED DOCUMENT
NO. 20169 DULY RECORDED SEPTEMBER 6, 1994 AS AFOREMENTIONED OWN "FORTY-EIGHT PERCENT" OF THE CALCULATED INTEREST (CALCULATED AT THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK IN LOS
ANGELES) IN THE AMOUNT OF (IN AMERICAN GOLD DOLLARS PER
CONTRACT)
CALCULATED
TO
MAY
1,
1990:
206,858,581,465,280,000,000.00 IN AMERICAN GOLD COIN, BULLION,
AMERICAN GOLD DOLLARS. (CONTRACT IS RECORDED IN THE
AFOREMENTIONED PUBLIC RECORDS.)

PREVAILING UPON THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES,
AND THE RULE OF DECISION AS PREVIOUSLY CITEDISTATED; THE
"GOVERNMENT OFTHE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS OF THEUNITED
STATES)"NOW OFFER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT CONTRACTING PARTY, THE U.S. TREASURY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL U.S.
GOVERNMENT, RESOLUTION OF ANY, AND/OR ALL, JUST, LAWFUL
CONSTITUTIONAL "DEBT RESOLUTION".

DECLARATION

DECLARATION

"THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, BILL CLINTON, ON
MAY 18,1993 WAS "OFFERED ASSISTANCE TO RESOLVE THE DEBT,
AND THE NATIONAL FINANCIAL ISSUES" BY A THREE-PAGE LETTER
REQUESTING FOR THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO ALLOW COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING, LTD., ALSO KNOWN
AS GOLD CERTIFICATE, GOLD CONTRACT "TO ASSIST IN THE RESTORATION OF OUR ECONOMY AND OUR NATION". THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES REPLIED WITH A "THANK YOU NOTE,
(ALSO RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD.)
AUGUST 4. 1993. A 30-DAY EXTENDED OFFER TO ASSIST CONSISTING OF THREE PAGES (PAGES 375.276.377 OF PUBLIC RECORD
RECORDED) TENDERED BY U.S. MAIL TO: PRESIDENT WILLIAM
JEFFERSON CLINTON. GOVERNOR MEL CARNAHAN OF MISSOURI,
AND GOVERNOR JIM EDGAR OF ILLINOIS. AGAIN. THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES TENDERED A "THANK YOU NOTE". ALSO
RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD.

WE, THE "GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS
OF THE 50 UNITED REPUBLIC STATES)" DO HEREIN, AND HEREINAFTER, DECLARE OUR RIGHTS TO RESOLVE SAID NATIONAL DEBT PURSUANT TO LAWS OF CONTRACT AS ACKNOWLEDGED IN THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION, BY
RATIFICATION.

DECLARATION

DECLARATION OF "CAVEAT EMPTOR
UPON RESOLUTION OF SAID "JUST, LAWFUL, CONSTITUTIONAL
NATIONAL DEBT", THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING TRUST SYSTEM,
THE DEPOSITORY TRUST CO., THE IRS: SHALL RETURN ALL "TITLE
INSTRUMENTS" TO ALL PROPERTIES REAL, AND/OR PERSONAL, INCLUDING THE "GREAT REGISTERS" TO THE "INHERENT, HEREDITARY
TITLES, ACCRUEMENT'S, LANDS, MINERALS, RIGHTS, RIGHTS OF
LAWS, RIGHTS OF CONSTITUTION: INHERENT, PERPETUAL AND INVIOLABLE; TO THE "GOVERNMENT OF THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED
STATES PER THE FIRSTAMENDMENT THE CONSTITUTION, THE BILL
OFRIGHTS, ARTICLE V, AND IX, "RIGHTS RESERVED TO THE PEOPLE".

AUGUST 1. 1994. A CONSTITUTIONAL COMMON LAW LIEN. PURSUANT TO THE CONSTITUTION AND THE BILLOFRIGHTS.ARTICLE DECLARATION OF "CAVEAT EMPTOR
XIV. SEC. 3, JULY 28.1868 WAS DULY RECORDED OF PUBLIC RECORD.
ALL REPUGNANT "ALIEN TREATY LAWS" WHICH IMPEDE AND
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IMPAIR THE AFOREMENTIONED, SHALL BE REPEALED; AS THEY
IMPEDE AND IMPAIR THE ORIGINAL CONTRACT OF MANAGEMENT
OF AFFAIRS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES (THE
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES) BY ACTS OF DESPOTISM (OVERTHROWING OUR COURTS, AND DENYING OUR CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS), TYRANNY AND OPPRESSION, EXTORTION AND RACKETEERING IMPOSED ON THE PEOPLE.

SECTION". THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS
OF THE UNITED STATES) SHALL HEREIN PREVAIL UPON THE 5TH AND
9TH ARTICLES OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS BY GRANDFATHERED CONTRACT OF CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR RESOLUTION,
REMEDY OF "NATIONAL DEBT".

DECLARATION

SAID "EXECUTIVE ORDER 13010", SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES, JULY 15, 1996, ENTERED INTO THE FEDERAL
REGISTER JULY 17,1996, SHALL HAVE NO EFFECT UPON THIS "RESOLUTION OF NATIONAL DEBT. OR SAID BONUS 3392" TO WHICH THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE "OWN" FORTY-EIGHT (48) PERCENT OF THE ACCRUED INTEREST UP TO MAY 1.1990.

SAID RESOLUTION OF NATIONAL DEBT HAS BEEN TENDERED TO
"THE U.S. SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE, CHAIRMAN D'AMATO".
SAID "CHAIRMAN" IGNORED THE "TENDER.

DECLARATION

DECLARATION OF "CAVEAT E M P T O R

DECLARATION
UPON RESOLUTION OF SAID "NATIONAL DEBT"; (a) ALL FOREIGN ALIEN TRUSTS SHALL HEREIN AND HEREINAFTER CONFORM
PURSUANT TO THE LAWS OF THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED
STATES, IN THEIR ENTIRETIES, AND WITHOUT EXCEPTION. NO
LONGER SHALL THEY BE GRANTED "ABUSIVE, OPPRESSIVE, DESPOTIC, TYRANNICAL, POWERS" EXECUTED BY "PRIVATE L A W
WHICH IS IN CONFLICT, AND DOES NOT CONFORM, NOR IS PURSUANT TO THE OWNED LAWS BY CONTRACT WITH THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES).
SAID "ALIEN LAWS". SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE FIRST MENTIONED PER: ARTICLE VI. OF THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED
STATES, AND, PURSUANT TO THE "GRANDFATHERED ALIEN ACT".
SHALL BRM
FORTH THEIR~PARENTCORPORATIONSAND TRUSTS-:
REGISTER THEM WITH THE SECRETARIES OF ALL STATES IN THE
UNION OF REPUBLICS (ALL FIFTY (50) STATES), INCLUDING THE
SECRETARY OF THE UNITED STATES, AND SHALL DECLARE THEIR
INTE.qT OF BECOMING NATURALIZED U.S. CITIZENS SUBJECT TO,
AND PURSUANT, AND IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE CONSTITUTIONAL
LAWS OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC UNION OF STATES.
DECLARATION
-PREVAILING UPON THE STHARTICLE OF THE FIRSTAMENDMENT
"OF" THE CONSTITUTION
THE UNITED STATES, THE JXWAMENDMENT IS HEREIN INVOKED, AND SHALL BE DEEMED INVIOLABLE
PURSUANT AND IN CONFORMITY WITH THE "CONTRACT": THE CONSTITUTION F a THE UNITED STATES, WHEREAS AND WHEREBY: NO
PUBLIC LAW SHALL INTERFERE OR SUPERSEDE OR PREVAIL; AS
"PRIMARY TITLE BY CONSTITUTION 'GRANDFATHERED"' IS NOW
TAKEN. PRIMARY TITLE SHALL BE DEEMED "SUPERIOR TITLE
GRANDFATHEREDBY RULE OF DECISION. AND CONTRACT OF CONSTITUTION.
DECLARATION
SAID "NATIONAL DEBT" SHALL BE RESOLVED UPON MEETING
SAID DECLARED DECLARATIONS HEREIN DECLARED, AND UPON
ALL PARTIES IN OUR REPRESENTATIVE BODIES OF GOVERNMENT
WHO HAVE TAKEN A SECONDARY OATH ADHERING TO "PRIVATE
TRUSTS AND/OR 'ORGANIZATIONS', PRIVATE AGREEMENTS BETWEEN ANY AND/OR ALL 'SIDE AGREEMENTS', WHATEVER THEY
_
---- . MAY BE"; SHALL
PUBLIC TRUST REPRESENTING THE GOVl
S. OR PLACES OF SAFE KEEPING. ALL MEMORANDUMS. NOTES. DIARIES. LETTERS. TITLES. AGREEMENTS. CONTRACTS. AND OTHER IN LIKE KIND. INCLUDING BANK ACCOUNTS,
ACCOUNT NUMBERS. TITLE DEEDS TO PROPERTIES. ETC.: AS: NET
WORTH MUST BEESTABLISHED (1) PRIOR TO ENTERING OFFICES OF
PUBLIC TRUST. AND (2iNET WORTH AFTER ACOUIRING OFFICES OF
PUBLIC TRUST.
DECLARATION
SAID "DECLARATIONS" SHALL BE DEEMED PURSUANT TO "USC
TITLE 18. POLICY ONE. POLICY TWO. POLICY NUMBER THREE THAT

WE. THE DECLARANTS. THE CONSTITUENTS. THE OWNERS OF THE
GRANDFATHERED CONSTITUTION. ITS AGREEMENTS AND ITS "LAWS"
HEREIN. AND HEREAFTER. TAKE SUPERIOR TITLE TO AND OF CONSTITUTIONAL "GRANDFATHERED CONTRACT". WE DEMAND RESOLUTION OF THE JUST, LAWFUL, CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT PURSUANT,
AND IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE "CONTRACT OF CONSTITUTION
FOR THE UNITED STATES", AND "PURSUANT CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS
THEREOF."
IT IS SO DECLARED
REMEDY AND RESOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL, JUST, LAWFUL, DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES STIPULATIONS, CAVEATS, CAVEAT EMPTORS, CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS, BILL OF RIGHTS AS RATIFIED AS THE FIRSTAMENDMENTOFTHE CONSTITUTION, ITS ARTICLES
IN ORIGINAL "GRANDFATHERED" FORM SHALL PREVAIL, INCLUDING
USC TITLE 18, POLICIES "ONE, TWO, THREE THAT SET, SHALL PREVAIL ..."
WE, THE "GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES (THE CITIZENS
OF THE UNITED STATES)" STAND RWA (READY WILLING AND
ABLE) TO RESOLVE SAID NATIONAL, CONSTITUTIONAL, JUST AND
LAWFUL DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES.
As is our usual CONTACT policy concerning the printing of
others' material, we have only made a few minor typographical
corrections to the document you have just read. It does contain
significant information. We take no position of advocacy concerning
this document. We have, however, elected to share it with you, the
public, as it IS newsworthy.

"BY"

THE "ESTATE TRUSTEE" FOR THE
"BENEFICIARIES", THE PEOPLE OF THE
CONSTITUTIONAL UNITED STATES.
FURTHER SAYETH NAUGHT
EDITORIAL DISCLAIMER
As is our usual CONTACT policy concerning the
printing of others' material, we have only made a f a v
minor typographical corrections to the document you
have just read. It does contain signzjicant information.
We take no position of advocacy concerning this document. We have, however, elected to share it with you, the
public, as it IS newsworthy.
Public Notice: Declaration Of Lien follows on next 3 pages >
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ARTICLE IV,, SEC. IV,
A U.S. Constitutional "Common Law Lien" pursuant to Art. VI.,
and the Bill of Rights Article XIV., Sec. 3, July 28, 1868;
BY
DECLARATION OF LIEN

II

I

1
2

Public notice is herein given, pursuant to the laws of assumpsi

II

I

3 The United States of America, The Department of the Treasury, The
4II~e~artment
of WAR, The Corporation of the United States of America

4

I

Company of the United States of America, their agents, repres-

I

~llenatives,assigns, employees, designees did have served on the

I8 I

I

7 WHITE HOUSE to, PRESIDENT WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON, a just and

b

legal LIEN delivered by CERTIFIED MAIL, RECEIPT REQUESTED Number

9

-177-902-158, mailed on December 13, 1993, received at the WHITE

~ ~ I ~ I O U S E on December 20, 1993.
1111

I

Amount of the lien is the a~cumulatedPrincipal and Interest

12l)due from May 1, 1875 at the accepted . 4 4 % (fourty four percent)
l3lIper annum on the principal and interest whereupon and whereas BOTH

b

l4 the Principal and Interest are INTEREST BEARING from the date of

I
I
I

15 ay lst, ,1875untill said DEBT/ASSUMPSIT is paid to the OWNERS
RECORDED RECORD, by JURAT (certification/seal) August 21, 1989,
Number 7309, Document Number 046 identifying; "Se legaliza
noel contenido" and "Se legaliza la firma que antecedest'

x

a,

Xrl

404
m .cr

19 that date of ~ u g u s t21, 1989, i,e Leg. ~ c t sand CONTRACT of 1875.
20

The amount laser computed from May 1, 1875 to May 1, 1990 is;

21 $206,858,501,465,280,000,000.00

on the interest due only, due and

22 payable in GOLD, GOLD COIN, GOLD BULLION to the Owners of RECORDED

RECORD,

1

AND IN THE EVENT OF THEIR DEMISE "LAST WILL AND TESTAMENTS

24 DO EXIST THEREBY TRANSFERING TO THE ESTATES OF THE OWNERS, AND

"NO'

25 TAXES ARE DUE AND PAYABLE AS, THE CONTRACT WAS E N I % ~ D INTO PRIOR

26 TO "ANY TAX LAW" CURRENTLY EXISTING IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICiL

27 AND THE BONUS 3392 Number 181 of May 1, 1875 IS GRANDFATHERED.
28

This LIEN shall remain of recorded record until1
- released by
(1)
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DECLARATION OF "LIEN"

page 2 continued

II

I

1 the duly Recorded "Owners of Recorded Record1', Russell Herman and

- in Washington County Illinois,
2 V.K. Durham, presently resideing
3 Village of Okawville.

II

II

Mailing address is; P.O. Box 477, Okawille

4 Illinois (a Republic) 62271.

I6 I
I7 I
II
8
II

I
I
I
I

This is a "Constitutional Common Law Lien" pursuant to Article

YI., of the Constitution of the United States of America: "All
Debts contracted and Engagements entered into, before the Adoption
of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United States

gllunder this Constitution, as under the Confederation*. - (Mar. 1, 1781)

1011

I
I
I

And, The Consti.tutiona1 Provisios of Arkicle XIY [fourteen) of

I
I
12

11 July 28, 1868, Section 4: "l'lle validity of the public debt of the

II

United States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for

1311eaYment of pensions and bounties for services in suppressing insur

I

1411rection or rebellion, shall not be questioned."

I

Including; THE ACT TO ENFORCE THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT of April

1511
16 20, 1 8 7 1

II

(U.S.

.

I

Statutes at Large, Vol. XYII, p 13ff) whereupon;

17llthe people are identified as the government of the United States

I

I

18 of America; mandated by ART. IY. , SEC. IV. , U. S. CONSTITUTION.
19
Whereupon by Executive/Presidential Order and by Acts of Congre
2 0 1 1 s ~in
~ accordance

11

w i t h L l l r Laws

of Assumpsit, pursuant to the ACT

21 of the MONROE DOCTRINE its COROLLARYS,. Treatys, Alliances, Debts
22 and Engagements are enforced by the herein identified ACTS of
29 Congress, by the known Constitution of the United States.
24

I

I

This is a just and valid lien, it has been noticed, it is due

25 and payable to the Owners of Recorded Record as an acknowledged
26 CON$TITUTIONAL, Inheritable, Invioable, Perpetual, Inalienable

27 Right to OWN PROPERTY. This BONUS 3392 Nwnber 181 of May 1 , 1 8 7 5

I

28 is herein identified as PROPERTY, the PROPERTY is identified as
(2)

I
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page 3 cont

"accumulated p r o p e r t y being GOLD COIN, GOLD BULLION, GOLD' from
May 1, 1875 until1 the assumed debt is paid to the d u l y recorded

owners of duly recorded record herein i d e n t i f i e d as Russell Herman
and

V.K.

Dur&m.

LC?&

Signed ;

l y ~

Russell Herman (by P.O. A.,

dilly recorded; CATHERINE HERMAN)

FURTHER SAYETII NAUGIIT

//////

State of Illinois
Washington County

}

ss.

I, Thomas Ganz, ~ e c o r d e within
r
and for the County of Washington
in the State aforesaid, and the keeper of the records and files, together

with the seal thereof, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that the within and foregoing is a true, perfect and complete copy of

--~I~-.~-.JJJJSE*---N=----

A U-S, Constitutional "Common Law Lien" plrsuant to Art, VI.,
a n d - ~ - R I 1 - . R i g h t s . . - A r t i c,-.
l Sec...3,.-e - ~ ~ ~July--28,--1868; --

BY DECLARATION OF LIEN

431
.. -.

recorded in volume

771
page ,-..,,.---.--.--.-.---of the -MISCES?LAlrZE.OVS-

on
records of said

.

.-.

County, now in my office remaining.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
affixed the seal of Recorder, this
JULY

..

--.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-_----------------------------.--

.

2.2th

.

.

.

------

96
A . D . 1 9.-.---..-.--.

Recorder

-- - day of

..--
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opinion) would cause GLOBAL CATASTROPHIC
EVENTS to occur. .. In my considered opinion, WE
ARE THERE!
Taking into consideration the enormity of the accrued interest on this DEBT of the United States, owed
to the ESTATE, whereupon "I" am the ExecutorTrustee, I have not been given many options or avenues
upon which to prevail-other than the pathway of
preservation and restoration of the American People
ests. These requirements shall apply in addition to and the People of the GLOBAL Communities.
the notice and other approval requirements of
This is the same vehicle which George Bush
FACA."
ETALIIS (Common Law for and others used) to bring
Prudent observance of the 'introduction' of Executive down Barings, Lloyds of London, The old woman on
Order Number 1301 0, executed by hand of the Presi- thread needle street, Credit Lyonnaise, the Japanese
dent of the United States on July 15, did not c o m ~ l v Banks and Savings & Loans etc, etc.-the path of
with the wescribed "mandatorvs" of Executive destruction of Banks, National Banks, foreign and
Order No. 12838 or 12774 as ~reviouslvcited.
domestic, are overwhelming to any and/or all nations
Exccutive Order No. 13010 of July 15,1996, duly involved.
recorded in the Federal Register on July 17th, 1996,
There is remedy, in the event the "Powers that be"
gives cause for great concern in its TEXT and are willing to work this out. There is still time to stay
INTENT, evidenced, especially in "Sec. 5, (c)" of the pending catastrophic events for Mankind is at stake
that Executive Order 13010.
in this one. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.
Taking into consideration, the Federal Reserve
In best regards, I remainannounced last week: THEY WOULD NOT EXSincerely
TEND THE CREDIT OF THE UNITED STATES,
V.K. Durham, Executor, Trustee and SIGNAon BOTH CNN and on C-SPAN, I was givenno choice TORY
but to "Follow MY Oath, to uphold, protect and defend
Copy/File
the Consrirution of the Unitedstates (andthePeople)",
and to do so in accordance with the provisions of that
[END OF QUOTING]
"Oath": "Against all parties, foreign and domestic."
Therefore, taking due consideration of "all options
I am going to make this very short in length today
available", I had no choice but to CALL THE DEBT. because I want you consider the prior writings above,
Also, in doing so, it became necessary to GRAND- of this day.
GOD always provides you an opening and a
FATHER the Ancient prevailing Laws
"Grandfathered to obtain the fete accompli by the "way"-along with those who can provide input and
Ancient "Force Majuere" of "Grandfathered" Laws, opportunity. YOU HAVE TO WALK THE WALK. It
which are as relevant today, as the day they were is no different in this DAY of your counting-except in
"Contracted", be prevailed upon as a "protection" your perceptions. GOD AND HOSTS STAND
measure of the American People, and the International READY, WILLING AND ABLETOASSISTYOUCommunities, to my best ability, and what in my BUT YOU ARE GOING TO TAKE THAT FIRST
considered opinion was best for all concerned, albeit STEP IF YOU WISH TO CHANGE YOUR DIRECthe People of the United States or the Global Cornmu- TION EVER CLOSER TO THAT PIT BEFORE
nity. I could not fail my Oath.
YOU.
It is feared by me, we are at the crossroads in
May wisdom be your guide because the small team
history, whereupon 'another World War is imminent cannot much longer carry this heavy banner and burand TARGET ZERO is the UNITED STATES. The den.
The way is there, the funds are there, and all you
Global Communities of MANKIND also are not desirous of such a catastrophic event, as it would surely have tu do is SEIZE THE MOMENT! However, if you
place their OWN in danger with perilous results.
simply wait around,clinging to that which could help
XXXX, there is "remedy". Remedy is available bring change, you will lose the moment-forever.
for "staying the pending, Global Cataitrophicevents", Who will go and take these things UNTO THE ONES
in PEACE. For, as the two of us, you and I realize WHO CAN MAKEA DIFFERENCE? Why must it
from our own many years of research and study: always be the same tiny few who must work within all
Mankind has in most instance of birth rates, has begun laws and serve endlessly for YOUR PASSAGE?
The DEBT of the United States cannot be WIPED
to control itself due to "contaminates". Said contaminates are evidenced in the food chain whereupon the OUT by the flick of a Bankruptcy paper or ruling OF
male sperm counts have been greatly decreased and the EITHER THE U.S. ITSELF OR THE FEDERAL
women are no longer producing children at such high RESERVE. It can't be because we have taken our
claims to the very heads of the New World Orderlevels of prior reproduction.
If you will recall, many of us in thelate 1960s and THE WORLD BANKS AND INTERNATIONAL
early 1970s were most concerned as to the functional MONETARY FUND TO BE ENTERED INTO THE
obsolescence of the Monetary System. We realized at BANKRUPTCY DEMANDS AND CLAIMS. IN
that time that Lawful Credit could not be generated or OTHER WORDS:
created from a DEBT.
WE MAKE THE WORLD BANK(S1 AND
Also, you, myself and others, realized the dangerTHE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
ous pathway which presented itself, while prevailing
FUND RESPONSIBLE FOR THEDEBTS
upon that venue.
OF ALL NATIONS, INCLUDING THE
This gave all of us cause for great concern, as you
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-DImay well remember.
RECTLY TO AND THROUGH THE NEW
In the event that you do recall, you will also recall
WORLD ORDER
what was once recognized in our clique of some day the
old adage of "The mother of necessity" taking primary
THIS SHALL AGAIN ACT AS A "PUBLIC
position, for resolution of the Monetary Issues which
at that time were grossly out of hand and which (in our NOTICE".

Public Notice
[Reprintedfrom the 8/6/96editlon of CONTACT]
8/3/96 #2

HATONN

One of the things most asked for, this week, is some
ongoing mention of last week's lead 17/30/96 Front
Page] story about the national debt, financ~albacking,
etc. I can't tell you much but what I can tell you is that
the instruments are REAL and, further, that almost
every one of the MANY informed who COULD DO
SOMETHING are "reportedly" too fearful of even
responding. This is a fearful time in your entire world
and especially terrible in the United States of America
whereat you assumed you were FREE under a Constrtution which could never be destroyed. WRONG,
THE CONSTITUTION IS, FOR ALL PRACTICAL
PURPOSES, SET ASIDE.
I can keep you informed about such as Grandma's
offerings as well as sharing that which she shares with
us-as we have ability to reprint.
She, on July 3 1, 1996 corresponded wit' a party
whose name must be deleted. The letter followed a
lengthy discussion of the prior evening. It speaks for
itself [quoting:]
07:3 1: 1996

Dear Dr. XXXX,
Pursuant to our discussion last evening, please
firld enclosed Declaration of Resolution of "Constitutional Debt".
The "self evidencing" documentation is contained
in Public Record Recorded Files, identified in said
"Declaration of Resolution". Also, XXXX, a Lien of
Recorded Record exists. Said Lien liens any and/or all
Debtor Nations with outstanding debts to the United
States (Constitutional), all gold on deposit, in
repository's foreign andlor domestic, etc., etc,. ..
Taking careful, long consideration of the pending
Executive Order 13010, Sec. 5-(c):
"The Advisory Committee shall be established in
compliance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
as amended (5 U.S.C. App). The Department of
Defense shall perform the functions of the President
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act for the
Advisory Committee, except that of reporting to the
Congress, in accordance with the guidelines and procedures established by the Administrator of General
Services."
A previous Executive Order, 12838, September
27, 1991, 58 F.R. 49835, which provided for the
continuance of certain Federal Advisory committees,
was superseded by Ex. Ord. No. 12774, Sub.S. 5,
Sept. 30. 1993,58 F.R. 5175 1, set out below. (Sec. 3)
Sec. 3. "Effective immediately, executive departments and agencies shall not create or sponsor
a new advisory committee subject to FACA (Federa1 Advisory Committee Act) unless the committee
is required by statute or the agency head (a) finds
that compelling considerations necessitate creation
ofsuch a committee, and (b) receives the approval of
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget. Such approval shall be granted only sparingly
and only if compelled by considerations of national
security, health or safety or similar national inter-
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Voice of the Old Guard
September 6, 1996

THE

By: Gtrndma Heman-Herman

THE UNITED STATES

"GRANDPATHERED", CONSTITUTION
AND

TrJs

CORPORATXON

UNITED STATES "DBBTw

THINK ABOUT *ITw
---

- -

We, the Citizens of the United States, have a contract vith the
Federal Government. That llContractmis for specific purposes onlyThe c v t ~ t c a ~
byt ~xxistlbuL1011(law), specitically i s A

Contract-

Federal t
s
naauneof p m m "in -la1
tmm&iamm, are defined
in m6t explicit terms. Like "a#goraticnsmrthe CWprate M u t i ~ l are
~ ~CMfLnsd
,
as Wxporate by-Laws (~esolutiaas). Xza this gartiwlar instame, the Flederal
of thh "AFticlesof C u t t r a c t (ResGovermaent, is bormd, within tte
olut.iaus/by I-),
emmnmted, gmnted, and vested w i t h certain and epecific "prrmsrs",
to oDaduct the (Article 1) (1) to lay and collect Tium, 4 x s t s and B x c i s m s r
to pay tbe Debts and &de
for (a) t~ pay the Pebts, (b) an8 provide for a rxlllon
weof ths Wted States- (is that tlbC
H e m e , (c) and protect the 1

811rrla31

(3antained in that Atticle 1, Section .7; T k Geaerdl welfarer as per the intent cxf the

rebe 4aties and h p o ~ & , tams etc;, to PAS'RIB N
i
~btead&tobewderived"fratiwedutiesr
OmY !

-

W

~ AlYb~

(
I
R
,,

m,~ ~ ~ ~ I O W ? U ~ B ~ Q ~ I W F O R Z S

'Ihe Citisma of the anited States, slam jben g r a P t h ~t b M i w i m r its -h
, M u t i m s ,alaa: Granted, V w t e d a d 1 8 n t e d wrch parere to M O I C Q B
Omtmct., vitb(1) t b e R n m r t o m g u l a t e n , (2) tOIlglpeal1laAlle-rn
enforce
anxtm~~,
(3) plnish for eomte=feiting, (4) mfmrule of
0ffi-r
1 ~ a k u a l i Z a t i ~ 1(r5 ) Lava a~
( 6 ) m f s h pQet roads a
(7) - t ; ~
tbe gmqmus oZ Sciard 1
A r k , (8) pratsct dm and
righb and d i a w w x i s r (9)aanstitute Inferior Trikraale t6 tlle Sugr~rse
8(1) &fine apd @sh
Piracies and F e l d e s d t e d a
h tbe high
(11) to I
k
C
1
m
.
weme)..and further
jfag (12) t~ gas- and suppwt Armiea (for the Natiorrs
.DECLARED;
*no Appropriation of Money (taxation upon tbe peofile)
to that Use (Common defence etc;) s h a l l be for a longer period than
two yeare."
-I

.

-

In this "granted, vested, enumerated COMMERCE CONTRACT", the limitations
and
President are ~pe~ffically
defined.
RJWerS of Oargrsrrs. t W
-Y-d
thbee granted, wes@d, -tad
pmers, ntERE IS m AREA W JmISDI~OW.
Of

Nrnr ages the ISSUES
uhldr plague the Aaerican Feople

todate (1) unlimited
whI& infringe daily8 into and aato Y
taxatian by ,
(2) tmaty
FlwmmSI BEAt AND PERsmG lmRmrm3, JULUS ITmmcE ( c n l r ~ ) -1,UE entire
nation In a situation of Duresg uPder a bsbge situation-+d,
nar, tkrefote,
the Citiasrs of the Wted Statea have mmry masm to be amern&, as; W
M
AM) AWSE OF
HAVE, AM) ARE deaPUNG, vbidr infringe btb, and ontor the FfRSC
FTBSP m n
A R P I m OF W3 W G I N K
"OF" THE -ON#
DZZL OF RIQCPSqr a a d1r -f
i ~ l ~ d not
i ~-1udingr
r
UrJY-1by Ure people), WIT)[- m m C L E SOF 'Rhe BIIL W RXGALS*"
"m"
(vPted
Nov, therefore, as contained in ARTICLE VI. " T k constitution shall be the supreme
Law of the land". Those "BILL of RIGHTS ARTICLESr ARE AN AlmmENT TO nil3 CONSTITUTION.
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Now, therefore, it only stands to reason, NO TREATY shall impair or hpede those IUghts
as "Guarimtsed Rig-",
ylxm those powers are not qranted to tk axxmss, senate or
tb? Presidentenmmrated or --with
authority to IMPEDE the UWTRACl'
(IAW) of Camtituticm nor are t h x e powers nIMPLIEI)''.

T?re Clxporatidd of tXlle United Statesv "bad busineccs dsallsw, are t b -ibility
of t i h "Contracting Partiesw, Ehat being the President or hi8 p t , del3igneer
agpointee8 delegates etc; FurWmmre, the ~ i t u t i o n makes
,
no pmviaioa,
fw "Private PaX-tiee/(Xmtracting Internatitma1 Partiee, e e a a l'R€X=yr Cant or
Par in that m t r ARl'I1.
shall R i I k b & r Ulpede, m r t k Original -tract,
RIGRR3, FREERBS AND
Section (Clause) 10
INVOKED, as DIWIAL OF -HAL
L m m HAVB orxcmED BY "IMmDIDYG TIEE ORfGIN?U, -".

.

L e t w naw use an ample. The President, or any Corporatian duly authorized, may
cantract vfth another Natiun, pursuaut to llJE RTGKE TO TREAT
tmde agr-ts),
which conform vith the CXRIQRATE NIWLUITONS (Carstituticm). These TRADE
nust be made i n uursuance tm the Constitution. Uts say, the president of a corporati
makes an aqremmt t
n p c h a a e 100 bwhls of wheat, for our wheat; crop failed.
He, must by ~onstiFution, to Congress for the Authority to make s ~ c ha
transaction. A t which time, after s u h i t t i n g his 'agreement', Congress must concur by
2/3rds of a majority vote of ALL REPRESENTATIVE STATES* and when concut.red/passed
(these are the Corparation Board Members), it must then go to the Board of Directors
of the FINANCING DEPARTMGNT (the Senate ) 'PO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE " m D OF PAYMENT,
THROUGH t M TREASOPY--Just simple Cmpmate Law of Chmmme.

(m

--

50

Now, therefore, TXE CUJR'l3
INFOWE lRESE " C W f B W I S OF TREATY NATfONS"
T h i s i s e n f o r d ~ t b e ~ l f i l t f ~ ~ o f t h e ~ ~ ( ~ ~
FURTHE - m ) - . . . - r
the ChyghTE m;"TWj PaRLE-vBS D m
EF(rr WNIRMX l'C) ANY #;dlEENEHPm. B q can not be held liable for Hl-a
AND m 8
LA)IS8
R
' U!Y Y
DID hlCfi "SIW".
R W t m W X E r The people, as m W S , did not, have mt delegated, -ted,
-lied,
-,
m
t
d
b t b Coasrese, t& S e w * ~ W r q m i w r
ar t4 a q Sta* -,'
w h i c h is forbidden.., & Law of -itutionb)

--

Like England, The U.S. Congress, U.S. Senate, the Executive, our S t a t e ind Local
G o v e ~ ~ l e n t aaust
,
tlmmelves, aad tbe Law of Ccm6titutim. w 8
nust
and REPEAL -ALL lmmmiT I&Survhich are not in pxmance8 nor in
mandatory amfcw0amz w i t h the XRllCLE YI (6-1
P
R
W
I
s
I
m OF
m h d , re-1,
nullify and wid a l l Xavs bedr to 1907W, liJce England,

~~

*-'0

For, ja t k event we do not, this nation shall surely pie, anU f a l l fmv i t M . I I r
m
i
~ ' @
r e m 1 Id.8 Vhia
by Ule mi ti^ of - r

-

t h e B ~ O P l R f S N A T I O N m m F l R s T ~ B P ~ T I O N *
w a r t w t e l y , tmGe vfro v
t us, e l y on the -1*r
thbugh being
learned attorneys-, have failed miserably, to d x e t b a m s t i t u t i o n fa,
Yaat it is: A
(!cumma.
learned indivimls, sit daily, making laus over our lives W i W C V I - I
JORTSDICPXW, For in fact, in ,
they bave IW p o l n e r r
Iavs, outside tbe wtbm!xcial Carkactn of Oanstitutim ugwm the Citizem of tb?
United States. l m S E RIARE w R E s m nin the F i r s t MWU4Wl' "ofn the (Xmstitutioo,
THg BrWL OF RIGfWS, defined as RESERVATIONS OF RIGHE3 "TQ THE PEOPLE", in tboae
articles of bill of rights, in their entirety.

'i'h!6e

and

.

theCmgress, !5ewte, or the President, haveanyaBNERCIRCm, intoaur
Bedroamsf our Lives, our SQte Iavs, our Bank Accuunts or anything else, for that
faat.ter-- lies vithin the JURISDI~IONof the camm Citizens of the United States.

Bit-

No wtrere el=.
T h FEDERAL ADVlSORY CXlMMITPGE A m , as stated i n its first section--NEEDG (=IRSE
SCE1VTINY AND ll.BVIEW BY CONGRESS--- I, frankly, agree, It allows UNfDS'M'It?l'ICNAL
"Repugnacys to the president of the United States---Furthmmre,
t k ~aratitution,
mkes no proviaions for such
ACTIOrqsn of the Executive (president).
The Constitution, is A CXlWEWB CONTRACT. Nothing mre, nothing less. It is time,
our Elected bodies/'Eran&es of tRE;-ASSESS THIS CWEW3.
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New Gaia Products
-- XIlrrlNCI dl

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
5
0-100
56.00
$7.00
5 101-200
S 201-300
58.00
5 301-400
59.00
S 401-500
510.00
5 501-600
51 1 .OO

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX

P.O. Box 2771 0
Las Vegas, NV 891 26
(Please Print)
Name

IlANULlNU KA I t>;

Date

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

5
S
5
5
5
5

0-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600

$8.00
59.00
510.00
$1 1 .OO
$12.00
$1 3.00

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE C A U FOR SHIPPING RATES

Street Address

NQE

Cityflown

State/Prov.

** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, pkase call for rates.
rr For Priority Mail to any locations. please call for rates.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.

** All Foreign orders, please contact our office In mlting

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

for specific rates as rates vary gnatly.

Expiration Date

Signature For Credit Card Orders
,

I

Itern
GAlANDRlANA
AQUAGdW

PER UNIT

leu.

UQUlD

32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

16 u.

32 u.
1mu

GAlALME

n-

~ t y .Amount

-

'

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

B O D Y BOOSTER
L I Q U I D LIFE
GAlAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAbwoL
Colloidal Silm with trace minerals L lhce
Cold suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAlAG0l.D
GAlA D H m
GAIA C U 2 9
GAlA TI-22

Colloidal Gold
Colloidal
Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
Colloidal Titanium

32 oz.
4 QL

$22.00
--

2-

$8.00

202.
18 QL
32 az.

2 02.
16 QL
32 QL
2

QL

'

$10.00

2

$20.00

02.

S6.00
each

2 u

ALCOHOL

*GAlASPELT BREAD MIX

( ~ k k

48~dl)

(h
@do

-

$1 5.00
$1 49.00
$3.50

46 GAIASPELT FLOUR WHOLE GRCUN
2 Ik.e 81.26/lb.
4 Ik.e 81.2S/Ib.
8 lk. e sl.?s/lb.

*GAIASPELT KERNELS
e
* PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$ 5.00

10 ~ b .81.25/Ib.

$1 2.50

* MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
Qhdrhua

1 Baub
(1 qt.)
2 Botues GmLolyta (2 ltsrr em&)
4wSpdtBrsPlMbr

* MiCROWATER

$2.50
$5.00
$10.00

4 lk.@ s1.2611b.

1 Bottle GaiandrlPna (1 ql.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia ( 1 qt.)
2 Bottles GakLyte (2 llten each)
4 PUS. spelt Bread M ~ K
5 Ardio-carrettes

$10.00
$56.00
$96.00
$20.00
$1 12.00
$192.00

2-

CWFEDJE,

$260.00

(FACTORV BLEHISH~/REFWIIISHED)

$20.00

$20.00

GULF WAR sYNDROME "-W
GA(AsORB NEUTRMOND

....................................................
SUCROSET
S

1 q m ~ 1 8-00

$20.00

$48.00

GAlAsORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK
HlTACHl (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$18.00

32 oz.

$ 8.00
1 6 ~ ~ $45.00
.
32 a
$75.40

Trace minerals & Colkidul Silver
suspended In Hydrogen Peroxfde

Nl(XTINE-

Concentrate ( IOX STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY

$10.00

2 oz.

lJdAVPAIW#TLFmeU4M

e o c ~ s ~$30.00
~ ~ s
b

2 oz.

QW Amount

wMk.IQICI#b=M-krml-

Alfalfa & Minerals

1

PRICE
UNIT

GAlACLEANSlEKlT

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAlA (FIBRINO-CARTILACE)
"3 IN 1" GRAPL SEED EXTRACT oo CAPSULES $1 8.00
"4 IN 1" WILD YAM EXTRACT
60 CAPsWEs $ 22.00
524.95
ACL AntW)xidant Formula
1-1$21.00
CHLOREUA
s o o ~ n e u m / ~ l ~n~~~.
$24.50
EcHlNAcEA MU)PLlJ!3
-TABLETS
GAlATRlM
- 3 O t h ~ s w p l ~ 35.00
GINKGO BlLOBA (24%
ISOTABLRS
$24.95
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
soc~psulrs $6.00
$6.00
I'OWN CAPSULES
60-LL8
ALOE PLUS 77
60 CAp.ULES/4SOmg. u
GS9

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
ALOE JUICE whole ~ e a fA I O ~ era

Itern
GAlAUFE COUOlOAL MINERALS 121*
OXwM

$20.00
$40.00
$20.00
$40.00
s 8.50
$15.00

r aten
~ # r $3.50
n
$6.00
--$6.00
16$8.50
eat.

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKACESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ELECTROLYSIS

ALKAUNE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

$1 30.00

$80.00

$ 1 100.00

S 8.00

VORTEX K I T

--

SE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CH4BI: (louted on the top of this order form) WHEN
CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR hLL Naw Gaia Products.

j(t FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE

PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE,BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATEX TRI
ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING BATES.

md
'leasemake
money orders payable ta

NewGaia

-*

P.0. BOX 277 10
LaS Vegas
NV 89126

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDUNC

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX Nevada Residents only: add 7%
California Phone Orders only: add 7.25%
TOTAL ENCLOSED

SEPTEMBER 10, 1996

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX

Page 68

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE
THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLARLIE
THE I-I~LoCAUST VOL. I
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40.THE TRI~LIONIlOtLAR LIE
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
THE
VOL- I1
OF A
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 41.THE
SINGLE j o u r n r r ~ $6.00; ANY 4 ~ ~ , , , , , ~ l s PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM
UNHOLY ALLIANCE
ARE $5.50EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE 42.
43,TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
S5.00 EACH (Shipping extra scc right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
* * T h t ~ marked
t
Jovrnok are out of stock until 45.TANGLED WEBS VOL.
further notice.
46. T A N ~ L E DWEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
49.TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VlIl
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
**6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
57.GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
** 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A DRUM** 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
** 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENM:
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
**IS.RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
6 1. PUPPY-DOO TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
**I 6. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAWN
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
** 1 8. BLOOD AND ASHES
65.THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
** 1 9. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
**20.THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
22. PLEIADLS CONNECTION VOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AOONY
69. TATTERED PAOES
*'23. BURNT OFFERINOS
**24.SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
**25.THE BITTER COMMUNION
71. COALESCENCE
*;26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE
72. CANDLELIOHT
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN8'28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
FOLDED VOL. I1

-

1

F O R INFORMATION ABOUT
J O U R N A L S , B O O K S , ETC.,
: MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PWOENX JOURLVALS LIST

77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOO
so. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANOINO PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEOION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT ....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE 'EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES. MIND CONTROL-THE RAZOR'S EDGE
101. TH6 BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102.SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW
,
CREATE THE FUTURE
104.FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN P E R I G A N
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSlE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
"AND OTHER FORMS OF

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
POS~
0mc8 B o x 37353
La8 Vegrs, Nevada 89126

(or call)

1-800-800-6666
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title. 11.00 ea add7
BookratcS2.50 1st title, $1.00ea adcrl
Priority-$3.40 1st title. $1.00 ea addl
AUSKA & HAWAII
BookratrS2.50 1st title, $1.W ea addl
Rlority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00ea add?
UPS 2nd dayS9.00 1st title. $1 ea ad#l
CANADA & MEXICO
SurfaccS3.W 1st tltle, $1 .SO ea ad&l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2 00 ea addl
FOREIGN

krrfaccS3.00 1st title. $1.SO ea H I
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

805-822-0202
Post Office BOX27800
Las Vegas, N V 89126

This is a service for our
dedicated readers. Today's
Watch telephone hotline
carries the latest news and

The message machine will

CONTACT, CALL:

